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BULGARIA 

FOREIGN TRADE DEVELOPMENT IN FIRST QUARTER OF 1984 

Sofia IZNOS I VNOS in Bulgarian No 1, 1984 p 3 

[Report:  "Development of Foreign Trade in the Bulgarian People's Republic 
During the First Quarter of 1984;" information formerly published in 
STATISTICHESKI BYULETIN—VNOS I IZNOS] 

[Text]  The foreign economic relations of the Bulgarian People's Republic 
continued to increase and expand during the first quarter of 1984 as well 
Trade during that period totaled 5,516,500,000 f.e. (foreign exchange) leva, 
or a 2.2 percent increase compared to the first quarter of 1983.  Exports 
increased by 3.2 percent and imports by 1.1 percent. 

The most considerable development of our trade was with the socialist coun- 
tries, the CEMA member countries in particular. 

In the group of socialist countries the USSR continues to hold first place in 
our foreign trade.  Our trade with that country reached 3.3 billion 
f.e. leva, or 74 percent of our overall trade with the socialist countries 
Following the USSR were the GDR, with 319.8 million f.e. leva (7.2 percent)- 
Czechoslovakia, 234.9 million (5.3 percent); Poland, 189.9 million (4.3 per- 
cent) and others. 

During the first quarter of thxs year trade with the developed capitalist 
countries remained on the level of the same period in 1983.  Trade with a 
number of individual countries declined but trade with some of our main 
partners increased somewhat, as follows: FRG, by 25.4 million f.e. leva 
(21.9 percent); Switzerland, 14.9 million (23 percent); France, 4.*5 million 
(16 percent), etc. 

Among ehe developing countries Libya remained our biggest foreign trade 
partner.  During the first quarter of the year trade with that country 
reached 234.3 million f.e. leva or 45.8 percent of the total trade with the 
developing countries.  Comoared to the same period in 1983 trade increased hv 
16.9 percent. 

The positive trend of improvements in the trade structure was retained.  The 
volume and share of highly processed items is steadily increasing in our 
exports. 

Compared with the first quarter of 1983 the following additional amounts were 
exported: machines and equipment for industrial purposes worth 155 million 



f.e. leva; chemicals, 11.2 million; construction materials and parts, 4 mil- 
lion; industrial consumer goods (noncomestible), 29.6 million. 

Among the commodities imported during the first quarter of the year the 
highest share was that of fuels, mineral raw materials and metals—46 percent 
—and machines and equipment for industrial purposes—33.8 percent. 

Compared with the same period in 1983, during the first quarter of this year 
the following additional amounts were exported: lathes, 200; milling machines, 
25- drills, 18; timber processing machines, 258; telephone sets, 9,500; radio 
telephones, 3,500; automobile batteries, 5,800; electric cars, 300; electric 
power, 45.5 million kilowatt hours; steel sheets, 1,600 tons, etc. 

Imports of some consumer goods, such as watches, television sets, refrigera- 
tors, washing machines and some varieties of southern fruits increased con- 

siderably. 
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BULGARIA 

MINISTER EXAMINES NEW ECONOMIC MECHANISM-FOREIGN TRADE RELATIONSHIP 

Sofia VUNSHNA TURGOVIYA in Bulgarian Nos 5, 6, 1984 

[No 5 pp 3-8] 

[Article by Khristo Khristov, minister of foreign trade] 

[Text]  As we know, a number of changes and additions were made in the eco- 
nomic mechanism for the management of the national economy with Council of 
Ministers decree No 2 of 31 January 1984.  The amendments and supplements to 
the economic mechanism, which were enacted as of 1 January 1984, lead to its 
improvement, for which reason their creative and comprehensive application in 
practical work will inevitably enhance the quality of socialist economic 
management. 

The steady advancement of the economic mechanism must be considered an impor- 
tant and a necessary process.  In the course of the application of the eco- 
nomic mechanism during the 8th Five-Year Plan significant experience was 
gained and a number of new theoretical problems and practical approaches were 
developed on the role of management in the further development of a developed 
socialist society. 

In this respect the stipulations, principles and practical approaches 
developed by Comrade Todor Zhivkov, 3C? Central Committee general secretary, 
at the 12th Party Congress and the plenums which followed it, the national 
conferences and his lectures at the Academy of Social Sciences and Social 
Management and in his report note to the 3C? Central Committee Politburo "On 
Some Urgent Problems of the Application of the Economic Mechanism and Manage- 
ment Improvements," discussed and adopted at the January 1984 BCP Central 
Commttee Plenum, are of basic significance. 

The amendments and supplements in the economic mechanism are based on objec- 
tive domestic and international conditions governing the development of our 
economy at the present stage.  Our country is entering a decisive period in 
building mature socialism.  The international political and economic situa- 
tion is worsening steadily.  Regardless of the negative effect which the 
energy, raw material and financial crises, the increased prices on the inter- 
national market and the worsened external conditions for the marketing of our 
export goods is having on our economy, it must continue to develop at its 
present stable rate. 



The stricter requirements governing domestic economic problems in connection 
with the conversion of the national economy to an intensive base and the 
worsened external conditions presume the use of the management mechanism in 
ensuring a real confrontation between domestic production and the conditions, 
trends and characteristics of foreign markets and the acceleration of the 
process of dynamic consideration and adaptation of the production process to 
such circumstances, trends and characteristics.  The increased effectiveness 
of foreign economic relations and the enhancement of their role in the devel- 
opment of the socialist economy can be achieved only on the basis of such a 

purely economic basis. 

Let us immediately emphasize that the amendments and supplements in the 
economic mechanism do not affect its basic and essential stipulations and 
concepts, the accuracy of which was confirmed by past experience.  It is a 
question of amendments, supplements and improvements in the means and methods 
and, essentially, the tools used in observing the basic principles of the 
economic mechanism in accordance with contemporary conditions and stricter 

requirements. 

The main purpose of the current improvements in the economic mechanism is to 
create the necessary prerequisites for the fullest possible, qualitative and 
comprehensive implemention of the economic tasks set by the 12th BCP Con- 
gress.  That is why the problem today is reduced essentially to the detailed 
study of the main trends for improving the economic mechanism and their 
application in daily practical work. 

Enhancing the Role of Production Enterprises Is the Basic Trend in Improving 

the Economic Mechanism 

In accordance with Comrade Todor Zhivkov's stipulation of the owner and 
manager of socialist property, the amendments and supplements in the economic 
mechanism stipulate that the enterprises will become the basic economic- 
organizational and economic unit within the national economy, operating on 
the basis of total cost accounting and possessing the necessary legal rights. 
In ;his way ehe enterprise—ehe direct production unit—becomes the main com- 
ponent in the organizational structure of the economy. 

As Comrade Todor Zhivkov indicated at the January 1984 BCP Central Committee 
Plenum, under the new conditions relations between enterprises and the state 
will be established on an economic basis.  In response to the production and 
financial resources granted by the state, the enterprises must achieve and 
-astora for ehe state specific end mandatory results.  Zventual oetter or 
worse economic results, compared to those pianned by tne state will be at tne 

expense of the enterprises. 

^he purpose of all of this is to relieve the economic enterprises from petty 
daiW supervision and oaralysis and to offer them opportunities for develop- 
ing economic initiative. It is only thus that the labor collectives will be 
able fully to exercise their rights as true managers. 

The superior economic structure will be based on the rights and requirements 
of the production enterprises.  Combines, economic trusts, corporations and 



others will be associations of labor collectives at enterprises engaged in 
resolving common problems which cannot be resolved efficiently by individual 
enterprises. At the same time, the enteprises are offered extensive possi- 
bilities of entering into and participating in various forms of associations 
—companies, associations, economic unions, etc. 

Starting with 1 January 1984 the production enterprises will be responsible 
not only for their output but for marketing it on the domestic and foreign 
markets. 

Currently foreign trade activities are carried out through a variety of 
organizational forms, such as economic organizations with their own foreign 
trade units, foreign trade enterprises under the jurisdiction of economic 
organizations, foreign trade societies and companies, and autonomous foreign 
trade enterprises.  Regardless of the differences existing among these forms, 
the problem of the direct confrontation between national production and the 
international market and the reaching of this market by producing plants was 
not resolved satisfactorily.  In the sense of the amendments made in the eco- 
nomic mechanism, foreign trade becomes a direct production activity within 
the framework of the overall reproduction process.  This circumstance calls 
for a thorough consideration of the present forms of organization of foreign 
trade with a view to coordinating them with the new stipulations of the eco- 
nomic mechanism. 

Two essential methods of foreign trade activities have been established in 
worldwide practice: 

First, when the producer is also the merchant and carries out foreign trade 
activities alone, through his own bureaus, companies or offices or through 
associations established with other related producers for joint foreign trade 
activities.  This also includes hiring specific companies operating on the 
international market on his behalf and on the basis of his instruction and 
accounts, paid on a commission basis. 

Second, when the producer sells his goods to a commercial firm which markets 
it internationally in its own name and at its own account. 

The economic mechanism accepted in our country gives priority to the first 
form: the producer is also the merchant without, naturally, excluding in some 
cases the use of the second method.  This legitimately raises the question of 
how will the production enterprise organize its foreign trade activities. 

The following several basic conditions should be observed and considered in 
resolving this complex problem: 

First, no one has the right no deprive or restrict the rights of production 
enterprises relative to foreign cratie activities, granted to them in accor- 
dance with the laws on the economic mechanism. 

Second, production enterprises may carry out their foreign trade through a 
variety of forms: a foreign trade organization engaged in foreign trade 



activities on their account on a commission basis; the foreign trade enter- 
prise of the economic organization in whose offices they maintain their own 
specialists; the foreign trade enterprise of the economic organization or of 
any other foreign trade organization in which they keep an office; the for- 
eign trade company of which they are members; and a foreign trade association 
with other enterprises and economic organizations; 

Third, the enterprises may use one or several forms of foreign trade as stip- 
ulated in the law, based on the characteristics of their export and import 
activities. 

Fourth, all state and economic bodies and organizations must assist the 
production enterprises in developing the most efficient organization and 
conduct of foreign trade activities. 

Regardless of the form of organization of the foreign trade, the foreign 
exchange and financial results of exports and imports are directly and 
entirely reflected in the results of the overall economic activities of 
production enterprises, rather than through the trusts, as has been the case 
so far.  This ensures the establishment of truly active ties between the 
enterprises and foreign market requirements. 

The rights granted to production enterprises to engage in foreign economic 
activities, however, in no case mean that all production enterprises can 
themselves go to the international market to sell their goods: this would 
lower the prices of commodities and the country's effect of foreign trade 
activities.  The contemporary situation on the international market demands 
that in the future also, in organizing foreign trade activities we must take 
into consideration their concentration, i.e., the producers must present 
themselves on the foreign market on an organized basis through the creation 
of associations consisting of companies and other forms of association.  To 
this effect, the Ministry of Foreign Trade and the State Committee for Plan- 
ning have the right to limit by sector and depending on volumes of foreign 
trade activities the right of enterprises independently to develop their 
foreign trade units or to engage in foreign trade through economic organi- 
zations of which they are a part.  The form of foreign trade used by the 
individual enterprises will be coordinated with the Ministry of Foreign Trade 
and the sectorial ministries. 

Obviously, in the application of this principle we must revise the internal 
structure of the current foreign trade units such as NPT [Scientific Produc- 
tion and Trace Trusts], the ?T0 [Production and Trade Trusts] and companies. 
Their form must be retained but this must not deprive the large plants which 
are now part of their system of the right to engage in foreign trade; they 
must have their own representatives or units, offices, firms, managements, 
etc. 

The right of production enterprises to market their goods does not mean to 
allow competition among enterprises on the international market. The same 
type commodity cannot be sold by two or more foreign trade organizations 
or units.  If necessary, such problems will be considered jointly and the 



permission of the Ministry of Foreign Trade will be sought. Allowing our 
organizations to compete on foreign markets will create marking difficulties 
and is in the interest neither of the country nor the production collectives. 

At this point we should also pay attention to the problem of services, engi- 
neering services in particular.  Currently complete projects are being 
offered within the same sector by several enterprises.  Obviously, this may 
be retained in the future as well but must be strictly regulated so that only 
one Bulgarian organization is represented in a given market. 

This could be accomplished on the basis of a competition within the country 
or by a division of markets which, if impossible to achieve on the enterprise 
level, will be regulated by the Ministry of Foreign Trade.  Preference will 
be given to organizations which have proved in practice their ability to 
carry out efficient and competitive projects. 

The establishment of the internal organizational structure of foreign trade 
organizations and, particularly, companies and associations, should be based 
on taking into consideration the interests and views of the production enter- 
prises.  They must actively participate in the choice of the method (firm, 
office or directorate), to determine the size of the staff and assignment of 
obligations among it, personal selection, etc.  The internal structural units 
of foreign trade companies and associations and their staffs must be directly 
involved with export and import plans of production enterprises and their 
results.  This is the only basis on which the income of such units must be 
earned and the wages of their staffs determined. 

We must increasingly apply wage and income differentiation based on the 
quality and quantity of invested labor. 

Trade firms, directorates and offices of the various production enterprises 
will be serviced by joint functional units (planning, financial, accounting, 
price, marketing, legal, transportation, etc.) and the common management of 
companies and associations.  The income ana wages of the management and the 
general functional units must be based on the results achieved from export 
and imports of all the enterprises they service.  Such interrelationships 
significantly enhance the role and significance of internal cost accounting. 

The managements of foreign trade companies and associations will bear partic- 
ular responsibility for their proper functioning.  Such managements, which 
have oeen elected by tne collective management organs, must also act as the 
representatives of the socialist state.  They must coordinate, control and 
direct through the functional units the activities of commercial firms, 
directorates and offices in accordance with the interests of the socialist 
society and the efficient marketing of the goods produced by the enterprises 
and economic organizations. 

The main concern of the managements of foreign trade companies and associa- 
tions must be to establish the closest possible ties—orientational, cadre, 
economic, etc.—between commercial firms, directorates and offices and 



The production enterprises and the economic organizations must be supplied 
with sufficient, prompt, systematic and specific foreign trade data which 
will enable them in drafting their counterplans to take maximally into 
account the requirements of foreign markets; in the course of carrying out 
their economic activities, to make proper decisions on prices at which they 
sell their products on the international markets and to take the necessary 
steps to enhance the efficiency of overall economic activities. 

The foreign trade information required by enterprises and economic organiza- 
tions must discover quantitative and qualitative characteristics of inter- 
national markets, such as the condition of the output, consumption, supply 
and demand and developing opportunities for the marketing of our goods; char- 
acteristics of the condition and development of commodity markets in social- 
ist, developing and developed capitalist countries; requirements of the 
international market in terms of variety and quality, packaging, servicing, 
advertising, etc. 

In accordance with the course of comprehensive intensification of the 
national economy, particular attention should be paid to the information 
which reflects the requirements of international markets in terms of the 
quality of export goods.  Minimal requirements in this respect include the 
following: 

a. Forecasts and market and other studies to be used as a basis for techni- 
cal and economic assignments on the technical standards and quality parame- 
ters of export goods; 

b. Information used in setting parameters of standards which must be met for 
the most important indicators of the items; 

c. Information which will help drastically to reduce and eliminate the sub- 
jective factor in production certification and will make it possible to apply 
the high global criteria and, particularly, the criteria of producers in 
countries with which we are competing and of consumers in countries in which 
Bulgarian goods are sold; 

d. Periodical information on the quality of export goods and comparisons 
with the quality of similar products produced by the competition and with 
consumer requirements; 

e. Supplying the economic organization and enterprises with systematic 
information on the quality and technical standards of our export goods and on 
steps taken by the competition in this area; 

f. Systematic analysis of data on claims, used as a base for the liability 
of culprits and for suggesting measures to eliminate systematic and unjusti- 
fied quality claims and omissions. 

It is particularly important to change the nature of foreign trade informa- 
tion and to make it more purposeful: above all it must earmark the future 
development of market conditions and enable producers to make specific deci- 
sions on adapting production to such future requirements.  As the state 



authority, the Ministry of Foreign Trade will direct such activities through 
its institutes.  Essentially, however, the task must be fulfilled by the 
foreign trade enterprises which must make forecasts on commodities and take 
most active part in drafting the plan.  The Foreign Trade and International 
Markets Situation Center should organize and methodically guide and provide 
necessary information on the market situation as a guide to producers in the 
areas of structure and quality. 

Mandatory assignments of state planned tasks to direct producers, including 
foreign exchange and financial results of the marketing of their output, is a 
new aspect in planning foreign trade activities.  This guarantees planned ties 
between the direct producer and the foreign market. 

State planned export and foreign exchange balance assignments will be 
approved by the ministries which will assign them to the respective economic 
organizations and the latter to the production enterprises. The stipulation 
that the superior organization has the right to change approved plan indica- 
tors of its subunits only downwards, thus meeting the requirement of not 
appropriating reserves developed by labor collectives through their counter- 
plans, is of great importance. 

The foreign trade organization is an economic organization performing spe- 
cific activities.  It will have the following mandatory plan indicators: 

Physical export volumes based on international contracts, agreements, etc.; 

Physical volumes of imports from both directions; 

Foreign exchange income from reexports and other specific foreign trade 
operations. 

The export and import plan of the foreign trade organizations will be essen- 
tially formulated in physical terms and value by the economic organizations. 
The combined plan of the foreign trade organization, based on the suggestion 
of the respective sectorial ministry, must be approved by the interdepartmen- 
tal export and import coordination council of the Ministry of Foreign Trade. 

The amendments and supplements in the economic mechanism stipulate the 
foreign exchange self-support of economic organizations and enterprises.  In 
this connection, regulations governing the foreign exchange resources of the 
country become more flexible. 

The following indicators will be issued to economic organizations and enter- 
prises in foreign trade activities: 

Foreign exchange income from socialist countries, including the USSR and the 
nonsocialist countries; 

Foreign exchange balance for nonsocialist countries; 

Foreign exchange ceilings for imports from socialist countries. 



Enterprises and economic organizations without enterprises must mandatorily 
secure the foreign exchange income included in the plan and stipulated in the 
foreign exchange balance. If the stipulated foreign exchange income is not 
earned, the foreign exchange balance will be secured by lowering foreign 
exchange outlays and available Foreign Exchange Fund assets. Limiting for- 
eign exchange outlays does not relieve the enterprise or economic organiza- 
tion from the implementation of contractual obligations. Nonfulfillment of 
foreign exchange income and balance for the current year increases the fol- 
lowing year's plan. 

The elimination of the stipulation according to which imports from the first 
direction must be minimal is a new feature.  Currently the import plan from 
the first direction may be exceeded but only if additional export resources 
are available and with the agreement of the Ministry of Foreign Trade. 

The laws governing the economic mechanism increased incentive for export 
activities and import economy. We know that some of the additional material 
and manpower expenditures related to the production and procurement of com- 
modities for export to nonsocialist countries, a practice which will be 
extended, are covered by the Ministry of Foreign Trade from the Export En- 
couragement Fund.  Furthermore, conditions are created for awarding bonuses 
for exports of highly effective commodities.  More funds will be made avail- 
able in leva and foreign currency for extensive servicing and advertising 
activities related to our goods abroad. 

Greater foreign exchange incentives will be provided for production enter- 
prises.  They will set up their own foreign exchange funds with amounts at 
their disposal.  Providing that they meet their stipulated foreign exchange 
balance, the enterprises will be given an incentive in foreign exchange of 
1 percent of the volume of current foreign exchange income, 30 percent of 
which will be left at the disposal of the enterprises themselves.  They will 
also be granted 70 percent of the foreign exchange income earned over and 
above the stipulated state plan. 

New regulations apply to incentives and penalties in leva relative to the 
implementation of foreign exchange assignments.  An enterprise or economic 
organization without enterprises which grants to the state some of its due 
foreign exchange from the Foreign Exchange Fund will receive a bonus of 1 
leva per each foreign exchange leva paid to the budget.  If the foreign 
exchange balance from the second direction is not achieved, the economic 
organizations will nav fines to the budget of 0.10 leva per each foreign 
exchange leva lost due to nonfulfillment. 

Expedient changes have been made in the regulation governing the formation of 
the Service Activities Fund.  If the legally allocated funds prove to be in- 
sufficient, the enterprises or economic organizations without enterprises 
must secure additional funds for such activities.  It is forbidden to divert 
for such purposes assets appropriated for other purposes, including for the 
payment of claims, or the appropriation, freezing and centralizing of funds. 
The economic organizations can transfer assets from this fund to other eco- 
nomic organizations to which they have assigned servicing activities on a 

10 



contractual basis.  This means that such assets may be put at the disposal of 
the foreign trade organization assigned to engage in such activities. 

It is thus that the planned regulation of the country's foreign exchange 
resources is improved essentially through economic means, such as the ful- 
fillment of our intergovernmental agreements and contracts; maintaining the 
country's steadily positive foreign exchange balance; expanding foreign trade 
further, particularly with the socialist countries; assigning foreign eco- 
nomic relations a more active role in the development of the socialist 
society.  All of this increases the responsibility of foreign trade workers 
for the successful implementation of planned foreign exchange assignments of 
economic organizations and enterprises. 

[No 6 1984 pp 2-7] 

[Text]  Increasing the Responsibility of Producers and Exporters for the 
Quality of Export Goods 

At the January 1984 BCP Central Committee Plenum, Comrade Todor Zhivkov 
indicated new quality criteria, such as comparing our goods with the 
qualities of similar items produced and sold by our strongest competitors on 
the world market; the price of our commodity accepted at the respective mar- 
ket, compared to the price obtained by our competitor for the same item. 
This means that the main thing is to make goods produced in our country 
competitive on the foreign market in all areas: technical parameters, con- 
sumer value, design, packaging and servicing. 

These are the only objectively set criteria, for at the present stage produc- 
tion quality is increasingly becoming the main element in the competitive 
ability of the commodities and the basic means in the so-called nonprice 
competition, which today determines the development and efficiency of foreign 
trade to the greatest extent. 

The comnrehensive assessment and status of the competitiveness of our goods 
are expressed, in the final account, through the prices at which they are 
sold on the international market. 

We must acknowledge that this approach is largely built in in the amendments 
and supplements to the economic mechanism.  It stipulates increased responsi- 
bility, incentives and penalties relative to upgrading the quality and all 
management, levels and through all possible administrative and economic meas- 
ures . 

Above all, the role of the sectorial ministries is enhanced in decisively 
improving production quality. 

Also enhanced are the responsibilities of leading cadres and specialists in 
enterprises and economic organizations regarding production quality. 

It has been stipulated that no planned volumes will be set for raw and other 
materials used in the production of goods with substandard indicators. 

11 



Particular attention has been paid to quality control personnel: their indi- 
vidual wages will be based on the quality of output and claims filed; their 
management cadres will be appointed by the higher management. 

Individual and collective penalties will be imposed on the respective units 
and officials who have allowed the production of substandard goods, defaults, 
price discounts, and the payment of damages and losses from just claims rela- 
tive to production quality. 

We know that among the variety of factors which determine the quality of 
output the use of scientific and technical progress plays a central part. 
That is why the amendments and supplements of the economic mechanism enhance 
the responsibility of economic ministries, enterprises and organizations for 
the application of scientific and technical achievements pertaining to pro- 
duction quality. 

The amendments and supplements stipulate a greater correlation of prices with 
production quality and wages with meeting quality indicators of economic 
activities. 

Quality problems are manifested particularly tangibly in foreign trade 
activities, for the quality of exported goods is the basic factor ensuring 
their efficient marketing.  However, we must bear in mind that in terms of 
the efficiency of overall foreign trade activities, in addition to the 
quality of export goods the quality of the labor invested in their manufac- 
turing is of great importance. 

In connection with the new requirements of the economic mechanism, the 
Ministry of Foreign Trade should provide methodical guidance in activities 
relative to the quality of export goods within the foreign trade system, such 
as maintaining systematic relations and engaging in joint work with state 
control organs, such as the State Committee for Science and Technical Pro- 
gress, the Committee for State and People's Control, etc., as well as with 
the engineering-aüolication and economic and foreign trade organizations. 

With properly drafted standards and concluded foreign trade contracts, which 
determine fully and entirely the technical standards and requirements govern- 
ing the quality of export goods, proper quality can be achieved mainly as a 
result of coordinated and jointly organized control by economic and foreign 
trade organizations, sectorial ministries and the Ministry of Foreign Trade 
in the course of the develonment, aDplication and production of the various 
items. 

As Comrade Todor Zhivkov pointed out at the National Conference on Quality, 
which was held in Varna in May 1983, the producer plays the main part in 
terms of quality and bears the main responsibility for it.  In accordance 
with the new requirements of the economic mechanism, producer control must be 
efficient and subjectivism and the mere recording of facts must be decisively 
eliminated.  The producer's control must cover the entire chain of the repro- 
duction process and be essentially preventive. 
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In our view, the economic organizations and enterprises must significantly 
intensify their control at three main points of the production process: 
"input" control on cooperatively produced items, materials and raw materials; 
control for the precise observance of technology in the production process; 
and control of the finished items prior to shipping them out. 

Considerable improvements must be made in the control functions of foreign 
trade organizations.  In this connection we should discuss the question of 
setting up an apparatus of receivers in some foreign trade organizations, 
paid by the latter.  Naturally, the organization of such a system should be 
adapted to the specific characteristics of the commodities and forms of 
organization of foreign trade. 

The following rules should be applied: goods which have been stopped by the 
foreign trade organization control authorities should not be produced any 
longer or shipped out. 

State control of export quality by the Ministry of Foreign Trade should be 
practical and pertain to specific commodities, enterprises and countries.  In 
this connection use could be made of the organization and possibilities of 
the Bulgarkontrola SO [Economic Trust] which would be in charge of specific 
governmental control as assigned by the Ministry of Foreign Trade and paid 
for by the investigated enterprises. A similar step should be taken in the 
case of repeated omissions and the creation of dangerous precedents.  The 
goods blocked by the Bulgarkontrola SO should not be shipped out on the basis 
of administrative orders. 

It is particularly necessary to emphasize that this applies to partial meas- 
ures which in no case would affect the nature of the Bulgarkontrol SO as an 
international monitoring station.  The implementation of such steps, however, 
will enable us to make more efficient and purposeful use of existing material 
and technical facilities and skilled personnel in the nationwide struggle for 
production quality in which both we and our foreign partners are interested. 

The practical implementation of the new stipulations of the economic mecha- 
nism in terms of quality must be reflected in improving the efficiency of 
exports and overall foreign trade activities.  This process, however, must be 
steadily monitored, observed and studied by all state and economic organs 
managing production and export activities. 

Let us frankly say that so far the managements of the economic organizations 
and enterprises do not regularly observe and systematically analyze the basic 
export efficiency indicators.  They are showing insufficient interest in 
carrying out steps to reduce production costs of export commodities. 

Obviously, the efforts to improve the efficiency of foreign trade are most 
closely related to the work of foreign trade organizations in the study and 
forecasting of the situation on international markets, the quality parameters 
of the items and the structure and production cost of export commodities. 
The unity of these factors which become the base of economic activities in 
exports may result in a favorable development of the trends of import and 
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export prices and make our participation in the international division of 
labor more efficient. 

A method for computing the efficiency of foreign trade has been approved. 
Clearly, reporting and analyzing the results of enterprise work in this area 
and taking adequate measures must become the main concern of all foreign 
trade units. 

Particular attention should be paid to the export profitability indicator. 
We know that Comrade Todor Zhivkov emphasized the need to apply this indi- 
cator in our economic practice as early as the December 1982 BCP Central 
Committee Plenum.  The importance of the export profitability indicator is 
defined by the fact that it helps to compare the two basic elements of 
economic activities of enterprises, related to the results of commodity 
marketing on the international market—production cost and the equivalent of 
foreign trade marketing in leva.  This enables us to see simply and clearly 
the results of production and export activities, reflecting the basic eco- 
nomic interests of economic organizations and enterprises with the current 
economic mechanism. 

This year the export profitability indicator is not mandatory. However, it 
is entirely obvious that the enterprises must be prepared to use this indi- 
cator without delay in assessing the results of their foreign trade efforts. 
In this connection, and with a view to stimulating the implementation of 
steps to lower production costs, the Ministry of Foreign Trade and the Minis- 
try of Finance must draft this very year norms regulating minimal export 
profitability and incentives for its improvement. 

Some Specific Problems of Foreign Trade Activities 

Beause of the characteristic features of our economy and in accordance with 
the BCP economic policy, in the future as well the country's foreign trade 
will continue to develop at a faster pace compared to the growth rates of the 
national income and industrial output.  Goods produced by the machine build- 
ing, electronic and electrical engineering industries (lifting machines, 
automation facilities, industrial robots, etc.) and the items produced by the 
chemical and light and food industries will continue to have priority.  We 
shall expand the scale of engineering services and improve foreign trade 
methods. Integration processes with the socialist countries will be developed 
more extensively and our participation in international industrial coopera- 
tion will be expanded. 

The open nature of our economy will impose increasingly new requirements 
concerning foreign trade activities, aimed at intensifying their influence on 
national production intensification. 

Unquestionably, the rights which the economic mechanism grants producing 
economic organizations and enterprises in the field of foreign trade will 
constitute a powerful incentive for increasing our participation in the 
international division of labor.  At the same time, however, let us emphasize 
that foreign trade is a very specific economic activity which formulates 
strict requirements and criteria concerning cadres working in this area. 
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The economic organizations and enterprises have been granted the right to 
make basic decisions relative to exports and imports, in accordance with the 
laws governing the economic mechanism.  This particularly increases the 
requirements of such decisions consistent with the interests of the collec- 
tives and the commitments assumed by the state and the interests of and tasks 
set by the owner—the socialist state.  It is entirely clear that the owner 
would not and naturally will not allow any amateurish attitude toward profes- 
sional problems in this exceptionally important and responsible economic sec- 
tor.  The consideration and resolution of all problems arising in relation 
with the country's foreign economic relations must take place with a manda- 
tory feeling of high responsibility and impeccable professionalism. 

The current situation on the international markets calls for problems of 
organization and implementation of foreign trade activities to be centralized 
in the managements of economic organizations and enterprises.  The basic de- 
cisions on such problems should be systematically passed on the production 
collectives and very strict requirements must be set for individuals engaging 
in foreign trade activities.  The location of such individuals (job or terri- 
tory) within the economic organizations and enterprises or in the various 
foreign trade activities is not the most essential problem.  What is essen- 
tial is that these are foreign trade cadres to which all universally valid 
requirements and principles fully apply.  These must be politically loyal, 
mature and dedicated cadres, with professional training and proven business 
qualities and language capabilities. A concern for training such cadres is 
above all the concern of the managers of economic organizations and enter- 
prises.  The selection, appointment, promotion or dismissal of managers and 
specialists in foreign trade units of enterprises and economic organizations 
must be coordinated with the Ministry of Foreign Trade with a view to main- 
taining a unified cadre policy in the entire foreign trade area. 

A new method must be used in selecting and assessing the qualities of foreign 
trade cadres working abroad—in mixed companies with Bulgarian participation 
and in technical and engineering construction.  The initiative in the selec- 
tion and presentation of such cadres should come from the economic organiza- 
tions and enterprises after discussions with party organs and organizations 
and foreign trade organizations.  Regardless of this, such cadres must take a 
competitive examination based on indicators and criteria of which economic 
organizations and enterprises have been informed.  Unquestionably, all of 
these requirements and the entire economic mechanism create favorable condi- 
tions for the development of the cadres and for the real manifestation of 
their oossibilities.  However, even the most perfect mechanism cannot auto- 
matically create good foreign trade workers (businessmen) but is only a pre- 
requisite in this respect. 

On ehe other hand, the increased rights and responsibilities of production 
enterprises in organizing and performing their-foreign trade activities will 
lead to the hiring of specialists by production enterprises as part of their 
organizational-managerial and economic apparatus engaged in export and import 
activities.  Furthermore, it will make it necessary for enterprise manage- 
ments to engage essentially in foreign trade in addition to production 
activities.  All of this puts in a new light and formulates new requirements 
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concerning problems of the training, skills and retraining of cadres directly 
or indirectly related to marketing goods abroad. 

Problems of the training and retraining of cadres and increasing the economic 
and foreign trade knowledge of personnel in this area become a prime assign- 
ment of the Ministry of Foreign Trade and, particularly, the economic and 
foreign trade organizations and enterprises. 

Obviously, we must reassess the great many accomplishments in this respect 
and, in accordance with the new requirements, enhance the quantitative and 
qualitative criteria relative to the training and retraining of cadres 
working in the field of foreign economic relations. 

The application of the economic approach and its mechanism will inevitably 
and legitimately enhance the role and significance of contracts as the basic 
regulator of relations among economic organizations which produce goods for 
export and purchasers of export commodities and foreign trade organizations. 

The problem of discipline in foreign trade relations assumes major impor- 
tance.  In addition to matters of quality and efficiency, which were already 
discussed, the need for dynamic and efficient contractual relations between 
producing enterprises and their foreign trade units appears with new strength 
and in a new light. 

The foreign trade contract must govern the relations and obligations of the 
parties in terms of the quantity and quality of goods, delivery times, penal- 
ties, etc. 

Regardless of the organizational variety of methods in conducting economic 
and foreign trade activities, the contract remains the basic method in 
settling relations between organizations and enterprises in the country, 
relative to exports and imports. 

The economic mechanism regulation expressedly stipulates several specific 
methods for establishing contractual relations in imports and exports.  Thus, 
whereas the economic organization engages in imports and exports through a 
specialized unit in its management or a foreign trade enterprise subordinate 
to it, import and export contractual relations between them and their other 
branches and enterprises are settled in accordance with concluded economic 
contracts or in any other way stipulated in the regulations on internal cost 
accounting.  Although no express mention of a contract is made in this case, 
the decision of the collective authority may be a written act stipulating 
contractual relations between the specific importer and exporter and his 
internal assigner.  The decision must contain all or part of the conditions 
governing exports or imports, such as the type of commodity, price, quantity, 
quality characteristics, delivery deadlines, method of payment, guarantees, 
procedure for settling claims and arguments, etc. 

The use of either method of contractual relations will depend in practice on 
the legal status of the respective branch or enterprise, i.e., on whether or 
not it is a juridical person.  Usually, contracts are concluded between 
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juridical persons on a commission basis or on their own behalf.  If one of 
the parties is not a juridical person it must conclude the contract on behalf 
of the economic organization and the assumption of the obligation will depend 
on the type of contract, whether it is based on a commission deal or is at 
the expense of the exporter. 

Such contracting methods may be applied in the case of specific organization- 
al forms of economic and foreign trade activities such as the TPO [Trade Pro- 
duction Trust], PTO [Production-Trade Trust] and NPTO [Scientific Production 
Trade Trust]. 

If foreign trade activities are carried out with the help of a foreign trade 
association involving the respective organizations, their export and import 
interrelationship is settled in accordance with the internal procurement con- 
tract signed between the foreign trade association and the respective organ- 
ization or enterprise and in accordance with the stipulations of the contract 
on the basis of which the association has been organized. 

In the other organizational methods of foreign trade activities, export and 
import relations are carried out with the help of contracts concluded between 
foreign trade organizations and production enterprises. 

Import and export activities  conducted   through a foreign trade associa- 
tion mandatorily presume the establishment of contractual relations between 
the association and its members or other assigners for each import and export 
shipment. 

The proper drafting and concluding of contracts must meet the requirements of 
strict contractual discipline. 

The price at which we sell our commodities and purchase goods we need synthe- 
sizes all activities in the area of foreign trade.  Basically, the price is 
related to the quality of the goods, the structure and technical standards of 
the items, etc.  However, it also reflects the activities of the subjective 
factor on all levels in foreign trade.  The ability to trade, to study market 
situations, forecast their development and engage in trade discussions and 
the proper organization and activeness of the distribution and servicing 
apparatus largely determine the gain of a market and the setting of favorable 
export and import prices. 

Setting the prices on which export commodities will be sold is the sacred right of 
the producers, granted to them oy the law.  However, it must be understood 
that this involves not only rights but, above all and mainly obligations. 

Bearing in mind the steadily growing difficulties in marketing commodities on 
international markets, it is very important for the prices to reflect the 
quality and technical parameters of our items and the market conditions under 
which they will be offered.  This presumes the systematic and profound study 
and knowledge of the conditions, development trends and features of the res- 
pective commodity markets. 
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In addition to being consistent with conditions on international markets, 
prices must be economically advantageous to the producers, for it is on the 
basis of the prices that they achieve their economic results.  In this res- 
pect serious attention should be paid to and a systematic study made of the 
structure of the cost elements and their dynamics.  In the final account, the 
decision as to the volume and sale prices of export commodities is a complex 
combination of economic interests and marketing possibilities. 

In this respect total unanimity must exist between producers and exporters. 
It is of great importance to intensify the incentive offered foreign trade 
workers in selling at better prices, as stipulated in the legal regulations. 

It is particularly essential to set and maintain realistic export prices. 
Unjustifiably low or excessive prices entail adverse consequences of the col- 
lectives of the economic organizations and enterprises and the state.  In the 
first case this results in losses.  In the second, markets are lost because 
of noncompetitiveness, which could disturb the production process.  It is 
entirely proper to broaden the practice of direct participation of senior 
managers of economic organizations and production enterprises in talks held 
with foreign partners particularly in the export of machines and equipment. 
This creates the possibility of operatively coordinating prices with other 
delivery stipulations.  However, this must be accomplished on an organized 
basis and in accordance with the stipulated procedure, for in the opposite 
case the consequences for the country may be undesirable. 

We must be aware of the fact that in price discussions with foreign companies 
maintaining strict order and discipline is exceptionally important. 

The regulations make it possible for relations between producers and their 
foreign trade organizations to be set on an economic basis with strengthened 
reciprocal economic interest and responsibilities.  That is why it is stipu- 
lated that for such activities foreign trade organizations will earn commis- 
sions for imports and exports.  The size of the commissions by commodity, 
grouo of commodity and direction will be based on regulations issued bv the 
Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Foreign Trade.  If deemed economi- 
cally expedient, the size of the commission may be agreed upon between pro- 
ducers and exporters. 

In current practices two basic differences exist relative to commissions. 
Some economic organizations complain of the high and economically unsub- 
stantiated commission amounts.  In other cases the foreign trade organiza- 
tions are displeased by the fact that the size of the commission does not 
always cover real expenditures in marketing the goods.  That is why prac- 
tical activities must be reviewed and substantiated decisions made. 

The commission rates, stipulated or agreed upon, must be realistic.  They 
must reflect the quantity and quality of the efforts of the foreign trade 
organizations in marketing the goods and the actual results benefitting the 
economic organizations and enterprises.  In no case should commissions 
present opportunities for economically unsubstantiated foreign trade organ- 
ization income. 
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If foreign trade activities are carried out directly by the structural units 
of the economic organization, their costs are based on internal cost-account- 
ing regulations.  In such cases as well, however, we must not underestimate 
incentives given to foreign trade workers based on the amount of work done 
and its quality and results. 

Wages are the specific manifestation of the method used in establishing the 
cost of maintaining and the income earned by foreign trade organizations.  In 
this respect the regulations include some new stipulations. 

In order to ensure an economically substantiated ratio between the growth of 
wages and labor productivity, the growth of the average gross wage compared 
to the preceding year will be determined on the basis of the new scale which 
will allow wages to grow at a slower pace compared to labor productivity and 
within admissible limits stipulated in advance. 

The wages of management cadres and specialists in the units, offices and 
directorates engaged in foreign trade activities will be directly tied to the 
results of the foreign trade activities of the economic organizations and 
enterprises which set them up. 

As we can see, Comrade Todor Zhivkov's concept of the owner and the manager 
of socialist property, embodied in the amendments and supplements to the 
economic mechanism is fully manifested in the specific economic area of 
foreign trade.  The enhancement of the role and expansion of the rights of 
economic organizations and enterprises and their presentation on foreign 
markets, thus exposing our domestic production to international trends and 
requirements, will inevitably have a positive influence on socialist economic 
intensification. 

The Ministry of Foreign Trade will actively promote the full application of 
the stipulations and requirements in the amendments and supplements of the 
economic mechanism and will not allow the rights of foreign trade enterprises 
and organizations to be reduced or deformed as a result of decisions made by 
other bodies.  We shall encourage most directly the assertion of the new 
organizational methods for conducting foreign trade activities as stipulated 
in the economic mechanism by taking into consideration and observing their 
demographic principle—the choice of the method to be left to the economic 
organizations and enterprises.  We have earmarked a number of steps to 
strengthen the study, information and forecasting activities of the ministry 
and the foreign trade organizations with a view to significantly increasing 
the quantity and, particularly, improving the quality of tne foreign trade 
information made available to the producers.  Steps are also being taken 
significantly to energize the technical and engineering, distribution and 
servicing apparatus working abroad. 

At the same time, it must be made clear that the owner—the socialist state— 
has defined and assigned to the Ministry of Foreign Trade an important func- 
tional right: to exercise state foreign trade monopoly.  The Law on Foreign 
Trade, the regulation on its application and the regulation on the economic 
mechanism, including its supplements and amendments, give the ministry suffi- 
cient rights to defend and protect the interests of the owner under present 
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circumstances as well.  Particular attention will be paid to prevent its 
control and aid to economic and foreign trade organizations and enterprises 
in carrying out their plans for export, balancing foreign exchange payments 
and revenue, fulfilling the obligations of the state toward other countries 
and strictly observing discipline in foreign trade activities.  In no way or 
circumstance will any competition among our economic and foreign trade 
organizations on foreign markets be allowed. 

The economic organizations and enterprises will be asked to take energetic 
steps to improve the quality and technical standards of exported goods in 
accordance with the requirements of the international markets.  The right to 
block exports of substandard or inefficient commodities will be exercised. 

Under the new conditions, the ministry will intensify its coordinating and 
guiding role in directing exports and imports toward the most promising and 
economically profitable markets in the socialist, developing and developed 
capitalist countries.  The technical and engineering associations will 
intensify their control over the activities of firms operating abroad with 
Bulgarian participation and their distribution apparatus and service bureaus. 

Regardless of the departmental affiliation o?  the various methods for engag- 
ing in foreign trade activities, the selection, appointment, promotion and 
training of foreign trade cadres in accordance with the regulations will take 
place under the direct guidance, control, coordination and appointments by 
leading cadres in the Ministry of Foreign Trade. 

The ministry's leadership hopes that the stricter requirements of the 
economic mechanism concerning our work will be welcomed with the necessary 
attention and feeling of responsibility by the aktiv of the economic units— 
producers and exporters of our export commodities—which will be a guarantee 
for the further expansion of foreign economic activities and upgrading their 
efficiency in accordance with the resolutions of the 12th BCP Congress. 
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

PREPARATIONS,   PROBLEMS OF   STRATEGIC  PLANNING  TO YEAR 2000 

Prague HOSPODARSKE NOVINY in Czech 1   Jun  84 pp  8-9 

[Article by Engineers Michal Spak and Jan Voboril,  science candidates,   Office 
of the Federal Government's Presidium:     "On Preparing  the Long-Range Outlook 
of the Czechoslovak Economy's  Development.    A  Step  to  the Year 2000"] 

[Text]    Elaboration of a long-range strategy for Czechoslo- 
vakia's social and economic development under the conditions 
of peaceful work belongs among the timely problems that are 
of professional as well as political importance.    It in- 
volves solving the basic directions of development in terms 
of growth rate,  equilibrium and proportions,  and especially 
ensuring the processes of intensification and of raising 
the national economy's efficiency,  primarily by accelerating 
the progress in science and  technology within the productive 
sphere and by increasing our participation in the interna- 
tional division of labor.    Work on clarifying our prospects 
through 1995 is now at its peak.    It will be useful to dwell 
on some of the questions that are the subjects of deliber- 
ation in the decision-making sphere and in the area of sci- 
entific researcn. 

Solution of our long-range outlook's current strategy starts out from the real- 
ization that strengthening national economic planning's long-term nature, by 
basing our five-year and annual national  economic plans on a longer-range pro- 
gram of socioeconomic development,  is an important and necessary direction in 
perfecting national  economic planning. 

There are a number of reasons why  the need for longer-range planning consider- 
ations and objectives  is  especially  timely in  the present stage of building a 
developed socialist society under our conditions.     Primary among  them is  the 
accelerating pace of the progress  in science and  technology,   the source of pro- 
found changes  in society's needs  and  the way  they are satisfied.     Which means 
that there is a greater variety of the specific paths along which the economy 
can develop.    Another important reason—taking into consideration also  the 
high costs of research and development—is the need to increase the degree of 
our economy's effective participation in the international division of labor, 
primarily within the framework of socialist economic integration,  and to 
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proceed purposefully in utilizing natural resources,  raw and processed materi- 
als,  and manpower.     To  this end we must develop the national economy's optimal 
structure so  that it will help reduce the material-,   energy- and capital- 
intensity. 

Long-term socioeconomic development should be based on the characteristics in 
the development of the socialist way of life and of socialist society,  so  that 
it will tend toward effectively fulfilling the basic objective of CPCZ policy: 
the maintenance and improvement of our people's  living standard.     The fact that 
most of our real and systems problems at present are of a long-term nature,   and 
therefore they cannot be solved thoroughly merely on the basis of a short-term 
approach,   likewise underscores the timeliness of the work on the long-range 
outlook. 

We know that the conditions of development will not remain the same throughout 
the entire decade.    In ensuring sustained higher growth rates,  which on average 
should be substantially higher than under the current five-year plan,  we can 
expect to be able to mobilize within the foreseeable future the substantial re- 
serves that accumulated in our economy during the period of extensive develop- 
ment.    In addition to  this factor,  also research and development,   efficient 
structural changes and,  last but not least,   the contemplated changes in the 
system of planned management should be "contributing" more under the next 
five-year plan.    From this point of view,   it is realistic  to  expect faster 
economic growth in  the 1990's. 

International Comparisons Necessary 

Comparisons of the Czechoslovak economy with the world indicate to  date that 
we belong among the developed countries in terms of our attained economic level 
and basic characteristics.    But comparisons with the world's most advanced 
economies,   especially comparisons of a longer-term nature if need be,  show that 
energy consumption per unit of gross domestic product,   for  example,   is higher 
by more than 50  percent in Czechoslovakia than  in some of the comperable coun- 
tries.     Similarly,  our specific  steel consumption  is practically double.     On 
the other hand,   the level of labor productivity in Czechoslovakia is only 60 
to   80  percent of the labor productivity in  these countries. 

Longer-term comparisons  indicate a decline of our share of total world export 
(from 1.2  percent in 1970  to 0.9 percent in 1982),   and of  the world export of 
machinery  (from 2.1   percent in 1970   to  1.4  percent  in 1982).     Even  though prod- 
uct comDarisons  show that some of our products  are equal  to  foreign products  in 
their energy- and material-intensity,   the macroeconomic analyses nonetheless 
indicate that  the requirements  to utilize the energy and material inputs more 
efficiently are highly justified. 

So  far as   the future development is  concerned,   there are not  enough reliable 
data for international comparisons.     The forecasts that are available often 
differ significantly. 

Rough comparisons of the rates of  economic growth  expected in the socialist and 
in the developed capitalist countries for  the remainder of the 1980's  (accord- 
ing to  some of the published forecasts)  indicate that in Czechoslovakia  the 
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growth rate of national income must be at a level of 3  to 4 percent a year if 
we are to attain a desirable lead over the developed capitalist countries and 
contribute commensurately toward socialist society's economic development. 
Faster rates of economic growth in Czechoslovakia in the 1990's,  as compared 
with the current five-year plan,  are necessary for a number of domestic 
reasons, but their urgency is evident from international comparisons as well. 
As the 1983 results and the possibilities of stepping up this year's plan 
indicate,   the prerequisites for attaining such growth rates in Czechoslovakia 
are realistic. 

In international comparisons,   the demanding nature of the necessary objectives 
and tasks of economic development manifests itself not only in the aggregate 
indicators of economic growth,  but very specifically also in comparisons of 
economic development's characteristics, of the technical and economic indica- 
tors,   etc.     Therefore it is essential that the method of international compari- 
sons permeate the process of the long-range economic outlook's elaboration,   at 
every level of management and in every link that participates in elaborating 
this outlook. 

Macroeconomic Questions in Forefront of Attention 

Ensuring the intensification of the entire replacement process is the common 
denominator of all macroeconomic questions (but not solely of the macroeconomic 
ones).     The point here is not only how to approach the formation of resources 
and the ensuring of faster growth, but—no less importantly—also  to place em- 
phasis on the efficiency of development and of using the produced resources. 
In other words,  we do not want growth at ail cost,  and especially not the 
growth of resources  that is not reflected in  their final use.     It is common 
knowledge that in this context we are not considering merely theoretical 
schemes. 

Structural development is one of the key questions of our economic outlook. 
This  is  a branch (sectoral),  product,   and cross-sectional problem,  but a mac- 
roeconomic one as well.     What we must give preference to  long  term,   what  to  cut 
back,  and what  to maintain at a certain  level,   is not only a professional  and 
technical question.     It is  a political and,   in a certain sense,   a social one as 
well.     Therefore the decisions  in  this  field are not  easy ones,   and  in  every 
case the long-term considerations must be taken into account.    Up  to now we 
have been able to master this entire process from the viewpoint of develop- 
ment,  but evaluation is  somewhat more complex regarding production cutbacks. 
Here  ehe policy of cutting bacK production must not be confused with scrapping 
obsolete fixed assets or with certain organizational changes. 

In his article "Economic Outlook Substantiated by Facts" (HOSPODARSKE NOVINY, 
No 13) 1984), Professor Frantisek Brabec wrote that Czechoslovak engineering 
was essentially universal in its nature. If this is true, then the timely 
solutions regarding the structure of development must include also changes in 
the sectoral and product structures. In manufacturing, understandably, every 
decision is closely linked with the development of the international division 
of labor and with the resulting rise of efficiency. Therefore the productive 
sphere must be directed further toward intensifying our relations in interna- 
tional cooperation, purposefully narrowing our product mix, and improving our 
terms of trade. 
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The overall macro economic  expression of the predominantly extensive development 
to date has been the faster rise of the social product and productive consump- 
tion than of national income,  while the decisive structural changes have been 
closely linked with, new investment,  and less with innovation.    A more pro- 
nounced turnaround must be ensured in the stage of development after 1985.     The 
basic solutions should include particularly the following: 

—A reduction of metallurgy's share within industrial production; 
—A reduction (or more efficient utilization) of the inputs of fuel and energy; 
—Preferential development of fine chemicals,  specialty chemicals,  and bio- 

technological processes; 
—Curtailment of the consumption of building materials,  and of cement in par- 

ticular; 
—A substantial increase of the share of electronics within engineering's out- 

put; 
—A pronounced narrowing of engineering's product mix,  and adjustment of the 

structure and technical level to  the customers'  requirements; 
—Solution of the balance between crop production and livestock production; 
—Stepped-up development of service industries and Group B   [consumer goods] 

industries. 

Structural changes are the concern of every level of management.     This is  true 
of planning structural changes,   and also of their realization by preferentially 
developing or cutting back production.     The implementation of structural 
changes requires also  the elaboration of new rules and instruments of manage- 
ment. 

Research and Development Decisive 

The acceleration of research and development,  and the assertion of its results 
in the development objectives and concepts within the productive and nonproduc- 
tive spheres play a decisive role in the process of the national economy's in- 
tensification.     The principle that the planning of the progress in science and 
technology  is  the axis  about  which  the national  economic plan  is  drafted,   and 
the basis of concentrating our  efforts on  the decisive tasks  and of overcoming 
the problems of transition from a predominantly  extensive to  a predominantly 
intensive type of  economic growth,   must be fully asserted especially in  the 
long-range outlook.     The resolutions of  the Czechoslovak Government   concerning 
the drafting of the long-range outlook therefore place special  emphasis on 
these questions;     and  this  is  also why  the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, 
and   the  State Commission  for  Research  and  Development  and Investment Planning 
are participating  intensively  in  elaborating  the 3  &  D cross  section of  the 
long-range outlook. 

The progress  in research and development over a longer period of  time can  and, 
under our  specific conditions,  objectively must serve as  the main instrument 
for efficiently solving the questions of satisfying society's needs,  and as 
the basis of economic development of the intensive type.    Our contemplated 
economic outlook should maximally assert the progress in research and develop- 
ment in the form of lower-order product and technology innovations,   and at the 
same time it should prepare and implement a selective set of important,  higher- 
order  innovations.     The first of these directions of progress  in  research  and 
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development should manifest itself relatively soon in the energy-, material- 
and labor-intensity of the productive sphere's development.     The other direc- 
tion should provide the basis for the productive sphere's gradual restructur- 
ing:    on the one hand,  for its more adequate coordination with our domestic 
productive resources;    and on the other hand,  for developing our elective,  spe- 
cialized production structure in the international division of labor. 

Within the framework of the long-range outlook,   then,   the point is primarily 
to specify the ways in which the progress in research and development can be 
absorbed through structural changes in the productive sphere,  and the possibil- 
ities for the necessary acceleration of innovation can be asserted,  so as to 
combine more closely the developments in science and technology with the advan- 
tages of the socialist system. 

Engineering and the electrotechnical industry have a key role in the process 
of intensifying the national economy, on the basis of the developments in 
science and technology and of our closer participation in the international 
division of labor.    From a quantitative viewpoint,  because they jointly are 
the largest branch of our industry.    And from a qualitative viewpoint, because 
they are the principal supplier of machinery and equipment—i.e., of embodied 
progress in science and technology—for the other branches of the productive 
sphere and the entire nonproductive sphere,  since the major part of our engi- 
neering and electrotechnical output is intended for domestic consumption.    In 
the sense of the conclusions adopted by the 10th session of the CPCZ Central 
Committee,   therefore, practically all characteristics of intensive economic 
development must be reflected,  specifically and to  the appropriate extent,  in 
the conceptual studies on the further development of engineering and the elec- 
trotechnical industry. 

As the analyses and international comparisons indicate,   engineering and the 
electrotechnical industry cannot be developed efficiently in their present 
broad product mix.    One result of this broad product mix,  for example,   is  that 
only a part of the produced products can be said to be competitive on the most 
demanding foreign markets.     Characteristic of oui economy's  intolerably broad 
product mix is also the fact that the industrially developed caDitalist coun- 
tries employ roughly 2.5 to 3 times more workers per product type than we do. 
In our industry, especially the preproduction stages are inadequately devel-' 
oped in this sense. 

In a number of production sectors,   the R & D workers we employ are fewer by one 
order of magnitude than  in  the  developed capitalist countries.   sDecifically be- 
cause our otherwise large R&D potential is  spread  too   thinly.   ' This 5    13 ?ue. 
for example,  of the automobile industry,   electronics, optics,   and electric pow- 
er generation.    Yet,  it has been sufficiently demonstrated that the efficiency 
of production depends  to  a considerable extent specifically on  the oreproduc- 
tion stages.     This underscores  the need to  concentrate our R &  D ootential on 
the decisive directions of the developments in science and technology,  as out- 
lined at the 8th session of the CPCZ Central Committee. 

An important conceptual feature of the development of engineering and the elec- 
trotechnical industry must be the basic way toward narrowing the product mix 
and achieving efficient specialization,  which is our increased oarticipation in 
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the international division of labor,  particularly in international specializa- 
tion and cooperation within CEMA.    Another significant feautre of the develop- 
ment oTeSÄran^the electroteehnical industry «.tbe the P™* 
penetration of electronics into the output of engineering and into  the entire 
national  economy.  Therefore,   it will be necessary  to  develop  the electroteeh- 
nical industry's output at a preferential rate,  and to increase its share of 
engineering's total output. 

in conjunction with solving the development of industry,  it seems expedient to 
verify the possibilities and prerequisites for the faster growth of the 
consumer-goods industry that is playing an ever-greater role m our export and 
deludes a number of manufactures that can be developed predominantly on the 
basis of domestic raw materials. 

Ferrous Metallurgy a Key Question 

From the viewpoint of the macroeconomic structure,  ferrous metallurgy's devel- 
op^ concept is one of the key questions of intensify!ng.^ eeo^ 
growth.    As evident from international comparisons,  a reduction of the econ- 
omy's metal- and energy-intensity,  and full assertion of the principle that 
metallurgical export must be efficient necessitate the following: 

Thp r-nrfailment of steel production; . 
"Se curtanment of the export of metallurgical products to nonsocialist coun- 

-fhigher degree of specialization based on R & D of metallurgical products as 
TJPIT   a=! metallurgical  technologies; 

-For suppling tie needs of our national economy,  basing the long-range con- 
cepts on toe possibilities of broadening our participation in the interna- 
tional division of labor. 

For we can expect also in the period covered by the long-range ™tlook that 
international trade in metallurgical products will grow at a faster rate than 
Seir  »rid output.     In 1970,   about 20  percent of  the worxa output o:   ^a,,ur- 
ilcal products was  traded internationally,   and already 26 percent  in 1980       By 
?990,   this proportion  evidently will  exceed 30  percent.     The main reason for 
this development stems from the economic advantages of specialization.    Full 
assertion of  this  essential feature in  the efficient development ox  our ferrous 
metallurgy demands the curtailment of its role as a net exporter  to nonsocial- 
ist counties.     But the question remains whether  the present situation might 
be prolonged,  under   «faioh balance-of-payments pressure and  ;ne aor- ^-^ 
conditions of  exporting engineering products combine to  encourage overfulfilx- 
ZTtof the export of metallurgical materials.     Here,   at the present  terms of 
trade in the world market,   a ton of  engineering products must be replaced with 
7  to   8 tons of metallurgical products. 

Reserves in Productive Consumption 

Productive consumption's systematic relative reduction should become an import- 
ant source of economic growth.    Our economy's reserves in this field are known 
Sa generally are also Recognized.    In international comparisons we rank high 
*n theconsumption of fuel,   energy,  steel,   cement,  plastics and perhaps other 
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materials (per unit of national income or per capita).     This consumption is 
deeply ingrained,  in the structure of our economy and in the technical and eco- 
nomic level of our production as well. 

Concerning the future,  an effort will be made to maintain the further decline 
of productive consumption (without depreciation)  at the present rate,  i.e.,  at 
0.1   percentage point a year.     This objective stems from the formulated princi- 
ples,  according to which the more intensive application of the developments in 
science and technology,   the structural changes,  and the increased creative 
activity in production should result only in a moderate absolute rise of fuel 
and power consumption,  and in the stagnation (or decline) of the consumption 
of metals and other raw and processed materials.    In our opinion,   the imple- 
mentation of such a policy could and should ensure at least twice the mentioned 
reduction.     The anticipated faster rate of economic growth likewise should make 
itself felt favorably in this respect. 

This objective also spells out the task that Comrade Gustav Husak formulated 
at the 16th CPCZ Congress:     "To generate more national income with the avail- 
able material and manpower resources."    National income is no longer able to 
grow on the basis of the even faster growth of productive consumption and so- 
cial product.    Important here is not only the realization of this objective, 
but the very extent of the qualitative changes as well.     The development of 
productive consumption must be linked more closely with investment policy. 
Within the overall orientation of investments,   the projects for modernization, 
reconstruction,  and the reduction of productive consumption should be the domi- 
nant.    In some of the developed countries,  such investment projects account 
for as much as four-fifths of total investment.     This applies also  to  the in- 
vestment projects' orientation on promoting development,  and to increasing the 
share of investments in  the nonproductive sphere.     We cannot reconcile our- 
selves to  the constant decline of the efficiency of fixed assets,   to cost 
overruns,  and to  the continuing high volume of investments in progress. 

A very serious question in the next decade will be to use the net increase in 
the population of  work age in a way  such  that  there will be a further rise in 
the social productivity of labor,  parallel with the curtailment of resources 
for productive consumption and investments.     After  1985,   in comparison with 
the development to date,  manpower will cease to be a limiting factor of devel- 
opment;     according  to   the x'orecasts of population growth,   the net increase of 
the population of work age will be over  800,000  persons in  the  8th and 9th 
Five-Year Plans. 

Efficient use of manpower should start out from a sharp rise of laDor produc- 
tivity;     and from a further decline of employment in the primary sector,  a 
possible rise of some extent in manufacturing (depending on  the necessary 
structural changes),   in favor of industries  and branches  that are  less 
material-  and energy-intensive,   and a substantial  increase of  employment  in 
the tertiary sector (the development of services does not depend solely on the 
migration of labor from the other two sectors).     Especially the lagging ser- 
vices will have to be upgraded and expanded.    A part of the manpower resources 
of work age will serve as a reserve for shortening the workweek,  giving longer 
vacations,  improving the structure of trades and skills,   etc. 
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External Economic Relations an Accelerating Factor 

The changeover to intensification fully applies also  to  the sphere of external 
economic relations.-   An expression of this intensification is the level of the 
Czechoslovak economy's participation in the international division of labor, 
based on efficient trade.     These two aspects of one and the same process must 
be permanently linked and mutually subordinated to  the objective of ensuring 
overall savings in the expenditure of social labor.    In Czechoslovak foreign 
trade,  as we very well know,   there still exist in this respect not only favor- 
able aspects of development, but also certain problems whose solution should 
ensure long term a turnaround and gains in the use of available resources. 

A very important aspect of our external economic relations is the ensuring of 
economic equilibrium.     The past few years have demonstrated that our economy 
is able to cope even with the stricter requirements of foreign markets.    Last 
year,  despite marketing difficulties,  we were able to fulfill and exceed the 
planned tasks also in export to nonsocialist countries.    We are continuing to 
pursue successfully our policy of gradually reducing our foreign debt in con- 
vertible currencies.    Long term we want to fulfill our objective of external 
economic equilibrium,   and at the same time to solve thoroughly and at an ac- 
celerated rate the efficiency of our export and the improvement of our terms 
of trade,  which is associated with the processes of innovation and with solving 
the qualitative aspects of our export items. 

The Soviet Union's role in our external economic relations is unique,  not only 
in terms of the structure of our foreign trade, but also from the viewpoint of 
the need  to  intensify—and of  the  efficiency resulting from intensifying—eco- 
nomic integration based on further cooperation and specialization in production 
and in research and development.    In relations with the Soviet Union and the 
other CEMA countries as well,   the division of labor within branches and sec- 
tors should become a growth-accelerating factor.    In our long-range develop- 
ment,   special attention will have to be devoted also  to our  economic relations 
with developing countries. 

A  Target Programming Approach Necessary 

Ensuring the changeover  to  the national  economy's  intensive development demands 
that we consistently  employ a target programming approacn  to  solving  the most 
important  economic-policy objectives.     This requirement is fully in accord with 
the theory and practice of  especially Soviet  long-range economic planning,   and 
with  the  :asks of perfecting  the national  economy's planned management system. 

The state goal-oriented programs  and the long-range target programs of CEMA 
cooperation are—and will remain under  the next five-year plan  as well—the 
principal form of  the target programming approach in national  economic plan- 
ning,   respectively  in socialist  economic  integration. 

The state R&D programs,   clearly linked to  the developments  in science and 
technology,   are becoming a new form of  target programming in planning.     These 
are goal-oriented programs of research and development that start out from the 
society-wide economic and social objectives and aim to solve selected import- 
ant directions of  the developments  in science and  technology.     The substantive 
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orientation of these programs will be derived from the tasks specified in the 
long-range comprehensive programs and long-range developmental concepts of the 
branches.     The programs will remain the starting point for drafting the five- 
year state plan of technological development.     They are intended also  to link 
research and development more closely with production and investment planning. 

In distinction from the programs of technological development under the 7th 
Five-Year Plan,   the state R&D programs will have a narrower orientation on 
the directions in science and technology that are of importance to  the national 
economy,  and whose extensive realization may be assumed on the scale of the en- 
tire economy.    In principle,   these programs will no longer concern themselves 
with questions that are being solved within the state goal-oriented programs. 
In most cases the results of these programs will be realized within a period 
of time longer than a five-year plan. 

In the long-range outlook of economic and social development,   the long-range 
comprehensive programs that are intended to solve the principal directions of 
the structural and qualitative changes and of selected objectives,  in their in- 
terdisciplinary and intersectoral connections,  are the main form of asserting 
the target programming approach.    In the work to date on the long-range out- 
look,  three long-range comprehensive programs have been drafted (the fuel and 
energy program,   the program of raw-material policy,  and the program for devel- 
oping agriculture and the other branches  that supply food).    Pursuant to Reso- 
lution No 32/1984 of the Federal Government's Presidium, moreover,  a long- 
range comprehensive program for the application of electronics will be drafted. 
It is assumed that all these programs will be parts of the basic directions of 
development. 

In this context,  we believe,  it will be expedient to  emphasize that,  in elabor- 
ating the long-range outlook,   the target programming approach should be em- 
ployed not only in  the form of resources-type programs  (such as particularly 
the fuel and energy program,   and the raw materials program),  but also  in  the 
form of target-type programs  that start out from the final objectives of socio- 
economic development—especially in the area of the population's living stand- 
ard—and interconnect these objectives by means of a system of subprograms and 
provisions for resources. 

This concept is evident to a certain extent in the program for the development 
of agriculture and the food industry.     In setting its objectives,   this program 
assumes  that by 1 995  the structure of food consumption will have approached to 
a considerable  extent  the requirements or  principles of sound nutrition;     i.e., 
that there will be structural shifts  in favor of those items of food consump- 
tion that are a part of the necessary  low-calorie component.     Similarly,   it 
would be desirable to  elaborate on  the basis of the target programming approach 
also   the other questions of upgrading  the main factors of  the population's  liv- 
ing standard. 

The Objective:     To Improve the Living Standard 

In further work on the long-range outlook,   it will be desirable to  elaborate in 
greater detail the studies on the objectives in developing the population's 
living standard.     These studies should enable us  to specify the necessary 
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development of personal and public consumption and of investment in the nonpro- 
ductive sphere,  and subsequently to verify whether their development is realis- 
tic and feasible in the light of the assumptions and objectives regarding the 
formation of resources. 

In the long-range outlook,  work on the living standard starts out from its rap- 
id and favorable development to date.    So far as the quantitative volume of 
consumption is concerned,  in the basic areas we are approaching the limits of 
sensible consumption (and in some items such as food consumption,  for example, 
we are even surpassing them).    Overall,  we are ahead of many countries whose 
level of economic development is the same as ours or higher.    Further develop- 
ment of the population's living standard must be oriented particularly on the 
qualitative aspects of consumer goods,  and on creating conditions more favor- 
able for the individual's all-round development,  so  that the living standard's 
rise and the development of entire society's life may become a means of mobil- 
izing the human factor,   the decisive element among society's productive forces. 

On the basis of this approach,  in the course of further work on the long-range 
outlook it will be necessary to  evaluate,  among other things,   the intensity 
with which the living standard's principal components will develop,  and their 
weights from the viewpoint of building a developed socialist society,  under 
conditions when the resources available for the realization of these components 
are limited.    In particular it will be necessary to determine the balance 
among satisfying material needs,  providing more leisure time—including oppor- 
tunities to utilize it actively—and improving the living environment. 

Tentatively it appears that solution of the living standard's last-mentioned 
component—i.e., of the living environment—will require in the immediate fu- 
ture a substantial increase in the volume of investment resources and then, 
more generally,   the gradual creation of an economic and social climate such 
that protection of the living environment will develop commensurately with its 
pollution. 

Eomestic and  external conditions will continue to  influence our  economy also 
long term.    A  change of  the domestic conditions,  primarily  the ensuring of a 
turnaround in  the economy's intensification,  will play a decisive role in  the 
economy's  complete adaptability.     This  involves  the exploration and application 
of new ways and means to overcome the traditional barriers  to  economic growth 
and to  ensuring the entire economy's necessary efficiency. 

In our  economy we have not only reserves  accumulated during  the period of 
extensive development,  but also  the prerequisites for mastering the new motive 
forces of development.    A positive step in this sense has been 1983 and the 
basic approach to  development in 1984-1985.    But it would be unrealistic to  as- 
sume that  the process of turning our economy around has already been mastered 
completely  (or  that it is  just beginning),   and that  the problems we are facing 
at present no longer require significant changes in the economy's real and sys- 
tems development. 

From the viewpoint of real solutions,   the process  is an interactive one where 
the solutions and the way out must be sought and found on the basis of thorough 
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and comprehensive analysis and synthesis,  specifically by consistently optimiz- 
ing the possible development.     The resumed work on our long-range outlook may 
be regarded as a good start along this road. 

The long-range outlook's problems stem at present predominantly from the re- 
sources,  and not from the final objectives.    In further studies,  therefore,  it 
would be appropriate and useful to place greater emphasis on the target ap- 
proach,  with the understanding that simultaneous studies will explore all pos- 
sible ways of attaining the objectives,  test how realistic they are,  and ela- 
borate further the existing problems. 

The ten-year project of our development already is approaching the year 2000. 
Numerous analyses and forecasts indicate that by then the world will have 
changed considerably,  and that there will be great technological changes as 
well.    For example,   the automation of production,  and the application of 
robots and manipulators will gradually become dominant,  which will influence 
also social and class development.    Socialist society's way of life also will 
change.    We must be prepared for all this in due time and in every respect. 
The long-range outlook through 1 995 that is being elaborated should provide 
specific and real answers to all vital questions. 

1014 
CSO:    2400/367 
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

PRICES SAID TO REFLECT DEVELOPMENT OF ECONOMY 

Prague HOSPODARSKE NOVINY in Czech 13 Jul 84 pp 1, 5 

[Article by Eng Vlastimil Boura, CSc,first deputy minister, Federal Price 
Office] 

[Text] Price developments reflect the development of the economy. This con- 
clusion, confirmed by experience, not only expresses the state of the economy 
as it is mirrored in prices but also the considerable impact that prices have 
on the economy. For that reason, prices are currently at the center of atten- 
tion, because, as the cutting edge of all market conditions, as a tool of the 
plan and its fulfillment, they can and must contribute to the increased 
output of our national economy. This is also true of the correlation between 
prices and technological development. 

The impact of prices within the.:framework of the total mechanism of planned 
management of the national economy on technological progress already begins 
at the research., and development stage, where 70 to 80 percent of the concep- 
tual, construction, technological and material design realizations are pre- 
determined.  It is during this stage, above all, that production costs and 
prices of new products are determined, and thus also the effectiveness of 
our national economic development. 

Need for Progress 

World developments confront us with the need to bring about a basic change in 
the attitude of agencies and organizations toward technological development, 
a change that will mean that efforts to use the products of science and 
technology in manufacturing will be made on the basis of internal economic 
needs of an organization, rather than imposed from the outside.  Toward this 
end prices, too, should be more helpful. 

A number of measures were adopted in the area of wholesale prices, especially 
during the two 5-year plans, which are bringing sbout an accelerated and 
more effective technological development.  The objectives are, above all, 
a quicker reaction of prices to changing market conditions, introduction of 
price limits, closer linking of prices to technical parameters and other^ 
applied properties of products, systematic strengthening of the stimulating 
effect of prices on technological standards, quality, on energy and material 
savings and economically justified changes in the range of products.  These 
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measures vary in the intensity of their performance mainly according to a 
corrent and consistent application in economic practice and to their inter- 
dependence with measures in other areas of management. 

Resolutions of the 10th Plenum of the Central Committee of the Czechoslovak 
Communist Party, together with the concurrent experiment in management in the 
area of technological development and foreign trade relations, as well as 
work on the draft of a system of planned management of the national economy 
after 1985, give further impetus to finding a mutual, more effective way of 
correlating prices and technological development.  It is necessary to adhere 
strictly to the resolutions of the Eighth Plenum of the Central Committee of 
the Czechoslovak Communist Party, which stated that the task of the price 
offices is to incorporate into a specific program of realization a system 
of price formation and incentives appropriate for technological development, 
make certain that state price discipline is maintained and exercise a more 
stringent control over prices. 

In order to put these resolutions into effect, such mechanisms are gradually 
being introduced in all areas of price control—in planning, limitation and 
formation of prices as well as price incentives—as will more effectively 
bring about speedier improvement programs and the adaptability of organiza- 
tions to the changing needs of both domestic and foreign markets, an acceler- 
ation of the research-development-manufacture-use cycle, and a greater con- 
sideration of economic and value indicators in the management of technological 
development. 

To ensure proper execution of assigned tasks, price offices adopted detailed, 
relevant, time- and organization-coordinated progress charts of a future 
course of action.  They are concentrating, most of all, on the problems of 
the currently one-sided effect of price incentives given the ineffectual 
application of prosecutions for price infractions, greater effect of prices 
on stages of research and development, closer linkage of prices to technical- 
economical parameters of products expressed through a broader application 
of foreign price comparisons, on a wider introduction of dual and gradually 
reduced prices, a better use of planned price changes to support determina- 
tive directions of technological development, as well as strengthening price 
control. 

The achievement of a greater impact of prices on technological development 
requires, first of all, an increase in the effective use of the criteria- 
setting and stimulating function of prices in the area of research and de- 
velopment. The principal üiethod of accomplishing this goal is a wider use 
of price and cost limits appropriate for an effective performance of tech- 
nological development and a greater effectiveness of price incentives in 
scientific research work. 

The importance of price limits is indisputable; following the experiences of 
the past 5 years, the need for them is generally accepted by central agencies 
and organizations and economic and technical management.  Their relevance is 
best evidenced by the experiment in technological development, where correct 
and exacting price and cost controls are becoming the economic criterion of 
solving the tasks of the technological development plan. 
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The main function of price limits is to have an early enough impact on eco- 
nomical designs of new products in such a way that their manufacture, observ- 
ing those limits, becomes profitable.  By setting price limits, we are en- 
deavoring to make economic criteria more significant even at the research 
and development stage, since they are as important for the effective 
realization of technological development as are technical criteria (para- 

meters). 

On the basis of hitherto gained experiences in applying price limits in 
practice and to guarantee the execution of tasks assigned m the sphere of 
Price limits by the Set of Measures, price offices together with the State 
Commission for Technicological and Investment Development issued a new di- 

rective, No P-10/1983, on 1 March of this year. 

This directive aims for further improvements in the setting of price limits, 
particularly in applying criteria derived from foreign markets, and extend- 
ins Price limits to the economically most significant improvements of all 
kinds of prices. Their application is being further extended to the area 

ff purchase and retail prfces, while at the same time the obligation to apply 
price limits is being rescinded in the case of those tasks of the plan for 
technological development which are intended primarily for an organization s 
or economic production unit's own needs, and to tasks of the technological 
development plan which are of insignificant capacity. 

Meaningful simplification rests in rescinding the mandatory application of 
two price limits, i.e., preliminary and final limits of wholesale prices, 
and using on" asingle price limit in the case of tasks of the state plan 
requiring a relatively short design period.  Greater use is being made of 
foreiS price comparisons and of setting price limits according to para- 

m  rs! "we are Toting in this instance according to our P»^^^  ' 
which show that soft price limits have a negative effeet on thfended 
objectives and are in direct conflict with the aims and tasks of the plan. 

n,,-*  of course, makes the work of setting price limits much harder.  As a 
consequence, the function of setting price limits, which -til now was allo- 
cated to individual central agencies, is now concentrated in price offices, 
though attention paid to these limits by scientific research organizations 

should not be relaxed. 

Value of Research and Development 

The procedures of setting prices in research »d/^1°Pnent;*°^ "^ the 
lusted to specific conditions of the research and development activities  the 
creative and therefore difficult "determinable" character of the work  The 
use of the so-called preliminary price, based on expert projections, "being 
facilitated, with follow-up adjustments according to the actua1 Prog e  ot 
the work.  In such cases where a price exceeds Kcs 1 million, the adjustea 

price level needs to be verified. 
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Design organizations have an interest in achieving lower than calculated 
costs, either thorugh verification or through the possibility of an agreement 
with the buyer for an increase in price of up to 20 percent if the resulting 
design exceeds the estimate of the order or if work is cut short at the buyer's 
request.  Conversely, a reduction in price should take effect. An in- 
crease or, respectively, a decrease in price consistent with the economic 
effect of a design and with shorter or longer duration of design work is 
expressed by individual increases or cuts in set prices.  Conditions for 
applying them are set forth in a trade agreement or a planning document.  At 
the same time, such cuts and incrases are not subject to the mandatory follow- 
up verificationof the cost of research and development work. 

Putting these cuts and increases into effect provides a significant stimulus 
for the effectiveness and length of time needed for design research and de- 
velopment; in comparison with the standard rate of profit calculated into the 
price, it represents a doubling or tripling of it, depending upon the amount 
of cooperation and the cost of the materials.  The effect of increases and 
reuctions of prices of research and development work is strengthened by the 
fact that they are not projected into the indicators of the plan or respective 
organizations, but are a result of its fulfillment. 

Proper working of introduced measures is based on mutual use; it is there- 
fore not just a question of a one-sided effort of research and development 
organizations to be granted increases.  The greatest contribution toward this 
end has to come from purchasing agencies and organizations, since it is mainly 
in their interest to request, conversely, a price reduction. 

Incentives To Be More Strictly Gauged 

At the present time, price incentives are directed toward those areas which 
are determinative for the further development of the national economy, such 
as acceleration of technological development, improvement of product quality, 
increased effectiveness of exports, savings of fuels, energy and materials, 
import payments, fuller satisfaction of demands for fashionable and luxury 
products and goods of exceptional quality. 

Price incentives, expressing the usefulness of products for society, are not 
an isolated measure.  They are tied directly into the syste-m of evaluating 
products and are incorporated into the planning method and structure of 
economic involvement. 

During the years 1978-1983, premium pricing was increased 3.5 times, while 
the greatest increase was registered in the premium pricing of products of 
first degree of quality. 

In accordance with the directive of the 16th Congress of the Czecholsovak 
Communist Party and tasks pertinent to it as contained in the Set of Mea- 
sures, price offices have gradually been implementing, since the year 1981, 
measures calling for more stringent requirements for granting increases 
and setting their levels.  An essential condition for the premium pricing 
of manufactured goods on the basis of their technological advancement or 
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high quality is their contribution to the economy, which also determines the 
level of the premium price.  Economic contribution is demonstrated in the 
case of products whose share of exports amounts to at least 10 percent, by 
their effectiveness in export; in the case of other products mostly by 
calculating their contribution during the process of their utilization, 
which has to be confirmed by the buyer.  During the last several years, 
there has been a perceptible decline in the amount of the seminanual incre- 
ment of premium pricing of technologically advanced products and a relatively 
small increase of the semiannual increment of premium pricing of first qual- 
ity products in 1983, which proves that requirements for higher standards of 
technology and quality are being enforced. 

The criterion of export effectiveness represents an economically justified 
method of setting the level of premium pricing dependent on results achieved 
in export.  By applying this criterion, a number of new products which were 
judged to be technically advanced and of first quality do nnf.rate premium 
pricing because they did not achieve the required effectiveness in export. 
As the next stage, we are contemplating the application of these principles 
even to consumer goods intended for the domestic market, naturally keeping 

in mind their specific conditions. 

Changes being made in the system of management, such as the experiment in 
external economic relations, compounding of profits from internal and exter- 
nal activities in organizations under the jurisdiction of the Federal Mxn- 
istry of General Engineering and changes in the financially economical in- 
struments of foreign trade, in particular the introduction of the so-called 
effect from exports in 1983, are creating the environment for a basic change 
in the procedures for export production where premium pricing or penalty price 

reductions do not apply. 

Prices which a domestic manufacturer realizes in exports (purchase price) 
already take into consideration the technological level and qualxty of a 
given product, as confirmed in foreign markets.  General application of this 
orecepc would solve even the pressing problems of premium pricing or chose 
new consumer goods which were premium priced for the domestic market but 
whose export effectiveness showed a decline. 

During the next stage, the object will be to broaden the linkage of premium 
pricing to export effectiveness and to the possibility of deriving from the 
premium pricing (penalty price reductions) of final products even the premium 
,'penaicy orice reductions) of final produces even to the premium pricing 
(penalty price reductions) of determinative subsidiary supplies, and to 
strengthen the position of buyers in implementing as well as setting the 
levels of premium pricing and penalty price reductions. 

The stimulating effect of prices is not one-sided.  Economic stimulation of 
the development of up-to-date manufacture and more stringent criteria tor 
acknowledging it have to be accompanied, more consistently than has been the 
case up till now, by a hard approach to technically obsolete and poor quality 
produts.  Price penalty reductions and their consequences for the economic 
incentive funds of organizations provide a powerful tool which has to be 
used consistently to best advantage in order to accelerate the improvement 

process. 
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Problems in marketing, getting low export prices, complaints of both foreign 
and domestic buyers are objective evidence that poor quality and obsolete 
products still exist in manufacturing programs, without, however, being so 
identified by the organizations.  It is therefore necessary to set higher 
standards for evaluating and to apply economic criteria mandatorily.  In im- 
plementing the planned price changes, the approach taken is to exclude from 
the suggested price lists increases in the wholesale prices of products which 
do not meet the minimum standards of export effectiveness. 

The premise that we should change on a larger scale from a supplier's market 
to a buyer's market is gaining acceptance.  It is a necessary qualitative 
reversal which will still take some time, but results achieved in certain 
areas confirm that the process has already begun.  A stronger role of buyers 
in identifying technically obsolete and poor-quality products is therefore 
in complete harmony with this development. 

Dual and Graduated Prices 

One of the new methods of achieving an effective impact of prices on scien- 
tific research is creating conditions for a practical application of dual 
prices and the introduction of so-called graduated prices.  The purpose of 
dual prices, i.e., higher prices for producers and lower for consumers of 
recurrently produced highly effective domestic products, is to support the 
interest of producers in the manufacture of such goods and of buyers in 
their consumption, in those instances where it is not possible to do so 
through single prices.  It is possible to use this form of price incentive 
in the case of products which produce a considerable effect in the process 
of their usage, but where at the same time the introduction of their manu- 
facture is tied objectively to temporarily high start-up costs and mastering 
their manufacture is a long-range process. 

The difference between the higher price for the producer and the lower price 
for the buyer is made up to the producer from the resources of the state 
budget or the ministry contingency fund, from the emergency fund and the fund 
for technological development; a combination of these sources is also possible. 

The higher producer's price, valid for a maximum term of 4 years, is set 
according to the development of planned total production costs and fixed 
rate of profits.  The lower buyer's price is set according to the level 
of costs of a fully integrated production, therefore prices of the fourth 
and final year, keeping in mind foreign price comparisons and, if need be. 
possible imports. 

Proposals for dual price formation are presented by the general management 
of the producer through the offices of the higher central agency which passes 
them on, with its stated position, to the appropriate price office and to 
the Ministry of Finance.  The proposals include, other than the internal 
price levels, justification for the need to apply dual pricing, particularly 
an estimate of the economic effectiveness of the new product. 
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Parallel goals are sought by the introduction of graduated prices.  The dif- 
ference between them and the dual prices lies in the fact that graduated 
prices apply equally to the producer and to the buyer.  Graduated prices will 
be applied to those' advanced products where it is necessary to have the 
higher prices at the start of their manufacture direct buyers toward pre- 
ferential use of the new products in those instances where they will bring 
the greatest benefit to the national economy. 

The resolutions of the Eight Plenum of the Central Committee of the Czecho- 
slovak Communist Party as well as the rules approved by the CSSR Government 
for the experiment in management of technological development made it pos* ■ 
sible for the Federal Price Office, in cooperation with the Federal Ministry 
of the Electrical Equipment Industry and the Tesal-Roznov economic production 
unit, to institute an important stage of dual pricing of state-of-the-art 
microelectronic elements.  In the first stage, dual prices were employed in 
the whole range of combined microelectronic divisions representing roughly 
1,500 products.  Prices for buyers were reduced on the average by 45 percent, 
and the total reduction of wholesale prices, and thus also of the appropriations 
from the state budget, amounted this year to almost Kcs 500 million.  In the 
case of state-of-the-art microelectronic elements, we strive for the maximum 
acceleration of applying the concept of reducing prices for buyers, to as 
much as 30 percent of current prices; at the same time, pressure is put on 
manufacturing organizations to reduce production costs.  In this way, 
economic conditions are also created for a broadly based use of these com- 
ponents in the ensuing stages of prodcution, a deciding precondition if 
positive results, arising from the application of new technology, are to be 
realized in the national economy as soon as possible. 

Mutual Dependence 

Requirements placed on prices for a more effective influence on technological 
development in common practice can be summed up in two basic points: 

—with the help of price limits and prices of research and development work, 
ensure a close interconnection and high standards of technical and economic 
parameters applied in solving the tasks of technological development and 
link to their optimal fulfillment the collective, enterprise as well as per- 
sonal material interests of pertinent organizations and workers; 

--make better use of planned changes in the price structure, formation of 
prices of new products as well as price incentives for a faster introduction 
of the results of technological development into production, under conditions 
of a continuous up-dating of wholesale prices and the application of exacting 
criteria derived from the international division of labor. 

Results of technological development together with external economic condi- 
tions are among the basic factors in improving the dynamics of economic re- 
lations.  At the same time, however, a progressive and effective technological 
development depends to a considerable degree on how quickly and how readily 
it adjusts its focus to the dynamic development of value categories and 

criteria of effectiveness. 
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To assess the determinative tasks of technological development, a rational 
price structure is of great importance, one that reacts most accurately to 
the developments of internal and especially external conditions.  The price 
structure, development of prices and price compaisons offer irreplaceable 
criteria and stimulus for an appropriate direction of technological develop- 
ment.  Therefore the basic directive of the 16th Congress of the Czecho- 
slovak Communist Party fully answers the needs of technological development 
in enjoining a continuously updated structure of wholesale prices. 

The concept of continuous updating of the price structure, ensured not only 
by the implementation of planned price changes but also by new procedures in 
forming prices and price limits, is the most significant basic change of 
the price system, arising from its own nature and the needs of technological 
development.  The procedures of ensuring a continuous updating of the whole- 
sale price structure, the direction its planned changes will take, as well 
as the implementation of the complex updating of calculated rates of indirect 
cots and profits used in setting prices of new products, were already dis- 
cussed in HOSPODARSKE NOVINY (41/1983, 5/19840). 

12605 
CSO:  2400/387 
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

FUEL-ENERGY DEVELOPMENTS IN SEVENTH 5-YEAR PLAN 

Prague PLANOVANE HOSPODARSTVI in Czech No 4, 1984 pp 27-35 

[Article by Eng Miroslav Fiser, State Planning Commission: 
Developments in the Seventh 5-Year Plan"] 

"Fuel-Energy 

[Text]  There was a substantial increase in the price of fuel and energy 
on the world markets in the 1970*s. All countries are looking for a way out 
of this situation and are taking actions both for higher utilization of 
domestic resources and for a more optimum way of evaluating fuel and energy 
inputs to the overall production process and increased utilization of 
unconventional energy sources. 

Czechoslovakia cannot be an exception in.this area.  It is one of the countries 
whose energy raw materials base can be described as simple and insufficient. 
It gets more than one-third of the overall fuel and energy requirements from 

outside the country. 

In the period of low prices, the increases in domestic consumption of 
primary energy resources were substantially met by importing liquid and 
gas fuels, as shown by the following data (in millions of tmp [tons of 

standard fuel]): 
I960    1965    1970    1975    1980 

Consumption of primary energy 
resources in the CSSR 

Growth in domestic consumption 

Imports of petroleum and 
natural gas 

Growth in the import of petroleum 
and natural gas 

Share of the growth in import of 
petroleum and natural gas in 
the overall growth of domestic 
consumption of primary energy 
(in percentage) 

56.9    71.9    81.2    93.2   103.2 

15.0     9.3    12.0    10.0 

3.3     8.4    15.2    26.3    35.2 

5.1 6.8    11.1 8.9 

34.0    73.1    92.5    89.0 
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At the same time that there was a growth in the importation of refined fuels, 
the make-up of domestic consumption of primary energy resources favorably 
changed (in percentages): 

1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 

Solid fuels                   88.6 82.9 75.3 66.4 61.8 

Gaseous fuels                  2.8 1.5 3.3 5.5 8.8 

Liquid fuels                    6.7 11.7 17.6 24.6 25.5 

Other                         1.9 3.9 3.8 3.6 3.9 

This development in the consumption structure, together with carrying out 
programs for rationalization, made a considerable contribution to reducing 
the energy demands in the formation of national income.  In the period from 
1970 to 1980 its level dropped from 259 tmp per million Kcs to 204 tmp per 
million Kcs, which is more than 21 percent. 

Despite the fact that fuel and energy consumption per unit of national 
income created is dropping, the value of fuel-energy resources in the creation 
of national income is increasing substantially.  Whereas, for example, 
in 1973 we used Kcs 46.4 million in primary energy resources in the creation 
of Kcs 1 billion, in 1980 this amount roughly doubled and reached Kcs 83.8 
million. 

The reasons for this development depend on a number of factors influencing 
the development of our economy in a given period.  Among the most important 
is the continually worsening conditions in obtaining the necessary raw 
material inputs, especially fuel and energy.  The transition of domestic 
extraction to areas with worse geological conditions and the reduction in 
quality in the fuels extracted must necessarily show up in the increase 
in expenses.  Likewise, acquiring energy sources by constructing nuclear 
power plants or utilizing other unconventional sources is not cheap. 

The price of fuel-energy resources on the world markets significantly affects 
costs for our economy.  For example, the European capitalist market saw 
the following development in the 1970's (in U.S. dollars per barrel of 
petroleum energy equivalent): 

Growth Natural Growth Growth 
Petroleum 

2.00 

in % gas in % 

100 

Coal 

3.60 

in % 

1970 100 2.25 100 

1975 11.80 590 5.85 260 12.15 338 

1980 32.50 1625 23.91 1063 13.13 364 
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It was only thanks to our being part of the close economic cooperation 
with the Soviet Union and the other countries allied in GEMA, that the sharp 
increases in fuel and energy prices in the world did not show up to the full 
extent in our foreign trade balance of payments.  But, even so, they were 
considerably burdened. 

In 1970, for example, we paid Kcs 4.5 billion for imported fuel and energy, 
but in 1980 it was Kcs 28 billion.  Most of the increased expenses were due 
to price factors.  One should keep in mind, however, that the CEMA countries 
are having the same worsening of extraction conditions and expenses for 
transporting fuel and energy that we are.  Soviet coal, petroleum and natural 
gas are being obtained from constantly greater depths and they are starting 
to extract from deposits in more remote areas under very difficult conditions. 
The average distance for transporting natural gas, for example, has roughly 
tripled in the past 10 to 15 years. 

With this situation, we have already taken actions in Czechoslovakia 
directed at increased use of domestic resources.  In the Sixth 5-Year Plan, 
the extraction of the key fuel for our economy, brown coal, increased by 
about 10 percent, which represents an increase of about 8 million tons. 
At the end of that period, the first section of the WER 440-type nuclear 
power plant at Jaslovske Bohunice was put into operation.  This, along with 
other actions, made it possible to orient developments to date in the 
proportions of fuel and energy imports in the total primary energy resources. 

1960    1965    1970    1975    1980 

Proportion of imports in the 10.9    18.7    25.7    34.1    37.8 
overall primary energy resources 
calculated in standard fuel 
(in percentage) 

We must keep in mind that there are substantial limitations on the development 
of our own fuel-energy base.  The geological conditions are getting steadily 
worse.  Further increases in the extraction of solid fuels would therefore 
be very expensive, to say nothing of the effects of further expansion of their 
consumption on the environment.  At the same time, their quality will 
gradually decrease, and for that reason expenses calculated in standard 
fuel will grow.  The development of a nuclear program is also capital 
intensive, but for the near term this is decisive for the development 
of our fuel-energy accounts. 

The further development of our economy after 1980 was therefore possible 
only with a significantly high evaluation of fuel-energy inputs in the 
overall production process.  This means not only changing approaches to 
ensuring greater economy in the processes directly using fuels and energy, 
but also directing attention to stimulating innovative processes, increasing 
the technical level and quality of production, structural changes in the 
national economy and enterprises, economic use of our economy's products, 
including basic funds and products which are especially demanding of energy, 

etc. 
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Some comparisons with other countries (for 1980) show that our economy 
still has considerable reserves in this area.  Currently the CSSR is one 
of the highest countries in terms of per capita consumption of energy. 
Countries with similar conditions, such as Hungary, Austria, or France, 
have per capita consumptions of roughly 40 percent less. We reach the same 
conclusions in comparing the energy costs per value of domestic product. 

Per capita energy 
consumption 

Energy costs to produce 
domestic products 

CSSR 

tmp/per person    % 

6.74        100 

tmp/thousands 
of dollars     % 

2.48 100 

GDR 7.41 110 2.37 96 

USSR 5.60 83 2.51 101 

Hungary 3.85 57 1.81 73 

FRG 5.73 85 1.80 73 

France 4.35 65 1.49 60 

Austria 4.16 62 1.48 60 

Sweden 5.27 78 1.60 65 

Japan 3.69 55 1.26 51 

United States 10.41 154 2.58 104 

These f: .gures come from official internat- ional statistics. However :hey 
conceal a certain imprecision in methodology, especially as far as the value 
indicators are concerned.  One must also take into consideration the varying 
conditions influencing the level of consumption in the individual countries, 
such as, for example, the make-up of domestic consumption of energy, 
climatic conditions, the structural development of individual branches 
of the economy, etc.  But this comparison does confirm that the Czechoslovak 
economy ranks among the too in the world in its energy demands.  It is also 
an important fact that from the standpoint of the dynamic development of 
these indicators after 1970, the mutual relationships do not change in 
favor of Czechoslovakia in comparison with the industrially developed 
countries, even though the energy required for creation of national income 
dropped by 55 tmp per million Kcs from 1970 to 1980. 

The continuously more complicated situation in acquiring fuel and energy 
has also required intensification of the entire rationalization process. 
The CSSR Government took the necessary steps to resolve this problem in 
the fall of 1981 as part of the state plan for the development of the national 
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economy for 1982 and also approved a set of technical, economic, organizational 
and administrative measures in the field of fuel and energy consumption. 
This mainly involved an effective slowing, and in some cases a limiting, 
of the rate of development of selected energy-intensive products and 
technologies which consumed mainly petroleum products and a change in the 
make-up of construction operations and transportation.  A number of actions 
were directed at improving the efficiency of energy equipment with the 
development and production of improved consumer products.  It was also 
decided to finish working up the State Target Program 02, "Rationalization 
of the Consumption and Use of Fuel and Energy" and in comparison with its 
projections to increase the extent of actions so that savings from these 
measures by 1985 would amount to roughly 14.6 million tmp. 

A substantial part of these measures were directed at creating conditions^ 
for the rational use of energy resources in the area of economic stimulation 
and monetary incentives, both in the positive sense and as sanctions. 
In evaluating the fulfillment of economic plans, one of the decisive factors 
introduced is the maintenance of the planned level of fuel and energy 

consumption. 

Priority emphasis is given to saving petroleum products.  A consistent system 
of allocating motor fuels was introduced.  At the same time, approval was 
given to the principles of the governmental decree in effect from 1982 on 
supplemental deliveries or, where applicable, returns of supplies when 
exceeding the established limits for supplies (or consumption) of selected 
types of petroleum products (heating oil, petroleum, automobile gasoline, 
and diesel motor and heating oil). 

The newly approved measures together with consistent application of the 
principles of the Set of Measures To Improve Management of the Economy 
thus create the conditions for a higher evaluation of fuel-energy inputs 
to the overall production process.  It was also for this reason that the 
Seventh 5-Year Plan for the development of the national economy in the 
period 1981-1985 itself set demanding goals in the area of the fuel-energy 
accounts.  As opposed to the last period, it allows a maximum of half of 
the growth rate in domestic consumption of primary energy resources, 
and this is concentrated in the later years.  But its level for 1985 
of about 108 million tmp also contains reserves left in as contingencies 
in the resource part of the accounts.  The resources allocated, which are 
the limits on supplies of fuel and electricity consumption for the given 
fund holder, are therefore almost another 2 million tmp lower. 

The 5-year plan is based on a sharp limiting of petroleum product consumption 
with a slight increase in the consumption of solid fuels, greater use of 
natural gas and a growth in the production of electrical energy by nuclear 
sources.  The reduction in their use will be applied to energy consumption 
as a priority.  Besides an accelerated replacement of the more costly 
products in this area, in comparison with 1980 the consumption of heating 
oil in supposed to be one-quarter less in 1985. 
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Along with the Seventh 5-Year Plan, approval was also given to State Target 
Program 02, "Rationalization of the Consumption of Fuel and Energy." 
The implementation of the actions contained in this program is supposed 
to achieve a savings of 14.56 million tmp at the 1985 level.  Of this amount, 
selective structural changes in the production sphere should save 2.35 million 
tmp, especially in metallurgy, chemicals, and construction. The program is 
divided into eight sections according to the main consumption areas. 
A number of actions cut across the lines.  It also directs the production 
base to secure the necessary measuring and regulating equipment, semi- 
conductor elements, improved lighting, insulation and fireproofing materials, 
etc. 

This area continuously receives special attention with regard to the further 
development of the situation in acquiring fuel, energy and raw materials. 
Besides the problems concerning development of the fuel-energy base, 
the highest party and governmental organs also regularly evaluate the 
fulfillment of goals in the consumption area.  The basic goals of the program 
for ensuring the extent of rationalization actions are being met. However, 
the fact remains that for various reasons we continuously run into delays 
in meeting the original planned actions and their replacement by others. 
In addition, some measures which cut across various fields directed at 
ensuring the production of materials and equipment necessary to support 
the rationalization actions in the consumption field are not being 
satisfactorily carried out.  For these reasons, the leadership of the 
CZCP Central Committee in October 1982 decided to work up the "State Target 
Program for the Rationalization of Savings in the Consumption of Fuel and 
Energy," especially from the standpoint of ensuring its implementation 
in 1983 and later years of the Seventh 5-Year Plan.  It also took on 
proposals for comprehensive measures in the area of the system of planned 
management, organization, economic tools and material and technical 
requirements which ensure a more proper approach to the implementation 
of actions concerning fuel and energy consumption in the spirit of the 
resolutions of the 16th CPCZ Plenum.  At the same time, it gave advice 
on check-ups in society on the conservation of fuel, energy and motor fuels 
throughout the economy. 

Results of the first stage of checks in society were discussed by the CSSR 
Government last year.  It also took actions to make use of them and further 
decided, in agreement with the Central Trade Union Council, to expand the 
operations of the Commission for Checks in Society and in the field of metals, 
raw materials and materiel.  At the same time, it evaluated the experience 
to date with the fulfillment and support of the program for ''Rationalization 
of the Consumption and Use of Fuel and Energy" and established further 
directives for its implementation in the remaining years of the Seventh 5-Year 
Plan and the period of preparations for the Eighth 5-Year Plan. 

As was stated earlier, the extent of implementation of rationalization 
actions directed at savings of fuel and energy is being satisfactorily met. 
The goals established in that area for selected ministries and national 
committees were fulfilled in 1981 by 114.6 percent and in 1982 by 113.7 
percent.  Preliminary data for 1983 show that the goals in this area were 
likewise exceeded. 
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All of the above actions, including fulfillment of the state target program, 
contributed to the fact that domestic consumption of primary energy resources 
in 1981 and 1982 did not exceed the level reached in 1980.  Likewise, 
in 1983 we expect the level of domestic consumption to be around 102 million 
tmp, even though the development of the national economy in 1983 achieved 
greater growth than provided for in the state plan. 

A positive factor in the development of the fuel-energy accounts in also 
the fact that we have succeeded in redirecting the consumption of liquid fuels. 
A further reduction in the consumption of heating oil in 1983 is expected 
even after the significant limiting in the years 1981 and 1982.  Meanwhile, 
the consumption of this fuel shows the following development (consumption of 
heating oil in 1980 as 100 percent): 

1981     1982     1983 

actual figures 96.2     85.0     83.0 
(in percentage) 

Reductions in the consumption of fuel oil were helped by the implementation 
of specific measures which were directed particularly at: 

—a reduction of the share of heating oil in producing electricity; 

—limiting some technologies which were demanding of heating oil 
(drying rooms, etc.); 

—implementation of rationalization measures, especially in the field of 
reducing consumption of heat produced from heating oil; 

—greater use of natural gas, which is burned in combination with heating 
oil in dual-fuel systems (for the production of cement, heat, petro- 
chemicals, etc.); 

—modification of consuming devices to other fuels. 

Thorough implementation of the measures in the field of the consumption 
of motor fuels and other petroleum products (asphalt, etc.) also helped to 
reduce the overall consumption of liquid fuels during the last 3 years by 
roughly 3 million tmp and thus helped in fully meeting the goals set for 
this area in the Seventh 5-Year Plan. 

From the critical standpoint, however, we must point out the fact that in 
many cases the new situation was not fully understood by consumers. 
Not only did they not create the necessary conditions for further desirable 
limitations in the consumption of petroleum products, but on the contrary 
often requested increased consumption of those fuels in an attempt to solve 
other problems of theirs, such as in the area of the labor force, investments, 
etc.  This approach must be clearly rejected.  However, we expect that the 
suppression of these tendencies will be helped by some economic measures, 
especially the last adjustment in wholesale fuel and energy prices carried 
out on 1 January 1984. 
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To a considerable extent, petroleum products were replaced by natural gas, 
which as a source designated for domestic consumption grew by about 
1 billion cubic meters from 1980 to 1983.  Even with these mistakes, 
there was thorough application of the principles for utilizing gaseous 
fuels, that is, the current preference for technological consumption and 
selected territories. 

Great use of domestic resources also helped to reduce the consumption of 
heating oil.  Especially in the power field, the share of brown coal power 
plants in the production of electricity increased. The greater part of the 
increase in brown coal extraction was designated for this consumption 
purpose.  This grew by about 5.6 million tons from 1980 to 1983. The Sokolov 
mines exceeded the output plan for 1983, just as in recent years, by 1.1 
million tons.  The implementation of decisions made at the level of the 
highest party organs, the utilization of mining capacity even on non-working 
days and the implementation of other measures helped the situation at the 
Mostec mines, where last year they exceeded the planned goals in coal mining 
by 2.3 million tons.  Thanks largely to those mines, in 1983 there were 
100.5 million tons of brown coal extracted. 

In fulfilling the brown coal mining plan and exceeding it, it was possible 
to have a desirable increase in the consumer supplies of solid fuels. 
In comparison with previous years, it reached the following levels on 
31 December 1983 (in thousands of tons): 

1980     1981     1982     1983 

Brown coal (of which:) 

Coal supplies 

Power generation 

Anthracite (of which:) 2033     2100     2340     2690 

Coal supplies 154      134      135      203 

Power generation 910      336     1041     1241 

The greater supply of brown coal in 1983 also helped resolve the situation 
in the electrical energy accounts.  A.s a result of poor hydrological 
conditions, the plan for the production of hydroeiectrical power was not 
fulfilled.  On the other hand, the limits for consumption of electrical 
energy established in the state plan were exceeded.  For these reasons, 
it was necessary to cover the shortfalls with the steam generating plants 
of ehe Federal Ministry of Fuel and Energy by 1350 GWh of production above 
plan.  Factory power plants also exceeded ehe production plan by 450 GWh. 

While the planned production by hydroelectric power plants was not met for 
objective reasons, one must analyze the reasons for not keeping to the 
consumption limits for electrical energy in more detail.  The higher 
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electricity consumption represents almost 1.5 million tons of brown coal. 
Even though the production plan was exceeded, the question remains whether 
the increased consumption of electrical energy was actually always used for 
higher production, for which the deliveries were made. 

The state plan for 1984 is also studying the efficiency of development of 
the national economy.  This starts with the fulfillment of the Seventh 
5-Year Plan to date and with an evaluation of actual opportunities for 
utilizing the internal reserves of our economy.  It is more directly oriented 
toward production to achieve maximum savings in fuels, energy, raw materials 
and other materials.  In propagates the tendencies which positively influence 
reductions in energy demands.  It assumes further limiting of production 
which is fuel and energy intensive, such as metallurgy. With more rapid 
growth in the economy, it still plans on lower use of fuel and energy 
resources in comparison with the intentions of the Seventh 5-Year Plan 
for domestic consumption by some 2.2 million tmp. The level can then reach 

104 million tmp. 

In comparison with the foregoing fact, domestic consumption in 1983 increased 
by roughly 2 million tmp.  This increase from year to year can be quite high 
and can lead to incorrect conclusions that the state plan for this area is 
not reckoning with a further intensification of the rationalization process. 
In this connection one should remember the favorable development of climatic 
conditions in the past few years, which also influenced the level of domestic 
consumption to a considerable degree.  This development can be demonstrated, 
for example, by the number of degree-days, which expresses the total deviation 
of the average daily temperatures from the average temperature established 
for heated buildings, which is about 18°C.  While the long-term annual 
average is about 3430 degree-days, the development of this indicator in 
the past few years has been as follows: 

1980    1981    1982    1983 

Number of degree-days 3739    3374    3372    3155 

Percentage of the long-term average   109.0    98.4    98.3    92.0 

Under our conditions, one can project consumption of about 5,000 tmp of 
fuel and energy for heating for each degree-day.  When we take these facts 
into consideration, we reach the conclusion that the energy demands for 
cue creation of national income must be reaucea oy 2.3 percent as againsc 
the preliminary data for 1983 while correcting domestic consumption for the 
average course of climatic conditions. 

State Target Program 02, "Rationalization of Consumption and Use of Fuel 
and Energy," assumes implementation of rationalization actions whose effect 
will be an annual savings of about 2.4 billion tmp, which is about the level 
of the past few years.  This means that any worsening influences acting 
negatively on the development of energy demands (worsening conditions in 
extracting fuels, etc.) must be completely eliminated by further supplemental 
measures directed at fuel and energy savings.  In this area, full use is also 
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planned of worker initiative in the sense of the resolutions of the 10th 
All-Union Plenum of the ROH on surpassing the goals in the area of 
rationalization by a further 0.5 percent.  For these reasons, it is also 
necessary to speed up the implementation of the results of the checks in 
society in economizing in fuels and energy, which are also directed at 
economizing in other raw materials and materials, especially fuel and energy 
intensive ones (metals, cement, etc.). 

A positive factor in the fuel-energy accounts for 1984 is the fact that 
in connection with the increased importation of natural gas and the growth 
in production of electrical energy at nuclear power plants there has again 
been an improvement in the development of the composition of domestic 
consumption of primary energy resources, as can be seen from the following 
comparison (in percentages): 

1983 1984 
1980 actual 1982 actual expected ac tual planned 

Solid fuels 61.8 62.6 63.0 61.5 

Liquid fuels 25.5 23.6 22.7 22.7 

Gaseous fuels 8.8 9.9 10.0 10.6 

Other 3.9 3.9 4.3 5.2 

Despite the drop in the share of solid fuels in overall consumption, 
its absolute level of consumption remains at last year's level.  Its supply 
will be made available for the most part in brown coal.  Taking into account 
the status of supplies at the end of 1983, this year's plan presumes that 
the delivered mine output will be 0.5 million tons lower than the established 
goals of the Seventh 5-Year Plan.  Their level should reach 97.9 million tons. 
Roughly 0.9 million tons of brown coal will be used up from the consumable 
supplies in the course of this year. 

Likewise, the consumption of other solid fuels remains roughly at the level 
of last year.  As in the case of brown coal, it is expected that in 1984 
about 0.3 to 0.4 million tons of anthracite coal will be used from the 
consumable supplies. 

The use of natural gas is increasing significantly by almost 9 percent compared 
to actual usage in 1983.  Its increase, which is in accordance with the 
intentions of the Seventh 5-Year Plan, makes it possible to meet justifiable 
needs fully.  Deliveries for the area of market funds are increasing by 
12 percent and deliveries for the other spheres by roughly 6.5 percent. 

The quite considerable increase in deliveries of this refined fuel must 
be used efficiently.  In keeping with the principles of the fuel-energy 
policy, it is necessary first of all to ensure the planned switch-over of 
household appliances from city gas to natural gas.  Specifications of the 
limits for deliveries of natural gas must also follow the scheme of replacing 
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the most expensive fuels, that is, petroleum products.  From the standpoint 
of the nature of the supplies, it is necessary to give priority to the use 
of natural gas for technological purposes, and only after that for the 
production of heat.  Another important factor is the unconditional necessity 
to give preference to selected territories with the most rapidly deteriorating 

environments. 

In keeping with the program of measures leading to a restructuring of the 
fuel-energy balance based on effective evaluation of petroleum, in 1984 there 
will be a further reduction in supplies of heating oil designated for domestic 
consumption.  This requires further work in replacing that fuel and 
understandably also requires that priority be given to actions of a 
rationalization nature in conserving it. Likewise, the state plan for 1984 
assigns specific tasks in this field which are a follow-on to the further 
limiting of petroleum product consumption and maintenance of the intentions 
of the Seventh 5-Year Plan.  It is, however, very desirable that the 
consumption of petroleum products in the field of energy consumption 
be limited even more sharply than the plan calls for in 1984. 

Electrical energy accounts for 1984 call for the production of 77 billion kWh. 
The total increase is to be provided by nuclear power plants, but their 
production will be 3 billion kWh less than in the Seventh 5-Year Plan because 
of changes in the dates for construction of the third section at Jaslovske 
Bohunice and the first section at Dukovany.  This shortage will be partially 
eliminated by higher production at the first two sections of the nuclear 
power plant at Jaslovske Bohunice, whose operations have achieved continuously 
good results.  Despite this, it is also necessary to increase output from 
steam-powered generator plants to meet the goals of the Seventh 5-Year Plan. 
In comparison with the actual figures for 1983, however, production at these 
sources will drop by about 2 billion kWh.  On the other hand, the share of 
the nuclear power plants in the overall production of electricity has grown 
from 8.1 percent in 1983 to 10.9 percent in 1984. 

The growth of electricity consumption corresponds to the more rapid dynamics 
of economic development.  tfhile in 1983 we expected its growth to De about 
1.5 percent (without transmission consumption), the plan for 1984 calls for 
an increase of roughly 2 percent; this growth must fully take care of the 
needs of our economy. 

The state plan for 1984 puts demanding tasks on the fuel and energy branch. 
Their demanding nature further amplifies some continuously persistent 
deficiencies in bringing new capacity into operation.  We must proceed even 
more emphatically to ensure that the goals in the rationalization of fuel 
and energy consumption are met.  As was already stated, the fuel-energy 
accounts presume that the planned goals will be surpassed in this area in 
keeping with the resolutions of the 10th All-Union Plenum of the ROH. 
It is also anticipated that there will be accelerated implementation of 
results which come out of the checks in society on economizing in fuel, 
energy, motor fuels and other raw materials.  All efforts in this area, 
with due regard for the development of climatic conditions to date, must 
therefore be directed at reducing the domestic consumption of primary energy 
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resources below 104 million tmp, which in the fall of last year was worked 
into the state plan for 1984. 

It will be necessary to proceed similarly in preparing the plan for 1985. 
It is already necessary now to prepare for further intensification of the 
rationalization process so that domestic consumption does not exceed roughly 
104 million tmp, and our entire economy should change over to a less energy- 
intensive type of development. We must always keep in mind that the path 
to reducing energy demands in the national economy is less costly than 
a further increase in fuel extraction or additional construction of other 
energy sources. 

6285 
CSO:  2400/392 
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

IRON INDUSTRY'S EFFECT ON AIR POLLUTION 

Prague HUTNIK in Czech No 5, May 84 pp 161-164 

[Article by Dr Eng Oldrich Bohus, Ostrava:  "Emissions, Damage, and Costs 
To Protect Air Quality in the CSSR Ferrous Metallurgy Industry"] 

[Excerpts] The purpose of production is to cover the material requirements 
of the national economy. An inseparable part of this, however, is environ- 
mental protection, to which every citizen has a right under article 15 of 
our Constitution.  Metallurgical enterprises, therefore, in addition to 
production also carry out measures to protect and enhance the environment. 
The resolution of environmental problems, however, is costly in terms both 
of investment and the maintenance and operation of separating and scrubbing 
equipment. 

The damage caused by emissions to agricultural and livestock production, to 
forest and water management activities, to the housing stock, cultural 
monuments, steel structures, as well as to the health of individuals is 
considerable and impossible to ennumerate precisely.  The reason for the 
difficulty and imprecision of these calculations is that there does not 
at present exist a unified and effective technique for assessing damage. 
This is a particularly difficult task bacause the emissions caused by ehe 
individual enterprises in industrial agglomerations with multiple plants, 
various production processes, and equipment and separating apparatus of 
differing levels of effectiveness end up being lumped together.  Likewise, 
establishing the costs of environmental protection is complicated because 
innovations in production equipment and technology result in concurrent 
improvements in the environment. 

The results of researcn in this area have not as yec received practical 
implementation.  One example is task VI-6/2, "Economics and the Policy of 
Environmental Protection and Enhancement," the constituent tasks of which 
were concerned with the establishment of criteria for a public evaluation 
of the economic effectiveness of resources allocated to the environment, 
as well as a methodology for determining the costs of environmental pro- 
tection and enhancement.  A research project has also been completed, 
entitled "Theoretical Considerations in Determining the Contribution of 
Resources Expended on the Environment in Relation to the Standard of Living. 
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Emissions 

Metallurgical enterprises are for the most part aware of the magnitude and 
composition of their emissions. The figures are more or less precise 
depending on the method of their determination.  The magnitude of emissions 
is either measured or calculated.  The basis for these calculations and 
assessments are the amount and composition of the fuel and charges used, 
the amount of flue gases and of particulate emissions. 

In 1980 the ferrous metallurgical industry emitted 131,666 tons of solid 
emissions, whereas the target was 76,380 tons.  The overall amount of these 
emissions, however, has been displaying a declining trend.  From 599,500 
tons in 1965, dust emissions were reduced to 234,450 tons by 1970, and to 
144,280 tons by 1975. 

As. long as equipment to entrap sulfur dioxide from flue gases is not 
manufactured in this country, and fuels not desulfurized, or the fluidized 
burning of fossil fuels not introduced, metallurgical enterprises will 
have no impact on the amount of sulfur dioxide.  Sulfur dioxide emissions 
depend on the amount of sulfur in fuels, as well as in the raw materials 
put in charges.  The presence of carbon monoxide and of nitrogen oxides 
depends on the combustion conditions. 

The emission of pollutants in individual enterprises depends on the type 
of production engaged in and the equipment used.  The greatest source 
of dust in metallurgical plants are the power generation facilities, which 
account for 48 percent; other sources are agglomerations (10.6 percent), 
steelmaking facilities (6.7 percent), coking plants (4.4 percent), and 
the blast furnaces themselves (2.6 percent).  Of the total volume of carbon 
oxide emissions, blast furnaces account for 41.5 percent, followed by 
agglomerations with 23.4 percent, power plants with 14.4 percent, steel- 
making facilities with 12.3 percent, ferro-alloy operations, rolling mills 
and other operations with 2-3 percent.  Sulfur oxide is emitted mostly 
by power plants (52.5 percent), then agglomerations (14.2 percent), steel- 
making and coking plants (7.3 percent each), and blast furnaces (3.5 per- 
cent), with all other operations accounting for 14 percent.  The greatest 
amounts of nitrogen oxide come from the power plants (34.7 percent of the 
total) and steelmaking facilities (28.2 percent), followed by coking plants 
(11.8 percent), agglomerations (10.3 percent), blast furnaces (8.5 percent), 
and others. 

The measurement, calculation and assessment of pollution is of practical 
importance because it indicates places where it is essential to focus the 
attention of air technicians and operational experts.  A determination 
of the order of importance for eliminating sources of pollution in the CSSR 
and for resource allocation may be made based on the data compiled during 
the work of the Technical-Economic Research Institute for the Metallurgical 
Industry (TEVUH) in Prague, according to which ferrous and nonferrous 
metallurgy account for 13 percent of the total amount of about 1.6 million 
tons per year of solid emissions, and for about 8 percent of the total of 
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about 2.1 million tons of gaseous emissions per year in the CSSR.  Thermal 
power plants, electric power plants and boiler facilities of non-energy 
generating enterprises account for an additional 13 percent of the solid and 
25 percent of the gaseous pollutants in the CSSR, the power generation in- 
dustry for 24 percent and 30 percent, respectively.  Other industrial 
sectors, with the exception of petroleum processing, which accounted for 
19 percent of the annual gaseous emissions, account for substantially 
lesser percentages of the annual pollutant output. 

Damages 

Dust and gas emissions cause great damage to the national economy. The 
losses are proportional to the amount, concentration, and the length of 
time that given pollutants have been present. 

Damage caused by solid and gaseous emissions is estimated in the vicinity 
of Kcs 3-4 billion annually, with Kcs 0.7-1.2 billion spent each year on 
health care.  Other sources estimate the amount of damage at Kcs 5-6 billion 
per year. Neither source breaks down the damage caused by the metallurgical 
industry in particular.  Let us reconstruct it, then, from the available data. 

—Assuming total dust emissions of 1.6 million tons per year and gaseous 
emissions of 2.1 million tons per year, and that the emission figures given 
for metallurgical facilities are accurate, then the metallurgical industry 
accounts for Kcs .920 and 1.23 billion of damage per year; 

—According to this data, if the metallurgical industry is responsible for 
30 percent of total emissions, it would account then for Kcs 1.5-1.8 
billion of damage per year. 

—An approximate calculation of the damage caused by the dust and the 
sulfur dioxide (excluding other gases) emitted by the enterprises of the 
General Directorate of Ferrous Metallurgy (GRHZ) and Vitkovice, according 
to the above data, comes to Kcs 320 million per year.  The calculation 
assumes Kcs 1,010 of damage for each ton of emissions. 

Damage to agricultural output has been estimated at Kcs 470 million, on 
forest and water management at Kcs 420 million, on protected monuments 
and the like at Kcs 150 million, and that resulting from corrosion of 
capital stock at Kcs 2.5 billion.  No estimates have been made of the 
costs of damage to human health, to livestock production, of destroyed 
plants and animals, of declines in the populations of smaller animals and 
birds, of soil degradation resulting from the disruption of drainage 
patterns caused by the destruction of forests, etc.  These are not impacted 
negatively by metallurgy alone, but by our entire industrial sector.  The 
impact of foreign emissions must also be accounted for. 

TEVUH data estimates nationwide health-care-related damages at Kcs 0.9-1.2 
billion per year.  Assuming that metallurgy accounted for 20 percent  of 
this, it is responsible for Kcs 180-240 million per year.  Total economic 
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losses for the CSSR, stemming from the impact of pollutants on workers, 
have reached the amount of Kcs 5.5 billion, taking into account occupa- 
tional diseases and work-related accidents.  This figure was composed 
of Kcs 2.1 billion in lost production, and supplementary costs of Kcs 2.4 
billion.  No figures are given for the share accounted for by the metal- 
lurgical industry.  This figure would be Kcs 1.1 billion, based on a 20- 
percent share of generated emissions. 

Metallurgical emissions account for 1,299 kilotons of a total volume of 
5,717 kilotons.  Given a 22.6 percent share of the total emissions and 
total damages of Kcs 3-4 billion annually, it follows that metallurgy 
accounts for Kcs 680-900 million of damage per year. Assuming Kcs 5-6 
billion of total damages, metallurgy would account for Kcs 1.13-1.35 
billion annually. 

From the above it is obvious that estimates and calculations of damage 
differ substantially.  This results both from the imprecise measurement 
of emissions as well as from a lack of a uniform methodology for assigning 
emissions to the appropriate production sector.  Metallurgical plants are 
also affected by emissions from their own boilers and electric power 
plants, and by emissions from factory transportation operations. 

Costs 

Our state expends substantial resources each year on environmental pro- 
tection.  Expenditures on facilities and equipment to reduce emissions at 
existing sources of dust are about Kcs 500 million annually.  An approximate 
additional total of Kcs 480 million is spent for this type of equipment 
at capital construction projects currently under way.  Costs of monitoring 
emissions and controlling them are about Kcs 20 million annually.  Research 
and development costs are about Kcs 50 million per year.  The decontamination 
of urban air costs are about Kcs 250 million per year.  At the same time, 
the construction of new facilities for the production of separating equip- 
ment: costs about Kcs 50 million per year, and about Kcs 3 million per year 
is expended on the acquisition of the requisite foreign licenses. 

The foregoing data is for the past decade.  Comparing it with the damage 
that has been caused shows that costs of this magnitude are inadequate to 
meet the current needs for this type of equipment.  With increased production 
intensification and the scope of environmental pollution, the costs of 
equipment co limit this pollution are also rising.  Increasingly sophisticated 
and extensive supplementary equipment must be installed, the operation of 
which requires qualified operators, larger energy inputs and most costly 
maintenance. 

What sorts of expenditures is our metallurgical industry making to improve 
the environment?  One indicator is investment outlays for air technology as 
a percentage of total investment costs.  Investment outlays for the protection 
of the working and overall environment in our metallurgical sector were Kcs 
158 million per year from 1961 to 1965, or 1.1 percent of total investment 
outlays.  These outlays increased to Kcs 537.3 million from 1966 to 1970 
(4.05 percent of the cotal), then declined from 1971 to 1975, in line with 
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overall reductions in investment, to Kcs 349.3 million (3.54 percent of 
the total).  In the most recent 5-year plan these outlays were estimated 
at 3-4 percent of total investment expenditures.  Almost 64 percent of 
this total was used for the protection of air quality.  Of the total, 35.4 
percent was invested in coking plants, 38.7 percent in steelmaking facili- 
ties, 21.8 percent in power generation, 0.8 percent in rolling mills, and 
3.3 percent in all other operations. 

In Japan, investments in environmental protection have been running at 20 
percent of total investment outlays and more, in the United States at 
13-16 percent.  The percentage in Great Britain and in the FRG has also 
been in the vicinity of 20 percent.  In the 1976-1980 period outlays in 
the USSR were about 6 percent of total investments.  In Great Britain the 
investment allocations for dust separation were distributed as follows: 
coking plants, 4 percent; agglomerations, 15.1 percent; oxygen converters, 
39.9 percent; electric arc furnaces, 13.3 percent. 

Conclusion 

The preceding analysis suggests that the ferrous metallurgy industry of the 
CSSR emits about 140 kilotons of solid and 1,400 kilotons of gaseous 
pollutants annually.  Their impact on the environment is evident in damage 
to the national economy valued at Kcs 1-1.5 billion annually. 

Metallurgical plants expend about Kcs 300 million per year of investment 
resources on the protection and enhancement of the environment, especially 
on air quality.  Costs for the maintenance and operation of protective air 
technology equipment run about Kcs 150 million per year.  In addition, 
metallurgical plants pay for their air pollution in the form of fines 
paid to national committees and compensation for damage to agricultural 
enterprises and forests in the amount of about Kcs 50 million per year. 

These expenditures are not effective either for the metallurgical plants 
or for the damaged organization.  A comparison of the amount of damages 
with the expenditures by metallurgical plants on environmental protection 
shows that the damages are many times more extensive than outlays enter- 
prise.  The national economy bears the brunt of this situation for both 
participants—the polluter and the victim.  It is therefore essential to 
eliminate the source of the damage, a goal which may be achieved by 
reducing the volume of emissions and by trapping pollutants. 

Enterprises have no incentive to increase their outlays on environmental 
protection because the more resources an enterprise allocates to this purpose 
the fewer resources remain to develop production, thereby hampering the 
economic performance of the enterprise.  Expenditures on the environment 
do not contribute to production increases, productivity or profits.  Like- 
wise, agricultural and forestry losses cannot be replaced merely by the 
payment of damages. 
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Some foundation must therefore be established for the implementation of 
environmental protection measures.  This basis includes compensation for 
the investment outlays involved for new equipment, for the upgrading of 
deficient apparatus and the rebuilding of that which is obsolete.  The 
postponement of necessary investments results in increased damage. 

The means of separating solid emissions is well known and is being gradually 
implemented at metallurgical plants.  The separation of gaseous emissions 
has likewise been technically mastered, but has not yet been implemented 
in the CSSR because of the high investment and operational costs involved. 
The first facilities for sulfur dioxide entrapment and the fluidized 
combustion of coal are now being constructed for the power industry.  The 
costs for the maintenance and operation of this equipment are being absorbed 
by the metallurgical enterprises through improvements in the metallurgical 
production process.  Fines for polluting the air and other damage are paid 
by the polluter.  These amount to about 0.1 percent of production costs, 
thereby creating something of a barrier to the development of equipment 
for environmental protection, because they are lower than the investment 
required and the maintenance and operating costs of the equipment. 

Further possibilities for reducing emissions are provided by changes in 
production techniques which are often, in fact, related to innovations 
in production equipment, changes in the raw material or energy base, as 
well as to the structure of production.  The metallurgical plants themselves 
do not have an impact on many of these factors. 

The air quality law, No 35/1967, makes all polluters responsible for seeing 
to environmental protection.  With their measures, the metallurgical plants 
have been gradually reducing emissions.  Nevertheless, they continue 
to disrupt the natural ecological balance.  The most effective strategy 
is to increase activities through an extraordinary allocation of targeted 
investment resources for specific projects to improve the environment, 
with the resources coming from central sources.  The attitude toward 
environmental protection would also be improved by the announcement of 
a state priority program for environmental protection and enchancement that 
encompasses, among other things, air quality. 

9276 
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY RESULTS REVIEWED 

Prague HOSPODARSKE NOVINY in Czech 1 Jun 84 p 2 

[Text] As was determined at the 10th Plenum of the CPCZ Central Committee, the 
electrotechnical industry is managing to maintain its lead over the machine tool 
industry.  In the first 3 years of the 5-year plan production was increased by 
24 percent, especially in the manufacture of electronic parts, in the computing 
and automating aspects of technology and in consumer electronics.  The electro- 
technical industry has even exceeded the prescribed production of goods, its own 
regulated output and profits. 

This development also continued in the first quarter of this year, according to 
all the significant indicators.  In conformity with the need to intensify and 
expand its production base, the industry has succeeded in increasing the number 
of workers by 2 percent, distributing them fairly throughout the productive 
economic units. 

The process of the relative lowering of material, fuel, and energy consumption 
continued further.  By this means the dynamics of self-regulated expenditures 
was facilitated and conspicuously accelerated.  In the first quarter of this year 
an increase of 115.7 percent was attained (in contrast to a comparable period 
last year).  All the productive economic units shared in this to differing 
degrees.  Tesla Electrotechnical Parts Roznov provided the highest contribution 
(126.1 percent).  Below average are VHJ Tesla Measuring and Laboratory Instru- 
ments Brno, Chirana Stara Tura, the Automation and Computing Technology Prague 
Plants, the High Energy Electrotechnology Prague Plants, and Tesla Investment 
Electronics Prague. 

At the 10th Plenum it was once again emphasized that one of the key issues in 
ehe further development of our national economy is better usage of energy, metals, 
and materials.  This year the goal of the electrotechnical industry is to achieve 
a relative reduction in the use of ferrous metals of 4.6 percent, and for the 
year 1985 this goal would progress to as much as 6 percent.  In nonferrous 
metals a relative reduction of more than 2.7 percent is anticipated in 1984, 
and no less than 3.5 percent in 1985.  In reducing the use of fuels and other 
energy the industry wants to achieve a decrease of 3 to 4 percent. 
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The electrotechnical industry must contribute to the attainment of plans for 
reducing the use of materials and energy throughout the national economy as 
well.  For this reason its priority must be the material and technical imple- 
mentation of the process of electronization in all the remaining branches. 
Specifically, this means the ensuring not only of a sufficiently wide assort- 
ment of high-quality and inexpensive electronic parts, circuits and systems 
from domestic production, but also deliveries from socialist countries within 
the framework of specialization and cooperation. 

The efforts of worker collectives from enterprises and plants are also 
oriented toward a further increase of choice, which is generally conveyed by 
the indicator of earnings.  In the first quarter 26.1 percent of this year's 
goal had been attained.  The productive economic units of Tesla Consumer 
Electronics of Bratislava, Tesla Electronic Parts Roznov and the branch enter- 
prise Tesla Eltos secured above average quotas.  At the same time both the 
economic production units [VHJ] and the High Energy Electrotechnology Plants 
achieved the greatest dynamics in the growth of earnings compared to the first 
half of 1983. 

In conformity with the conclusions of the 10th Plenum of the CPCZ Central Com- 
mittee, the electrotechnical industry is making progress in the production of 
goods, the productivity of work, the material basis, and in the reduction of the 
use of fuels, energy, and metals. 

In the first half-year the fulfillment of the plan should improve with regard 
to the majority of significant indicators.  This relates especially to self- 
regulated operations, where more than half the VHJ's can foresee the prospect 
of fulfilling less than their share of the annual plan:  these are the High 
Energy Electrotechnology Prague Plants, Chirana Stara Tura, Tesla Measuring 
and Laboratory Instruments Brno, and Tesla Investment Electronics Prague.  Like- 
wise, supplies for the domestic market demand greater attention above all at 
VHJ Tesla Investment Electronics Prague, Chirana Stara Tura and the High Energy 
Electrotechnology Prague Plants. 

A complicated situation exists in the area of exports to socialist and non- 
socialist countries.  In exports to socialist countries the fulfillment of the 
half-year quota of the plan is not assured in a majority of the VHJ's apart 
from Tesla Measuring and Laboratory Instruments Brno and Tesla Electronic Parts 
Roznov.  A similar situation holds for exports to nonsocialist countries.  The 
complete quota of the annual plan has only been fulfilled by VHJ Tesla Con- 
sumer Electronics Bratislava and the Automating and Computing Technology Prague 
Plants. 

The 10th Plenum of the CPCZ Central Committee was concerned with questions of 
improving quality and reducing losses from low-quality products. Development 
in the electrotechnical industry is in accord with this scheme. Compared with 
1980 the proportion of products which are on a high technical and economic 
level increased from 4.92 percent to 10.57 percent in 1983, and 1100 kinds of 
products of this quality were manufactured. For the year 1985 a minimum goal 
has been set—to achieve a 14-percent share of products of this category. 
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Losses from low-quality production in the year 1980 made up 1.28 percent of the 
goods produced; in the year 1983 they were reduced to 0.82 percent.  For the 
year 1985 the electrotechnical industry has set itself the goal of reducing 
losses from low-quality production to below 0.70 percent.  Results from the 
first quarter of this year demonstrate that this positive trend will continue. 
Greater attention, however, must be devoted to the phenomenon of losses from 
low-quality production at VHJ Chirana Stara Tura and Tesla Electronic Parts 
Roznov; in the first quarter of 1984 losses were higher than last year at these 
enterprises. 

The electrotechnical industry is beginning to work on the recommendations of the 
10th Plenum of the CPCZ Central Committee.  It is aiming to exceed the goals of 
the Seventh 5-Year Plan; and in the production of goods it is planning to secure 
the upper limit of the goal established by the 16th Congress of the CPCZ, that 
is, in 1985 to achieve an increase in the dynamics of production of 150 percent 
compared with 1980.  This year calls for fulfilling the production plan for 
goods by 109.2 percent, and for the year 1985 progress toward a guideline of 
110.6 percent. 

The electrotechnical industry is considering higher goals in order to satisfy 
the needs of the national economy and to increase its overall effectiveness. 
This year already the so-called dual price system was approved; this further 
reduces the prices of important electronic parts and creates greater pressure 
for decreasing costs in enterprises that produce goods.  The path of progres- 
sively higher goals that has been embarked upon will facilitate and create 
conditions for the further reduction of costs and thus also of prices.  This will 
increase the ability of these trimmed-down products to compete in nonsocialist 
countries. 

It is necessary to promote the above-mentioned schemes in all the VHJ's, enter- 
prises, and plants, and to consider them the basic orientation for securing the 
goals of this year's plan and of the following years of the Seventh 5-Year Plan. 
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

CHALLENGES OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION CONSIDERED 

Prague KONTROLA in Czech No 3, 4, Mar, Apr 84 

[Article by Eng Jan Koncel, CSR People's Control Commission:  "Attention 
Focused on Environmental Protection"] 

[No 3, Mar 84 pp 3-7] 

[Text]  The main guidelines for the economic and social development of the 
CSSR for 1981-1985 approved by the 16th CPCZ Congress include, among other 
things related to the environment, the task of "considering concern for the 
environment and its improvement to be an important part of the standard of 
living of the population."  Specifically, the entire control system has been 
directed to pay close attention to compliance with established norms and 
regulations related to the protection and improvement of the environment, 
to monitor this area closely and to battle against everything that harms 
the environment. 

The Sixth 5-Year Plan contained an independently formulated section entitled 
"Protection and Enhancement of  the Environment" which contained objectives 
related to various aspects of the environment.  This part of the plan has 
only an orientational character for the time being, meaning that management 
by the plan in this area is not yet up to the standards of the other sectors 
of the national economy. 

On the other hand, the protection of individual parts of the environment 
is assured in the legislative-legal arena with an appropriate system of laws 
and regulations.  Every component of the environment is covered by a number 
of legal standards  relating  co cne protection of the air, water, soil, 
forests, vegetation, the disposal and utilization of wastes, protection 
against noise, laws related to the living and working environment.  These 
are not, however, being complied with or enforced with the requisite 
strictness. 

The underlying mandate for environmental concern is found in the Constitution 
of the CSSR, No 100/1960 SBIRKA, along with Law No 20/1966 SBIRKA, regarding 
concern for the health of individuals;  the law concerning fines for violations 
of legal regulations regarding the development and protection of healthful 
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living conditions (No 36/1975 SBIRKA); the water law  (No 138/1973, SBIRKA); 
Law No 53/1966 SBIRKA regarding the preservation of the agricultural soil 
fund, as amended by Law No 75/1976 SBIRKA; the law governing state protection 
of nature (No 40/1956 SBIRKA); the forest law (No 61/1977  SBIRKA), and 
others.  In addition to these fundamental laws, decrees have been issued 
related to environmental protection.  These include Decree No 45/1966 SBIRKA, 
related to the development and protection of healthful living conditions; 
Decree No 40/1963 SBIRKA, concerning compensation for damages caused by 
emissions to socialist agricultural and timber organizations, and others. 

The mere definition of legal responsibilities is not in and of itself suf- 
ficient to stop unfavorable developments without consistent monitoring of 
compliance and without the concurrent establishment of the requisite fin- 
ancial, material and production facilities needed to assure environmental 

protection. 

The principle of state policy on environmental protection is that the entity 
which is responsible for a given type of damage to the environment is re- 
sponsible for rectifying the damage.  Moreover, the causes of the damage 
must be completely eliminated, and under no circumstances after the specific 
damage has been dealt with.  This means that preventive measures have been, 
are, and will always be more effective and less expensive than ex post facto 
measures taken to resolve a specific problem.  Likewise, however, there are 
obvious economic constraints involved, namely that a given society can afford 
only that amount environmental quality for which it has the resources at any 
given time and under specific conditions.  This is the first consideration. 
The second consideration is that environmental protection is not a private 
matter, or the concern only of localized okreses or locations.  Thirdly, 
the quality of all aspects of the environment is an essential component of 
the standard of living and a fundamental precondition for its improvement. 

Therefore, economic requirements for environmental protection must always 
play the same role as economic requirements for production.  The only 
possible and proper path to take is that of the further economic development 
of the national economy at the same time that effective measures are being 
implemented to protect all aspects of the environment. 

All of these requirements, however, cannot be assured in one or two 5-year 
plans, even though calculations indicate that the industrially advanced 
countries will have to expend more than ;o percent of total investments in 
their national economies on environmental protection. 

At present economic and noneconomic evaluations are concerned only with the 
negative impact of production activities on aspects of the environment. 
Moreover, these evaluations assume full knowledge of the consequences of 
this activity and compare these with acceptable standards. 

The purpose of these evaluations of the negative impact of human activities 
on the environment is above all to determine the character and scope of 
these consequences and to discover their causes, a process often expressed 
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in terms of violations of the law, so that these causes may he taken into 
consideration in the practical management and planning of future economic 
activity and in the establishment of measures directed at the elimination 
or at least the limitation of these negative consequences. 

The system of control agencies has been dealing with individual problems within 
the overall complex of the environment with greater and lesser degrees of 
success.  Undoubtedly positive results are evident, for instance, in measures 
related to the protection of the agricultural soil fund or the prevention 
of water pollution, solving problems related to wastes and others, where 
correctly implemented controls have led to changes for the better.  This 
does not mean, however, that all options have been exhausted.  It is therefore 
absolutely essential to focus control activity on the entire complex of 
problems and to make whatever adjustments are feasible without committing 
investment resources.  The following directives for inspection agencies 
related to the basic components of the environment should assist in realizing 
this objective. 

Air Quality Is the Basis 

There still exist objective situations which are preventing an immediate 
turnaround in eliminating the effects of emissions.  These include low 
fuel quality (high sulfur coal), a lack of needed and appropriate boilers, 
and conflicts between supply and demand for separators, as well as purely 
economic consequences.  The fundamental problem is one of proving a relation- 
ship between atmospheric emissions and the level of damage caused by local 
pollution resulting from the uneven location of industry, or even the long- 
distance transmission of pollutants by the natural circulation of the air. 

Among the largest polluters of the air are electric power plants, thermal 
power plants, heating plants, residential and other boiler installations, 
as well as chemical plants and other production plants and enterprises.  The 
negative impact of emissions on vegetation and the soil (as well as on 
building and structures) is not subjeer to controversy. 

Emissions directly harm substance transfers within affected vegetative organs 
of plants.  They accumulate in these organs as well as in the soil itself, 
causing excessive acidification of the soil, which in turn results in further 
changes for the worse in the sorptive capacitives of the soil. 

Even chough, beginning with the Fifth 5-Year Plan, we have been partially 
successful in stabilizing the emissions of solids, the technical-economic 
problem of restricting other emissions, above all sulfur dixoxide (SO2)> 
remains. 

The central organ of state administration for the protection of air quality 
is the Ministry of Forest and Water Management of the CSR which, among other 
things, proposes technical-economic measures related to air quality, and 
monitors assurance of and compliance with these measures in the economic 
activities of several branches and sectors.  The Czech Technical Air Quality 
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Inspectorate (CTIO) is the inspection agency responsible for this.  Its 
activity is focused on making professional supervision of sources of air 
pollution more precise, on increasing the rigor of control activities, above 
all in the most highly polluted industrial areas and population centers. 

The CTIO inspectorates annually conduct hundreds of inspections of the basic 
sources of air pollution and otherwise carry out the measures established 
by CTIO decisions.  Based on the results of these inspections, they submit 
recommendations to the appropriate national committees for the assessment 
of fines.  Of the total proposed organizational fines, 80 percent are for 
failure to perform scheduled maintenance or to assure the trouble-free 
operation of equipment, and 20 percent are for failure to carry out cor- 

rective measures. 

By way of implementing preventive measures to resolve problems related to 
air pollution, above all in the form of CTIO technical requirements, the 
inspectorates include with their reports suggestions for programs to avoid 
future instances of pollution.  They system of inspection agencies must, 
therefore, focus its activities on issues of discipline in the utilization 
of all existing environmental protection equipment, assuring its correct 
and smooth operation, and making sure that the senior managers of the 
respective production and nonproduction enterprises properly fulfill their 

job responsibilities. 

In performing inspection work the most effective procedure is first to 
develop a working relationship with the appropriate office of the CTIO, and 
then to work with it to formulate in some detail the strategy for the 
inspection, paying special attention to the clarification of: 

— fulfillment of job responsibilities by senior managers and performance 
of service according to operating instructions to assure the smooth function- 
ing of equipment; assuring that ways of eliminating or limiting pollution 
through noninvestment techniques are being actively pursued and implemented 

where possible; 

— progress that is being made in carrying out the resolutions and 
corrective measures indicated by CTIO inspections and other controls and 
inspections; evaluating the effectiveness of these measures or, if applicable, 
any sanctions that were applied; 

  whether the planning process is making allowances for the necessary finance; 
resources and deliveries to assure the fulfillment of priority projects 
related to environmental protection; 

— whether or not scheduled maintenance and the proper functioning of 
separators and other equipment, including modern incineration equipment, 

has been assured; 

— whether, where fines were levied, the responsible person or persons 
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within the organization has been determined, and whether they as well have 

been fined; 

— the type and adequacy of the damage compensation caused by emissions to 
socialist agricultural and forestry organizations. 

Preventing Further Water Pollution 

The primary influences on water management in the CSR are the development 
of industry, agriculture, housing policy, transportation and recreation. 
Specific sectors participate in current water consumption very unevenly.  It 
is estimated that the energy generation and fuel sectors account for 36 
percent, the chemical industry 25 percent, the public 21 percent, the 
metallurgical industry 6 percent, agriculture and the food industry 8 
percent, the consumer goods industry 2 percent. 

In a number of locations the self-cleaning properties of water have been 
disrupted.  The pollution of water by wastes from public sewerage systems, 
industry and agriculture increased during the Sixth 5-Year Plan.  While, for 
example, the organic substance pollution indicator was only 0.2 percent 
higher in 1976 than in 1971, between 1976 and 1981 it increased by more than 
30 percent.  The number of instances in which waste water leaks into under- 
ground water supplies is increasing.  For instance, as a result of the 
chemicalization of agriculture not only is there increased pollution of 
surface water due to flushing, but also to contamination through percolation, 
particularly of nitrates from industrial fertilizers.  The number of accidents, 
i.e., the unexpected pollution of streams or underground water supplies, 
is  increasing.  Correcting the damage caused by these accidents often involves 
the expenditure of substantial resources.  At the same time, the number of 
accidents which have been conclusively documented to have been caused by 
gross misconduct, indifference and failure to comply with basic responsibilities 
and commitments is increasing.  For instance, in the 1980-1983 period there 
were 203 accidents in the food and agricultural sector.  In terms of types 
of pollution, liquid manure, urine and fecas accounted for 32 percent of 
these accidents; silage fluids 28 percent; petroleum substances 16 percent; 
waste water 11 percent; pesticides 4 percent; lime fertilizers 3 percent; 
industrial fertilizers 2 percent; and chemicals 2 percent. 

Currently about 1 percent of total investment resources are set aside for 
the construction of treatment facilities and separators.  The projected scope 
of construction of additional treatment plants in the Seventh 5-Year Plan 
does not allow, for the time being, the beginning of preventive construction 
projects at other significant sources of pollution.  For this reason, to 
restrict the further growth of water flow pollution it is essential to 
implement intensification measures at existing water treatment facilities 
and to be consistently disciplined in the area of water purity. 

The supervision of water resources management is the responsibility of the 
Ministry of Forest and Water Management and organs of the state water 
management inspectorate.  Inspections have turned up a number of shortcomings 
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in the performance of state administrative activities in national committee 
jurisdictions and in production organizations.  There have even been violations 
of agreed-upon conditions in cases where the government has agreed to the 
release of waste water that technically violates the water law.  In 1983 
alone, an additional 1,900 applicants requested special considerations. 
Inspectors of the CSR state water inspectorate (GSR SVI) have examined 
600 of these requests and proved.that they are unsubstantiated, carelessly 
documented, and based on incomplete and sometimes false data and argumentation. 
In many cases planned measures of the water management organs to rectify 
accidents have been ignored, as well as the guidelines for cleaning up 
after such accidents.  Recreational facilities and fishing trips have also 
been improperly approved in protected water resource zones. 

When constructing new housing projects decisions concerning permits for 
the construction of sewage and waste water treatment plants and the dis- 
charge of waste water under the water law often do not include the condition 
that the discharge of waste water may not begin until the resultant waste 
water is treated in a completed waste water treatment facility. 

A major cause of water pollution is the failure on the part of managerial 
and planning authorities to ancticipate their needs in the planning for, 
material and financial assurance of construction projects and in the 
maintenance of waste water treatment facilities, including the procurement 
of necessary equipment. 

The fundamental measures which must lead to proper operation and even the 
further intensification of existing facilities include the maintenance of 
labor and technological discipline, particularly in situations where their 
violation results in negative consequences for the purity of our water 
supplies.  Inspection organs must base their activities on these considerations. 
Therefore, in their water quality inspection procedures they should focus, 
in cooperation with the professional staff of the State Water Management 
Inspectorate and organs of the hygenic service, on the following: 

1) assuring favorable conditions for the planning, material and financial 
support of the construction of treatment facilities, including proper 

equipment; 

2) fulfilling the development concept in the area of waste water treatment 
facilities; discovering instances of and the reasons for the postponing of 
crearment facility construction and the results thereof; 

3) implementing a strategy for introducing innovations in treatment 
technology and for treatment facility modernization; 

4) assuring compliance with the job responsibilities of treatment facility 
operators and the proper operation of equipment; 

5) assuring the fulfillment of the job responsibilities of individuals 
involved in water management; 
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6) monitoring the situation in the undertaking of inspections during the 
operation and maintenance of sewer systems and waste water treatment 
facilities by the appropriate inspection divisions of organizations; 

7) performing control analyses of each instance when a national committee 
has less than fully accepted the recommendation for a fine by the State 
Water Management Inspectorate; 

8) compliance with conditions in those instances when the government has agreed 
to the release of waste water that is technically in violation of the water 
law, and the justification for all granted exceptions to the water law; 

9) in the agricultural sector, they should monitor the way that the interests 
of water management are resolved in cases involving the agricultural soil 
stock, in the sense of paragraph 17 of the water law; whether there is 
compliance with mandated amounts and concentrations of agricultural chemicals 
applied according to accepted procedures; the approach to the construction 
and repair of liquid manure and urine pits to restrict the inflow of rainwater. 
Moreover, they should be involved in plans for the construction of permanent 
field manure and compost piles with closed collection pits, and with whether 
and how the appropriate regulations are being complied with for the storing 
and pumping of petroleum products, as well as how construction is proceeding 
on fertilizer storage facilities, especially for lime and liquid fertilizers; 

10) the inspection in other production plants and enterprises of the situation 
in the construction of waste water treatment facilities and the operation 
and functioning of sedimentation tanks; 

11) whether decisions on all economic activities treat the protection of 
ground water resources as a priority; 

12) whether there is a systematic overview of the sources of water flow 
pollution, whether it is regularly updated and whether a priority list has 
been developed ror eliminating them. 

More Assertive Approach to Soil Protection and Utilization 

The primary objective with regard to the soil fund is to restrict to 
acceptable levels losses of agricultural land.  During the Sixth 5-Year 
plan the amount of agricultural land in the CSR decreased by 69,000 
hectares.  Fully 54 percent of this decline was due co conversion to rorest 
lands and other types of areas.  A further 31 percent of Che loss came as 
the result of the seizure of agricultural land for investment purposes 
(21,000 hectares). These seizures of agricultural land are not only a matter 
of ' mere lost area (Government Resolution No 28/1982 provides for a hectare for 
hectare'replacement), but rather a matter of replacing production. Even though 

the production potential of our land has not yet been exhausted, it is not 
possible to replace 1 hectare of highly productive land (especially protected 
land) with a sure yield of 5 tons of grain per hectare with a less productive 
hectare of land which is capable of producing, say, 3 to 4 tons per hectare 
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but with very high production costs.  Even if the financial transfers for 
the requisitioned land cover the increased production costs, they can 
scarcely make up for the lost production itself. 

The fundamental problem is that the vitally essential intensification, above 
all, of plant production (which leads to substantially higher production 
of green matter, therefore enriching the atmosphere with oxygen and moisture) 
is not being fully accompanied by the protection of nature from the 
consequences of chemicalization, the concentration of livestock production 
in large feedlot operations, or the operational activities of the food and 
processing industries.  The economic necessity of developing large entities 
has made it difficult to coordinate the production of wastes with the 
possibilities for returning them to the earth, which in turn leads to the 
substantial pollution of the air along with surface and ground water. 

The maintenance of the current, even if less than optimal tradeoffs in land 
requisitioning requires the most sensible and responsible possible approach 
to newly approved capital construction projects, to the disposal of 
industrial and municipal wastes, as well as the construction of recreational 
facilities, etc., bearing constantly in mind alternative solutions to the 
planned land requisition. 

The damage to agricultural land by heavy equipment, which compresses the 
subsoil layers, is a serious problem.  The greatest problems occur with 
very heavy and heavy soils.  Research indicates that there are at least 
100,000 hectares of very heavy and 170,000 hectares of heavy soil in the 
CSR, as well as 840,000 hectares of soil classified as difficult to cultivate, 
out of a total area of 6.9 million hectares. 

Two main reasons may be cited for this increase in soil compaction.  The 
first is so-called natural soil compaction, which is determined by the 
composition of the soil itself, its clay content, excessive wetting without 
natural drainage, and the pressure of upper layers.  The other is known as 
artificial compaction of agricultural land.  This is composed of a whole 
series of phenomena of which the major ones are:  continually heavier agri- 
cultural machines, inappropriate implements, insufficient ploughing depth, 
unnecessary crossings, transport on agricultural land under excessively 
damp conditions, the insufficient addition of organic matter to the soil as 
a result of changes in livestock raising operations, the saturation of the 
land, inappropriate planting practices that do not take into account the 
need to renew the soil structure, inappropriate composition of industrial 
fertilizers and, finally, insufficient liming.  The chief negative impact 
from soil compaction is the stagnation or reduction in per-hectare yields. 
The results of independent research abroad and in the CSR estimate the 
declines  to be on the order of 5-10 percent, with declines of up to 30 
percent for crops chat are more sensitive to  soil structure, such as 
the sugar beet. 

Another problem stems from previous improper technical and economic prepa- 
ration of plots, when the merging of plots was accompanied by an increase 



in wind and water erosion.  The consequences.of erosion are evident on almost 
half of all land.  Water and wind erosion have a variety of causes.  Among 
the most important are the almost complete elimination of ground cover, 
improper agricultural equipment uasge, large spaces of monoculture, the 
elimination of the remnants of distributed greenery, etc.  Wind erosion 
is difficult to measure. On the other hand, the loss of soil particles 
to water erosion has been measured on severly affected plots at 250-500 
tons per hectare/year.  An additional negative factor is the ongoing 
unfavorable water condition of the soil, which not only results in a 
deteriorated soil profile, but also seriously affects yields.  Negative 
chemical influence include the use of high dosages of artificial 
fertilizers, including chemical protective preparations.  This results in a 
gradual reduction  in the amount and quality of living soil microorganisms 
or their one-sided selectivity.  This is directly related to the demonstrated 
fact of reduced hummus levels in the soil caused in part by the inadequate 
addition of cow manure, inadequate liming and a low level of perennial fodders 
in the sowing plan, etc. 

The central agencies of state administration for soil protection are the 
Ministry of Agriculture and Food of the CSR; the CSR Ministry of Forest and 
Water Management for issues related to the forest land fund; and organs 
for the protection of the agricultural land fund, i.e., national committees. 
In particular, national committee agencies for the protection of the soil 
fund have the responsibility of assuring the efficient use of all plots, 
including the submission of proposals for the conduct of technical and 
economic modifications; in cooperation with geodesy agencies they provide 
documentation that plot boundaries are accurately marked,  take care of 
hygienic measures related to soil protection in the vicinty of potable water 
supplies, as well as carrying out other tasks entrusted to them by legal 
regulations, in particular Law No 77/1976 SBIRKA concerning the authority 
of soil protection agencies. 

In connection with inspections of the protection of the agricultural land 
fund, shortcomings are persisting in the conduct of replacement recultivation 
resulting from the requistioning of agricultural land for investment 
purposes, which reached the level of 6,278 hectares in 1982.  The transfer 
of smaller and unworked plots belonging to large agricultural organizations 
to citizens is proceeding unsatisfactorily.  Not all villages have taken an 
inventory of such plots.  Plots that are currently not being worked are not 
being returned to intensive cultivation at a fast enough pace.  National 
committees are scili making decisions in a number of instances without 
knowledge of the basic requirements for agricultural soil.  Their decisions 
do not include the proper financial amounts for transfers, i.e., that assume 
the permanent removal of soil from agricultural production.  Soil protection 
organizations are not making full use of the legal possibilities for 
sanctions for the improper requisitioning and failure to utilize soil (in 
1982 not only 205 fines were levied against organizations and only 195 fines 
against citizens).  Basic physical inventories for 1979-1980 were not 
properly taken in all instances and do not therefore reflect the true dif- 
ferences between the description of land and its natural condition.  Direct 
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field investigations in 1982 at .290 agricultural enterprises turned up 54,184 
instances of the use of soil in violation of its binding, documented condition. 
The field monitoring of decisions that have been issued remains the weakest 
part of the protection and utilization of the agricultural soil fund. 

No solution has yet been found to the problem of water flows onto adjacent 
agricultural land, where these unregulated water flows result in soil 
saturation, etc.  Effective recultivation measures are not being undertaken 
for soils affected in this manner.  Senior managers of agricultural enter- 
prises are not paying close enough attention to proper, scientifically based 
application procedures for artificial fertilizers and chemical protective 
preparations.  This in turn results in negative impacts on the soil profile, 
the destruction of microorganisms, the pollution of ground water, and un- 
nesessary economic losses, i.e., the failure to utilize their production 

potential. 

For these reasons the entire inspection system for soil protection must 
be focused on the following key areas: 

1) whether the terms of decisions that have been issued related to 
agricultural soil protection are being complied with; 

2) whether the plan for returning currently fallow land to agricultural 
use is being followed; 

3) monitoring progress in the elimination of the consequences of un- 
justified water flows onto adjacent agricultural land, including the resolution 
of problems related to water and wind erosion, the fulfillment of antierosion 
measures, how they are being covered materially and financially, and how 
effective they are; 

4) whether agricultural activity on plots of land and fishing activities 
on lakes are complying with acceptable water management conditions in 
terms of the amount and quality of water and whether, where it is needed, 
these activities contribute to water management relationships; 

5) what progress is being made in recultivation work and the transfer 
of recultivated plots; 

6) what measures are being taken, and their effectiveness in the elimination 
of residual foreign marter in cue soil; 

7) whether the full utilization of agricultural land has been assured, 
what progress is being made in the transfer of plots inappropriate 
for large-scale farming to citizens and organizations; 

8) what use is being made of smaller and dispersed plots even in non- 
agricultural organizations; 
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9) whether permanent agreement has been achieved between enterprise and 
enterprise-supervisory soil documentation records and actual land/use; 

10) what measures have been taken and what their results have been in the 
recultivation of compressed soils; 

11) whether the scientifically based application instructions for artificial 
fertilizers and chemical protective preparations are being complied with. 

[No 4, Apr 84 pp 6-10] 

[Text]  Increased Attention Devoted to Forest Protection 

Approximately one-quarter of the total forest area in the CSR has been 
affected by emissions.  Pollution by sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxide, chlorine 
compunds, the heavy metals lead and cadmium, etc., are causing a reduction 
in the photosynthetic performance of the forest, which over several years 
has led to an overall weakening in the vitality of the forest and a related 
lack of resistance to natural conditions such as drought, cold, insect 
attacks, etc.  It has been necessary to cut down more than 30,000 hectares 
of the affected stands which had ceased to perform either productive or 
nonproductive functions of the forest.  The worsening growing conditions 
in the forests of the CSR has resulted in a change in the harvesting pos- 
sibilities both in terms of the amount of harvested lumber and its quality. 
A further negative incursion on forest lands is the gradually mounting 
pressure to remove forest plots from the forest stock for construction 
purposes both as a result of  stricter measures to protect the agricultural 
soil fund as well as due to  capital construction and recreational programs. 

Rejuvenating the forest, especially by new plantings, is being significantly 
hampered by a lack of appropriate and resistant types of tree seedlings 
and other timber species.  In a number of places the condition of young 
forest stands is deteriorating, more frequently now as the result of 
animals, and especially due to the chewing of the bark of the young trees 
in the winter. 

State administration of forest land management is carried out by the GSR 
Ministry of Forest and Water Management and national committees.  These 
agencies have been finding that forest management plans have not been ful- 
filled, that in many instances forest plots are overgrown.  Tasks are not 
being fulfilled in the tending and renewal of forest stands.  During harvests 
not all the remains and wastes are disposed of, which increases the danger 
that pests will multiply.  For these reasons the attention of inspection 
agencies should be focused on ehe following areas during individual 
inspection trips: 

1)  whether users of forest plots and forest stands protect them sufficiently, 
and manage them properly to fulfill the function of a forest; 
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2) whether or not forest parcels are being set aside for investment 

projects; 

3) to what extent forest management plans are fulfilled, and whether or 
not the forest is overgrown; whether tasks in the tending and renewal 
of forest stands are being performed, whether remains following harvesting 
are being removed, thereby reducing the danger of multiplying of pests, and 
increasing the amount of marketable wood; 

4) monitoring the effectiveness of the penalty policy of the agencies of 
the state administration of forest management against organizations and 
citizens who violate the established laws. 

Care for the Countryside and the Protection of Nature 

The object of concern for the countryside and the natural environment are 
areas that are renowned for their natural beauty. Approximately 20 percent 
of the territory of the CSR is protected. These include the national parks 
(Krkonossky National Park), protected areas (Orlicke Mountains), and 
nature reserves,  including natural formations and trees, species of plants 
and animals.  But these areas are also severly affected by the inroads 
of the devastation of nature.  The objective reasons for this are, basically, 
the need to extract natural resources, primarily coal, and the ensuing 
reclamation and recultivation following mining activities, i.e., the 
elimination of waste rock and sediment.  Even the partial devastation of 
nature  is to be expected in protected areas from waste dumps, which will 
continue to influence the entire environment, i.e., the air, land and 
water.  In addition to these factors, capital construction projects that 
were not well thought out in the past will continue to contribute to the 
devastation of nature.  Large capacity livestock raising operations are 
an example of this.  The subjective, negative factors which, however, 
may be successfully resolved, thereby contributing to the retention of 
the character of the countryside and the natural environment, include the 
renovation of abandoned and neglected roads (even though they may be used 
sporadically by agricultural enterprises), the elimination of weed growth 
along these arteries and on rights of way, as well as right in the middle 
of towns, the cleaning of waterways and their banks, along with their 
regulation, the repeat usage in construction of demolished materials from 
damaged panels and debris.  Of special importance in this regard is the 
disposal of wastes from recreational areas and mountain recreation facilities. 

Greenerv generally performs a number of useful functions, beginning with 
the biological and continuing through the reduction of noise (suppresses 
up to 25 percent of noise) and dust (reduces it by 40 percent), the 
moderation of temperature and humidity conditions, along with enriching 
ehe environment with oxygen.  One square meter of green surface produces 
about 4 kilograms of oxygen per year, while the average consumption of 
oxygen per capita is about 260 kilograms per year.  Greenery greatly 
reduces the negative affects of automotive exhaust.  Like forests, greenery 
is destroyed by emissions.  At present the responsibilities of investors, 
builders, owners and users to protect greenery are not being upheld, nor 
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are potential projects that might harm, disrupt or even destroy greenery- 
being discussed.  Trees that are standing alone are now often cut down in 
the course of construction projects. 

For a number of reasons (labor force, mechanization, etc.), the expansion 
and maintenance of greenery is highly dependent on the activities of 
citizens.  National committees have the authority to develop effective 
defenses against the harming of existing greenery, the cutting down of 
trees, bushes, the destruction of lawns and parks, to monitor the pro- 
tection of greenery during capital construction projects, etc. The 
damaging by equipment of surface parts, the restriction of their living 
space by building around them, paving, and the use of salt during the 
winter all destroy greenery, street and road plantings. 

Territorial planning, or more precisely its planning documentation, such 
as urbanizing studies, territorial master plans, construction lots for 
family home construction, territorial projects, etc., do not in all instances 
assure the ongoing balance between all natural, civilizational and cultural 
values in a given territory, especially in terms of its environment and 
its protection.  Territorial planning documentation is arranged by the basic 
divisions of the organs of territorial planning, which include national 
committees and their construction offices, as well as territorial planning 
agencies of the Ministry of Construction and Technology.  The development 
of the countryside demands a more assertive and comprehensive resolution 
with the assistance of territorial plans, especially those related to ' 
urbanization. 

The character of the countryside is in many instances destroyed by the failure 
to comply with the conditions of the building permit for new construction 
(housing project or individual), including added-on buildings and other 
construction modifications related to environmental protection.  Managerial 
and technical tasks are not being performed by national park administrations 
nor are they cooperating effectively with national committees and production 
organizations in their districts. Owners and users of given territories 
are not: assuring to the maximum extent the actual protection of plants 
and animals.  Organizations and production enterprises are inconsistently 
fulfilling tasks and measures to upgrade centers for the protection of 
monuments and the protection of nature.  Overall management of wooded and 
green areas near towns and cities is not adequate in terms of cleanliness, 
the availability of beach and parking spaces and other recreational 
amenities.  The permitted amounts of salt to be used during the winter are 
being exceeded.  There are significant irregularities in the recultivation 
of plots after mining operations. 

Control agencies should focus their attention, both when cooperating with 
national committees and when working with volunteer workers of the state 
nature protection, on the inspection of the following basic problems: 

1)  whether specifications have been met and the conditions of building 
permits complied with for new construction (housing project and detached), 
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including additions and other construction alterations from the viewpoint 

of natural protection; 

2) whether the economic and technical tasks of the national park admin- 
istration have been fulfilled and whether they are cooperating with the 
national committees and the production organizations in their districts; 

3) what sort of job the cultural divisions of national committees are doing 
in maintaining state lists for natural protection and how the actual 
protection of plants and animals is carried out by the owner or the user 

of a given territory; 

4) the extent to which national committees see to the management and Pi- 
ning of the comprehensive development of the management and tending involved 
in the protection of protected territories, including the managerial 
effectiveness of centers for the caretaking of monuments and for the 

protection of nature; 

5) the number and specific results of the work of conservers and 
inspectors of the state administration for the protection of nature; 

6) progress in construction and management of forest plots near towns and 
cities in terms of adequate recreational equipment, the adaptation of the 
forests to recreational operations, their cleanliness, outfitting with 

public amenities, beaches and parking spaces; 

7) compliance with the plan for recultivation following mining activities; 

8) compliance with the permitted amount of salt per square meter of road 

surface in the winter months; 

9) whether there has been any unjustified cutting of individually growing 
trees and whether national committees issued permits for any such violations; 

10) in what ways, if any, the protection of greenery is being assured, what 
the developmental trends for the amount of area in greenery are, and what 

accounts for its decline; 

11) whether conditions have been created for the maintenance and cultivation 
of public greenery (the requisite equipment); 

12) compliance with the binding aspects of approved territorial planning 

documentation; 

13) the utilization of territorial decisions by construction offices (the 
totality of the conditions established in the territorial decision). 
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Even Wastes Can Be Used 

The biggest consideration here is the wastes from the mining and processing 
of coal, from metallurgical and power"generation operations, from industrial, 
agricultural and construction production, including public and household 
wastes.  This waste (production waste, dust, smoke, water, etc.) remains 
in the environment.  Waste disposal costs are significantly increasing. 
The area occupied by dumps, which are almost exclusively on agricultural 
land, amounts to almost 6,500 hectares.  Public pressure as well as economic 
necessity are moving in the direction of better utilization of the raw material 
inputs, i.e., by changing production waste into another useable raw material. 
At present, the most commonly used secondary raw material is iron and the 
nonferrous metals, which have a reuse rate of about 30 percent. About 130,000 
tons of metal disapear at dumps annually, which is one-third of the amount 
procured by raw material collection centers. These centers procure 450,000 
tons of paper, representing a saving of 4,500 hectares of forest, while 
an equal amount disappears into dumps.  The same is true of glass, rubber, 
plastics, etc. 

The average daily production of solid household wastes is 0.75 kilograms 
per capita.  Of this amount of about 3 million tons, only 1 percent is 
disposed of through composting, another 1 percent is incinerated, and the 
remainder winds up in dumps. 

Recent research into defects at dumps is ominous.  Toxic substances have 
been shown to be present in water that has seeped through dumps and in 
polluted water that flows out of dumps. 

.It has been clearly established that every organization is responsible 
for the safe disposal of production waste.  The responsibilitv of caring 
for the healthy disposal ot solid wastes stems from hygienic and other 
regulations and standards that protect the air, water, soil and living 
conditions of the population from the negative impact of solid wastes. 
The elimination of solid household wastes is taken care of by national 
committees, who are also charged with the construction and administration 
of dumps.  They are responsible for seeing that public health regulations 
are complied with, identifying locations for the accumulation of solid 
wastes, and determining the means for their disposal or further processing. 
Organizationally, all of this belongs to the area of public services which 
are provided by organizations managed by national committees.  The same 
organizations are responsible for the cleaning of public spaces, roads, 
and the caring for public greenery.  Significant problems arise when 
arranging for the removal of wastes by men and equipment, because the 
requirements for their disposal are becoming more demanding every year 
because of continuing construction and the organizational incorporation 
of new villages into cities. 

The primary shortcoming is that, above all, the system of national committees 
does not use strictly enough its right of inspection and punishment in instances 
when illegal dumps have been discovered on their territory.  Even inspections 
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of public order while resolving shortcomings in waste removal are not playing 
their controlling role.  Nor are proper dumping techniques always complied 
with, even at administered dumps.  A number of newly constructed dumps do not 
meet all construction specifications, nor do they comply with the operating 
regulations for dumping.  Only with difficulty are the resources provided 
for the equipment necessary for removal, as well as for the further processing 
of wastes.  Shortcomings are also, being found at territorial planning agencies 
in the determination of sites for the dumping of public wastes and wastes from 
the production activities of economic organizations. 

Inspection agencies should focus their attention on the following areas: 

1) how the authority of the national committees to arrance for waste 

removal is being utilized; 

2) the field inspection of the incidence of illegal dumps and following 
through on requests to eliminate them; 

3) whether at managed dumps the conditions specified by methodological 
guidelines for the management of dumping operations are being complied with 
(these have been published by the Ministry of the Interior of the CSR); 

4) whether the proper preconditions have been established and how the 
inspections of public order are being conducted when resolving problems with 

waste removal; 

5) what the penalties are for illegal dumps and whether they are being levied; 

6) how complaints and suggestions of citizens related to the removal and 
disposal of wastes are resolved; 

7) what equipment is being provided for both the removal and the further 
processing, where applicable, of wastes; 

8) whether the construction of dumps, right from the approval stage, meets 
applicable construction conditions and the operating standards of dumping 

practice; 

9) how organs of territorial planning provide opportunities for the dumping 
of municipal wastes and wastes from the production activities of economic 

organizations. 

Protection From Noise 

When noise intensity exceeds the level of 65 decibels unfavorable physiological 
consequences become evident in the human organism.  Current practice generally 
confirms that noise conditions particularly in the vicinity of existing as 
well as new roads often exceed the lower limit for noise due to growing 
motorization and its consequences, including the passing of vehicles not 
well designed from a noise perspective and the traffic loads at certain 
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places and/or at certain times. Another reason for the continually increasing 
noise level in the environment is that noise restriction specifications are 
not always adhered to in the design of new equipment.  This is also directly 
related to economically caused shortcomings, such as inadequate noise in- 
sulation of windows and walls.  Resolving problems of this nature, however, 
significantly increases the costs of protecting against noise. 

In the area of public health and particularly in relation to the protection 
of the health of individuals against the unfavorable affects of noise and 
vibration, a special role is played by hygienic service agencies, which are 
responsible for state professional monitoring in this sector, along with 
national committees.  It is primarily the national committee that must actively 
assert itself in territorial planning with reference to state administrative 
organs, as well as preproject and project documentation for the construction 
and reconstruction of facilities with effective measures against excessive 
noise, including the design preparations for road construction projects. 
They must also actively participate in the actual implementation of con- 
struction work, the actual operation and maintenance. 

In inspections directed at protection from noise it is essential to focus 
the attention of the inspecting agencies on the following areas, with the 
effective cooperation of hygienic services and inspections of public order by 
the Office of the Transportation Inspector and Public Safety otticials: 

1) whether producers are delivering equipment which meets the acoustical 
conditions specified by guidelines and whether product users are fulfilling 
the conditions of installation and assembly, including construction and spatial 
requirements, and service and maintenance instructions related to noise 
protection; 

2) whether within the framework of the approval of territorial planning 
documentation responsible decisions are being made concerning the organization 
of a given territory in accordance with hygienic requirements for housing 
project infrastructure, including the effective resolution of transportation, 
observation of the requirements for noise protection, vibration and the other 
harmful effects of transportation; 

3) whether or not acceptable noise levels are being exceeded at construction 
projects related to housing or public infrastructure; 

&)  the monitoring at the ^redesign and design stages of road construction 
projects of whether the proposed route moderates the negative imuact of 
transportation and whether the justified requests of the hygienic services 
for the arrangement of effective types of antinoise measures are being 
accommodated; 

5)  the monitoring during the course of construction, not only of roads, of 
compliance with prescribed technical procedures and operating instructions 
for the equipment being used, and particularly the moise levels of construction 
machinery.  This includes the tuning up of automotive vehicles and all utilized 
machinery to minimize noise levels as well as the pollution of the air with 
exhaust gases. 
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Concern for the Home Environment 

The development of urbanization is closely related to the enhancement and 
protection of the environment.  With the passage of time the consequences 
of inappropriately planned, unmanaged and haphazard urbanization often 
become evident.  A number of these consequences are evident not only at 
locations of housing complex centers, but also in private investment 
projects.  These in turn are related to the proper resolution of traffic 
issues, waste disposal, supply, reduced recreational possibilities, etc. 

The law concerning territorial planning and construction regulations 
outlines the responsibility of the national committee system for the 
development and appearance of residential areas and for the condition of 
buildings.  Control over the quality of construction is provided mainly 
in construction management such as that provided by a construction office, 
such as district national committees.  In the form of building permits the 
latter sets binding conditions for the conduct and utilization of construction 
projects and arbitrates the objections of participants in management.  The 
failure to comply with the regulations of the construction code is a crime 
and subject to penalties on the investors and/or against private 
individuals. 

The construction process is strongly influenced by the living, working, 
natural and recreational environment.  The byproducts of the construction 
process (noise and vibration, dust, pollution, and the destruction of 
greenery, etc.) exert a negative influence on the psychological and 
physiological condition of our citizens, not only during the local con- 
struction itself of apartment houses, sewage systems, water mains, road con- 
struction, construction of heating plants, but also in raw materials centers, 
for instance, in the vicinty of concrete plants, quarries and the like. 

To resolve certain problems of the urban environment the CSR Government has 
adonted a number of binding measures, including measures to increase the 
cleanliness and order in cities, to improve the quality of public services 
provided by national committees, to dispose of solid wastes, and others. 
It is a fact that so far there has not been a radical change despite the 
expenditure of substantial financial resources.  For instance, on the provision 
of public services alone about Kcs 2 billion is expended annually, which 
in a number of instances does not correspond to the quality of the service 
Drovided.  Shortcomings nersist in the cleanliness and maintenance of urban 
streets.  In particular, the sides of the roads in housing complexes are not 
cleaned regularly.  This occurs for technical as well as personnel-related 
reasons, but also because of the large number of parked automobiles (some 
of them have not been drivable for some time, the so-called derelicts). 
Significant shortcomings persist in the collection and disposal of urban 
wastes, in the utilization of public spaces for construction projects, in 
public lighting, in the identification of streets and public spaces, etc. 
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Concern for the public infrastructure, such as shops, schools, public 
health facilities, etc., is not being provided for in a number of instances 
either organizationally financially or in terms of available facilities in 
ways consistent with the principles of urbanization and long-range habitation 
and so as to assure optimal conditions for improving the living environment. 

The contemporary era demands the responsible consideration of the cultural 
value of monuments, the necessity for their preservation and further 
utilization in connection with the economic demands and effectiveness of 
resources expended on their maintenance and repair.  Owners of cultural 
monuments are required to use their own resources to care for them.  Never- 
theless,  the situation in the renovation and maintenance of cultural 
monuments is not satisfactory.  There are many reasons for this, beginning 
with a lack of financial and construction material resource availability, 
right up to problems with finding reliable labor.  The postponement of 
repairs leads only to higher costs later on.  So far there has been no 
improvement, despite the creation of specialized crews for the repair of 
monuments.  The same shortcomings are evident in restoration requirements. 

The fundamental directions of inspection activities related to the monitoring 
and above all establishment of measures to foster more comprehensive concern 
for the environment should be: 

1) whether construction projects proceed according to the principles of 
territorial planning, whether construction regulations are complied with, 
including the inspection of the fulfillment of issued building permits, 
and especially compliance with its conditions during construction; 

2) whether owners of the housing stock concern themselves with the proper 
appearance of buildings and housing projects, whether and how maintenance 
is carried out on both the housing and nonhousing stock; 

3) how comments and suggestions from citizens are acted upon in the area 
of cleanliness, lighting, waste disposal, and how effective any measures 
taken may be in resolving the problem; 

4) what the possibilities are for the construction of decorative pools 
and  fountains, the utilization of contiguous areas for recreational and 
sporting purposes, and how hygienic issues are to be resolved, particularly 
in terms of the protection of the air, water and soil; 

5) the status of plan fulfillment for maintenance, reconstruction and 
renovation of cultural monuments, what the results of the work of 
employees of the urban inspectorate of public order are. 

Concern for the Work Evnironment Is Dominant 

Every person spends one-third of his time during his active years in a 
working environment.  When viewed in these terms, the work environment is 
the most fundamental factor in the overall environment.  The level of the 
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work environment is directly influenced by the spatial location and out- 
fitting of individual worksites, climatic conditions, the active influence 
of all components of the environment beginning with the air, water and noise, 
and ending with greenery inside plants and enterprises.  An important component 
of the work environment is the level of the social and the hygienic infra- 
structure, including individual health requirements, recreational op- 
portunities, and the creation of a favorable impact of the work environment 
and work activities on the health of our citizens. 

The modification of the work environment and its systematic improvement is 
more and more connected with the environment in the vicinity of the workplace 
and its incorporation into habitation units.  Enterprises and organizations 
are required to see to it that work rooms, along with nonwork and resting 
areas, machinery, equipment, techniques and the organization of work fully 
correspond to the natural abilities of workers.  If it is impossible at 
workplaces to eliminate harmful influences on health, the management is 
required not only to assure protective equipment and clothing, but also to 
introduce changes in working hours. Furthermore, it must systematically 
monitor, measure and evaluate every harmful influence and correct them. 
It must systematically monitor and evaluate the health of employees 
working in hazardous operations and sectors. 

Compliance with the requirements of work hygiene is important as well in 
designs for the construction or the reconstruction of worksites.  In all 
instances it is essential to require binding rulings from okres or kraj 
health officials. 

A hygienic service is active in every okres in close cooperation with the 
pertinent divisions of the okres national committee.  They provide binding 
rulings on proposed territorial plans and on a number of investment- projects, 
on limitations to the zone of hygienic protection,, the possibility for 
utilizing water flows to supply potable water and process water as well as 
for the use of fishermen and for recreational purposes.  Moreover, they provide 
and administer hygienic inspections and issue binding directives for eliminat- 
ing existing problems, administer and assure measures against the occurence 
and spread of communicable illnesses, occupational illnesses and the like. 

The assurance of work safety is one of the basic conditions of a work 
environment.  The prevention of accidents and occupational illnesses is 
acquiring special importance. 

Inspections in the area of improving the work environment must be focused 
primarily on the following: 

1) the tnechod for the concrete development and evaluation of task fulfillment 
related to the social development plans for workplaces and fulfillment of 
plans of treatment measures; 

2) the merger of resources and facilities to assure concern for the work 
environment; 
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3)  carrying out the resolutions of inspections of the hygiene and above 
all the safety of work. 

Conclusions 

The basic problems and main inspection criteria which legally define and 
govern the optimal state of environmental protection are well known.  They 
in no way imply indecisiveness or willingness to tolerate reality.  This 
is indicated by CSR Government Resolution No 58/1982 regarding the program 
of concern for the environment for 1982-1985. 

The Set of Primary Measures in the Area of Environmental Concern adopted 
by the government is made concrete by specific tasks for specific years, 
including measures adopted in planning mechanisms to manage the development 
of the environment in heavily damaged areas, in research and the systematic 
management of long-range principles for the enhancement and protection of 
the environment. 

The above-mentioned governmental resolutions likewise confirm the call of 
the CSR Government and of the Central Committee of the National Front of 
the CSR for concern for the environment.  The final content of the adopted 
exhortation only serves to emphasize the necessity for a more activist, 
focused, and national (in the true sense of the word) program to protect 
the environment. 

"Let everyone become an active participant in the improvement of the environ- 
ment and the protection of nature.  Ecological thinking must be incorporated 
into the conduct and dealings of all of us at the workplace, at home, 
during our moments of rest, in short at every step.  Let each of us con- 
tribute through his work to concern for the environment as an inseparable 
component of a happy life.  Let us contribute with our experiences, interest, 
and the activity peculiar to our nation to a situation in which nature is 
continually beautiful, and serves as a renewable source of life, a contributor 
to health, refreshment and comfort of the person.  we are all concerned with 
the retention of the beauty of nature and the countryside and ail of its 
riches in the Czechoslovak socialist homeland not only for us, but for 
future generations as well." 

The system of inspection agencies wants and will help to make this happen. 

9276 
CSO:  2400/377 
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

PROBLEM OF LAND USE FOR GRAIN, FODDER CROPS 

Bratislava NOVE SLOVO in Slovak 12 Jul 84 p 1,5 

[Article by Julius Medved:  "We Need a Guaranteed Harvest"] 

[Excerpts]  Grain production is one of the most advanced branches of 
crop production in our country. We justly began to compare it with that 
of prominent grain producing states about 10 years ago.  Since then, however, 
we have registered only insignificant progress in this key branch, which 
is of decisive importance for our effort to attain self-sufficiency in basic 
foodstuffs.  Yet, several other socialist states have caught up with our 
previous lead, while EEC states, for example, still maintain their higher 
standard.  True, the weather since mid-1970's has been less favorable for 
grain crops in our country, but the long-term stagnation in the yields 
per hectare has been caused by other factors as well — generally speaking, 
by the stagnation in the standard of agricultural equipment, which is 
contingent upon the given material-technical and human qualities. 

Views have clashed on the sowing areas of grain crops for a long time.  In 
practice the critical attitude prevails that the planning authorities want 
to ensure crops by assigning larger areas to grain crops, which in turn 
allegedly impoverishes the fodder base.  The facts, however, are that arable 
land in the SSR has been reduced primarily at the expense of grain crops. 
While we harvested grain crops from the area of 898,600 hectares in 1970 
and 890,200 hectares in 1975, it was only 832,200 hectares in 1980.  Although 
the average harvest area of grain crops increased to 846,600 during the 
1981-83 period, the plan targets were not met.  In other words, the long- 
term slight increase in yield per hectare to a considerable extent compensates 
for ehe reduced sowing area and is aot significantly relfected in ehe over- 
all production.  Average annual grain production in the SSR amounted to 
3.25 million tons in the Fourth 5-Year Plan (1971-1975), 3.51 million tons 
in the Sixth 5-Year Plan and 3.55 million tons during the first 3 years of 
the Seventh 5-Year Plan (with the plan target of 3.8 million tons). 

To maintain the present level of consumption of basic foods, especially 
meat, it is necessary to harvest from the fields 11.2 million tons of grain 
statewide, including 3.8 million tons in Slovakia.  These quantities should 
be sufficient, if 15 million tons of quality bulk fodder are produced 
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statewide and 4.6 million tons in Slovakia alone. 

We have already experienced the complexity of problems that we would face 
if the crop harvested were substantially below the plan targets: in recent 
years livestock production has depended to a considerable extent on the 
unplanned imports of fodder grain obtained partly on expensive credit, 
partly because imports of other goods and equipment were reduced and partly 
because exports of certain goods which were in short supply on the domestic 
market had to be increased.  It was, however, by no means easy to cope with 
the consequences of small grain and fodder harvests through the reduction 
of livestock production and regulatory measures in meat consumption — with 
all negative repercussions for the economic results of agricultural enterpri- 
ses and general stability of the food market. 

From the beginning of this year agricultural enterprises have been offering 
more meat than provided for by the plan and have criticized the meat 
industry as well as the central authorities for not securing sales of 
slaughter animals and for wasting fodder on preservation allowances. 
While according to the plan the purchases of slaughter animals in the 
SSR are to be increased 2,800 tons per year, the purchases of slaughter 
animals above the plan amounted to 26,300 tons, including 14,400 slaughter 
pigs as of 20 June.  Less known are the troubles created by the problem 
of where to store this temporarily increased production in view of the 
limited capacities of freezing plants.  Even more important is the fact that 
in many instances fodders have been spent which should have been saved for 
increasing the fodder supply of compound producers and agricultural enter- 
prises.  Not all managers of agricultural enterprises and agricultural 
administrations have sufficiently realized that the principal task now 
is to create conditions for the planned production of meat and milk not 
only by the reproduction of animals, but primarily by increasing their own 
sources of fodder, including appropriate reserves that would ensure the 
stability of livestock production despite the smaller harvest and without 
unplanned imports of grains.  While the domestic production cost per ton 
of grain amounts to Kcs 1,400, we pay Kcs 2,600-2,700 in foreign exchange 
for a ton of imported grain for fodder at the present time.  It is not in- 
significant that high-quality meat can be sold only with a 40-45 percent 
loss on foreign markets.  Also for this reason it is imperative to regulate 
more consistently livestock production and fodder consumption in accordance 
with the plan and not "according to the possibilities" of agricultural 
enterprises in the herds of animals, because when they lack fodder they 
ask for allocations from ehe cencrai reserves. 

Grains have been sown on the area of 863,000 hectares in Slovakia this 
year.  Due to the bad overwintering, winter wheat and barley had to be 
plowed out on an area of 22,000 hectares this spring.  It must be appreciated 
that this production loss was partly compensated by sowing corn for grain on 
an area 15,000 hectares larger than last year.  More wheat than anticipated 
by the plan remained on root, while the area sown with barley is smaller. 
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If grain production in the planned volume is to be achieved, the average 
yield per hectare in Slovakia must be 4.4 tons.  After the record crop 
(4.2 tons per hectare) in 1974 such yields were reached three times — 
last in 1983, when the deficit in grain production in comparison with the 
plan resulted primarily from the smaller harvest area.  Whether or not these 
peak results will again be reached will be decided during the remaining 
days and weeks of grain ripening, by the scope of losses during the harvest, 
but also by the extent to which corn originally intended for grain will 
be shipped to granaries or stored in the silage dens as a subsititute for 

bulk fodder. 

Even when the results are publicly evaluated more attention must be paid 
to the quality of grain.  The price of 1 ton of wheat for food is Kcs 1,800, 
which is approximately Kcs 200 more than the price of other wheat. The 
base price of first-quality malt barley is Kcs 2,300 and can be increased 
by the supplementary quality premiums.  Economic tools thus help to re- 
imburse the increased cost of production and postharvest treatment of quality 
grain properly.  In the case of malt barley they compensate for somewhat 
smaller harvests which may be caused by the strictly regulated nutrition 
of young plants with nitrogen.  Even despite the low prices on the world 
markets at the present time 1 ton of quality malt (1.3 tons of barley) can 
fetch approximately Kcs 3,800 in foreign exchange.  Likewise, a potential 
surplus of wheat for food can be advantageously exchanged through foreign 
trade for fodder grain.  What is involved here are not foreign trade 
effects alone, but also the quality of flour and flour mill-bakery products, 
beer and quality of grain as the key components of fodder compounds. 

When, according to preliminary prospects, the harvest operations get into 
full swing in southern Slovakia from Bratislava to Zemplin approximately 
at this time, in mid-July, there will often be less room for information 
on how hay barns and store houses are being filled with bulk fodder.  The 
above-mentioned 4.6 million tons of bulk fodder, however, are to supply as 
much as 52 percent of planned needs of nutrients, in other words, more than 
grain for fodder. 

10501 
CSO:  2400/390 
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HUNGARY 

PLANNING OFFICIALS EXPLAIN TIMING, GOALS OF REFORM MEASURES 

Budapest TARSADALMI SZEMLE in Hungarian Nos 7-8, 1984 pp 27-39 

[Article by Miklos Pulai, first deputy chairman of the National Planning Office, 
and Ferenc Vissi, department head, National Planning Office:  "In the Midst 
of Work; Tasks and Problems in the Practical Development of Economic Guidance"] 

[Text] At its 17 April 1984 session, after several years of preparatory work, 
the Central Committee of the MSZMP defined the tasks for a further development 
of the economic guidance system. The stand taken by the Central Committee pro- 
vides appropriate political orientation for the development of every important 
element of the economic mechanism in the few years before us. On the basis of 
the stand taken the Council of Ministers published detailed professional guiding 
principles and a work program which served as a basis for working out concrete 
rules and deciding on the introduction of the guidance changes. 

The policy message of the stand taken by the Central Committee and of the Council 
of Ministers documents, providing a guide for practical work, can be summarized 
as follows: 

—The functioning of the economic mechanism introduced in 1968 proves that the 
general principles defining socialist property relationships, plan management 
and the fundamental economic guidance methods are still valid; 

—The tasks standing before the national economy in the 1980 's and the inter- 
national economic conditions alike make necessary substantial changes in the 
methods of economic guidance so that the Hungarian economy can correspond to 
the trends of international development and create the economic resources 
laying the foundations for social development; 

—The economic policy goals and the economic guidance tools must be in closer 
harmony than ever before; otherwise the economy as a whole will not be capable 
of exploiting the possibilities arising in the economic arena, which has a 
narrower scope compared to earlier decades.  A suitable harmony of the system 
of goals and tools could represent a growth factor not sufficiently exploited 
thus far, which could play a significant role in exploiting and forcing the 
generally formulated efficiency reserves. 
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Working out the details of the economic guidance changes took place parallel 
with—and in concert with—the development of an economic policy conception 
for the Seventh 5-Year Plan.  Work done thus far has outlined the possible 
directions of economic policy in the years 1985-1990, the possible scope and 
character of social and economic policy.  With great probability we can 
calculate that as a whole the external conditions influencing the development 
of the national economy will not improve perceptibly.  As a result of this the 
driving forces deriving from a change in internal conditions and circumstances 
will determine fundamentally the possible development. 

The analyses reviewed the entire process of economic guidance from the view- 
point of creating conditions for enterprise operations with an entrepreneurial 
attitude.  In the interest of this the guiding principles of the government also 
defined in a fundamental way the changes which were considered necessary in 
the economic regulator system, in the capital flow mechanism, in the enterprise 
leadership forms and in several areas of central governmental guidance.  The 
essence of the further development directions and proposals developed is that? 

—we should increase enterprise independence on the basis of greater interest and 
greater assumption of risk; 

—we should broaden the effective sphere of a regulated market mechanism; and 

—we should strengthen the effectiveness of governmental guidance in the pro- 
cesses that fundamentally determine the development of the economy, and in the 
interest of this we should modify its sphere of tasks and the system of links 
it has developed with the enterprises. 

The proposals express the higher level of requirements necessary for improving 
the quality factors for management and make it obvious that the owners of income 
should have a share only of what is realized on the market (income and losses), 
and on this basis the frameworks of spending must also be determined.  A 
socially undesirable reordering of income ratios at the macrolevel can be avoided 
only if at the microlevel (among managing units, plants and enrolovees) there is 
a reordering of incomes according to efficiency and performance expressed in 
realized results.  The stand taken by the Central Committee calls attention to 
the fact that this reordering will not be free of tension, since in some cases 
it will change the fixed order of values.  The stand also stresses that a 
differentiation of incomes according to performance is dictated not only by 
our economic interests but also by our socialist principles. 

The 1985 Changes and the Development of Economic Guidance 

In the course of the preparations there were debates about whether it was 
possible to introduce the planned changes—or a significant part of them—-ander 
circumstances in which the external conditions were much worse than they were 
in 1968.  More than once in recent years we have been forced to control certain 
economic processes "by hand," which necessarily reduced the role of market 
methods and normative regulators.  It is also certain that we cannot entirely 
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liquidate the "market alien" methods in the short term.  The debate is not 
concluded even now, but guidance changes are absolutely necessary to create 
the resources which will make development possible.  One can define those 
measures which will result in an improvement of market relationships and manage- 
ment conditions, and parallel with this will make it possible to put an end to, 
or replace with normative regulators, the administrative methods introduced 
in past years, primarily the resource withdrawal or resource regrouping measures 
affecting the more profitable enterprises.  In essence, the stand taken by the 
Central Committee was also formulated in this spirit when, simultaneously 
with announcing the further development, it stressed the importance of introduc- 
ing the necessary measures as soon as possible. 

The ideas for a further development of economic guidance contain two sorts of 
scheduling considerations: 

—the majority of the proposals aimed at a further development—primarily the 
elements directly affecting interest relationships—must be introduced in 
1985, or the realization of them must begin then; and 

—the other proposals serving a comprehensive further development must be 
realized during the Seventh 5-Year Plan. 

Thus, putting into practice the ideas pertaining to a development of economic 
guidance requires continual activity over several years.  What is more, the 
earlier measures corresponding to the spirit of the further development must be 
conceived of as part of this process.  Thus, the planning development decisions 
are already being realized in 1984, in the work being done for the Seventh 
5-Year Plan.  Within the framework of the regulator system, changes—in some cases 
experimental—have begun in the producers' and consumers' price system, the 
regulation of earnings and the regulation of enterprise income.  A modernization 
of market organization, a review of enterprise organizations and carrying out the 
necessary organizational changes are under way. 

We should regard 1985 as a focal point in the further development and we are 
taking a number of coordinated measures.  Some of these pertain to the conditions 
for enterprise management and will affect primarily elements of the economic 
regulator system; others regulate the link between enterprises and state 
administrative guiding organizations, with attention to the new enterprise leader- 
ship f o rms. 

In 1986 the magnitudes of the regulator system must be adjusted to the require- 
ments of the Seventh 5-Year Plan.  The processes already begun in price, earnings 
and income regulation and in disseminating the new enterprise guidance forms must 
be continued.  We will introduce a modernized system for council and budgetary 
institution management. 

On the basis of studies made in the meantime we must work out a proposal pertain- 
ing to personal income taxes and the changes linked with this: in earnings 
regulation, social policy tools and council regulation.  Similarly, we must work 
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out a proposal for possible changes in the normative turnover tax system and 
for increasing the role of property interest.  The time for the introduction 
of the new tax system will be determined by a later decision, but we are organiz- 
ing the work so that in the event of a positive decision the proposals can go 
into effect in 1987. 

In what follows we will describe, concentrating on a few stressed questions, the 
economic policy and guidance system linkage of the concrete changes which 
may be realized on 1 January 1985, the problems which will arise and the tasks 
to be solved. 

Development of the Price System 

The conception for the development of the guidance system posits as a goal the 
gradual buildup and introduction of a competitive price system.  It is a general 
requirement, and also a possibility, that the domestic producers' price of 
goods and services actually or potentially participating in international trade 
should move freely—as a function of enterprise agreements—between the export 
prices and the import prices, increased by duties.  There are many conditions 
for the development of a competitive price system.  Perhaps the most essential 
of these is that for its effective operation one needs strong markets relation- 
ships, a dynamic balance of supply and demand, and both domestic and import 
competition.  For this reason we will maintain temporarily the restrictions 
of an administrative character in the regulation of prices in those areas where 
and as long as a competitive situation has not developed.  More precisely, we 
will use a price system corresponding to a simulated market in these areas. 
Even with all its deficiencies we consider this better than an autarkic, 
authoritative price system forced no recognize every expenditure without criticism. 

An important goal of price policy is to moderate the inflation which has develop- 
ed in recent years.  The pressure of inflation is significant in the economy. 
From the viewpoint of price policy it is of special significance what sort of 
system the regulators constitute, whether they are in harmony with one another. 

We feel that it is primarily in the policy for industrial producers' prices that 
there is a possibility,, within a short time, for gradually narrowing the sphere 
of the so-called simulated competitive prices and converting to a price regula- 
tion leading to real market prices,  We must implement this along with a consoli- 
dation of the balance of supply and demand; that is, we will gradually reduce 
the administrative prescriptions for price generation. 

In Che construction industry the precondition for a broad spread of the competi- 
tive price system is a further development of the organizational system of the 
construction industry, creating real and actual entrepreneurial conditions. 
An important goal in the infrastructural areas is to strengthen the commodity 
character of management and to increase the role of profit interest, which can 
be expressed in many forms.  In the majority of the infrastructural trades 
interest is necessarily supplemented by certain supports, which make appropriate 
financing of developments possible.  We also consider it important that if costs 
rise for objective reasons then the price mechanism should make possible an 
expression of the cost increases in the prices, making it possible to reduce 
supports as well. We are presuming that the interest in reducing expenditures 
can be improved significantly and that this may put a brake on the need to 
increase prices. 



The realization of the proposals pertaining to the price system is linked 
directly to the problem of inflation.  Looked at in the longer run, inflation 
has two general causes of fundamentally economic origin.  One is the existence 
of a deficit economy and the other is inefficient work.  Other factors also may 
produce inflationary pressure in the short run—for example, import becomes 
more expensive, the terms of trade worsen, expenditures increase due to a 
deterioration in extraction conditions, strongly progressive taxation, certain 
technological changes in the period when expenditures per unit of production 
increase and their effect in saving expenditures has not yet appeared, etc. 
This short-term inflationary pressure can cause significant problems, too, but 
it is obvious that basically we can make progress in reducing the inflationary 
pressure to the extent that we eliminate shortages or create a mechanism which 
hinders to a large extent the recognition in prices of expenditures for 
inefficient work.  Naturally the long- and short-term processes cannot be 
separated from one another. 

It is also the experience of the past 15 years that profit interest is not 
intensive enough in our economy or, which is the same interdependency from the 
other side, cost sensitivity is not sufficient, and the existence of monopoly 
and shortage situations contributes to the fact that cost increments are 
frequently recognized in the prices without market control or market criticism. 
The price system introduced in 1980 tried to keep the increase in prices within 
artificial limits that were established on the basis of a hypothetical market. 
We have also found in recent years that international competition in itself is 
not a panacea which would hold back or substantially reduce inflation or 
inflationary pressure.  The significance of competition is not in holding back 
the price increases themselves without conditions, but rather in the fact that 
it stops the automatic handing on of costs, and thus forces the producer to 
conserve more of the increasingly expensive materials, to engage in technical 
development satisfying the requirements of economicalness, and in general to 
accommodate himself to the market requirements. 

In every profit interest system an increase in the offerings of producers also 
depends on whether the producers make a profit on the basis of the profit 
contained in the prices.  An anti-inflationary economic policy must first of 
all be able to harmonize the profit orientation of producers' supply (and, 
naturally, demand) with those rules which are called on to prevent recognition 
in prices of the costs of inefficient work. 

In addition to all this, among the factors producing price increases or repre- 
senting inflationary pressure, a role is played in our economy by a number of 
internal causes, in the mechanism, such as, for example, constantly increasing 
taxation, the deficiencies of the capital allocation mechanism, etc.  The chief 
problem of the functioning of the unsatisfactory capital allocation mechanism 
is that it necessarily creates developmental—investment—possibilities even for 
enterprises conducting uneconomical activity, making possible their survival, 
in some cases even making possible expanded production by them.  Thus far we 
have not been able to use in the economy a capital withdrawal mechanism which 
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would hinder the survival of uneconomical activities and force a reduction in 
such activities.  We have the important goal of making progress in this area, 
both in central economic guidance activity and in the effects of the economic 
mechanism that increase economic constraints.  Only this can accelerate the 
replacement of uneconomical activities with economical activities that pay off 
more quickly.  This process could contribute to reducing the present inflatxonary 

pressure. 

Raising prices cannot be avoided in our economy in the future, either, for 
there are objective reasons to do so. Holding back price increases with central 
tools is possible and justified only as long as this does not frustrate our 
fundamental economic policy goals.  It must also be kept in view that we must 
reduce to the greatest possible extent the unfavorable effects which constant 
price increases have on social policy, that inflation has a negative impact in 
many respects.  Out of economic considerations also there is a fundamental need 
to guide processes which provoke price increases so as to hinder a strengthenxng 

of the undesirable effects. 

Economic guidance will make active use of budgetary policy to control the 
inflationary processes, primarily in the sense that by reducing supports xt wxll 
make managers more sensitive to the effects of economic constraints, and 
secondarily in the sense that it will hold state spending within strict lxmxts, 
making less and less possible the public consumption which today sometimes has 
a wasteful character.  An essential role in the anti-inflationary policy will 
be played by using the possible tools of monetary policy and income regulation 
to bring the generation and spending of incomes at the national economic level 
into harmonv with the possibilities of domestic use following from the balance 
requirements.  Thus, in the exchange rate policy, which constitutes a part of 
monetary policy, there is a need to take into account the export-stxmulatxng 
effect that can be realistically expected from the rate of exchange; that xs, 
an unjustified devaluation of the forint, as international exchange, should not 
create a possibility for the generation of inflationary price profxt and an xn- 
crease in inflationary pressure.  Only in this way can the rate of exchange- 
as one of :-he nost important prices —contribute to the stability or Lhe value 
of the forint as international exchange.  The anti-inflationary tools also 
include the authoritative limits and prescriptions established m the price 
system and price mechanism, such as, for example, forbidding the realization 
of a domestic price higher than the import price, use of authoritative prices, 

etc, 

\n *nti-<nfIationarv financial oolicy is only a part—although an important 
part—of an anti-inflationary economic policy.  In the interest 01 hoiamg 
back or ending inflationary pressure we must take appropriate steps xn the 
entire system of tools of economic guidance for the efficient operatxon of 
the economy, for in the final analysis it is from this that we can expect a 
weakening of the sources of price increases and inflationary pressure.  Sxnce 
inflation or inflationary pressure.  Since inflation or inflationary pressure 
arises fundamentally in the production and trade processes, inflatxon cannot 
really be held back with supports given to consumption by the populace or 
by increasing the supports; at most it can be postponed or hidden, together 
with all the negative effects of this (a deterioration in qualxty, shortages, 
etc )   In addition, cover must be provided for the increasing price supports 
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with some sort of other tax, the source of which can be created in practice 
by price increases or by moderating the growth of incomes, primarily for those 
living on wages and salaries. 

It is obvious that in our economy there are elements of inflation which cannot 
be eliminated in the near future, and there are factors which may increase the 
inflationary pressure temporarily.  The development of economic guidance will 
reduce the inflationary pressure in that it urges a swifter development of 
efficient areas, making the inefficient ones efficient or eliminating them, 
or it will force this pressure back to a level which can be explained by the 
factors of inflation which cannot be eliminated.  For example, we can regard 
the deterioration of the terms of trade as such a factor if, after the 
deterioration, a period does not commence in which the terms of trade improve. 

Thus, the economic policy and financial policy behavior connected with inflation 
cannot be defined primarily by whether prices increase or not but rather by 
whether or not an increase in prices can aid an increase in supply resulting 
in improving the standard of living.  If it does then the price increase is 
justified, for in this case the price increase is "contributing" to the elimina- 
tion of one of the basic factors of inflationary pressure:  shortages.  So the 
tools of an anti-inflationary policy cannot be separated from the economic 
conditions, the developmental level of the economy and the economic policy 
adopted, and as a result the autonomy of this policy is relative in many 
respects. 

The Chief Characteristics of the Development of Enterprise Income Regulation 

The guiding principles of the Council of Ministers contain those most important 
and most comprehensive requirements according to which enterprise income 
regulation—including enterprise taxation—must be changed. We must solve 
tasks in several directions and with several goals.  Our analyses prove that 
the social renewal costs of the labor force have increased significantly in 
the past decade, and this has not been axDressed adequately in enterprise 
management.  The relative undervaluation of live work offers an explanation of 
the paradox that despite the contracting of the social work time base the man- 
power management within the enterprises is of the extensive type.  In order 
to- create an interest and—-to a certain extent—a constraint serving develop- 
ment of an intensive character or, to approach the question differently, in 
order to have the social expenditures of a renewal of the work force appear 
at the place of use, we must increase the enterprise costs and taxes connected 
with the use of live work, and we must moderate the withdrawals burdening 
the developmental fund, whereby it will be possible to reduce the tax burdens 
on accumulation and innovation both relatively and absolutely.  The other 
essential requirement for the development of the tax system is formulated by 
the guiding principles when they state that along with the changes, insofar 
as possible, we should reduce the net income content and tax content of the 
producers' prices, which means that the collection of taxes must be shifted 
to a greater degree than at present to the phase of final use. 

Reducing the net income and tax content of the producers' prices is an old 
problem of economic guidance.  In the past decade a desire has been formulated 
several times that we should aid an increase in the intensity of profit interest 
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in this way.  We analyzed conditions and methods for reducing the tax level of 
producers' prices several times in the course of the preparatory work.  The 
analyses proved that this could be done only with a general authoritative 
adjustment of prices.  The most essential authoritative price adjustment in 
the past 20 years were always tied to a reduction in the profit level of 
producers' prices or—as intended—to a reduction in the tax level of the 
producers' prices.  Lacking a market price system we have not yet succeeded 
in implementing a mechanism in which the profit content of prices would not 
rise after the authoritative price adjustments.  The situation is complicated 
by the fact that, along with this, in the course of operations the supports 
content and the tax content of the prices also increased.  We have succeeded 
in making progress in reducing the supports content only in the past 5 years, 
and a significant price increase was the consequence of this.  But we have 
not succeeded in reducing the tax level of prices; this shows a steady in- 
crease.  There is no doubt that we used tools to achieve some important 
economic policy goals (for example, export growth) which led to the continual 
creation of inflationary price profits in a part of the economy; and the only 
practical tool to "neutralize" this was to increase taxes. 

So the question is whether it is useful to carry out a general authoritative 
adjustment of producers' prices in 1985—and if so in what way—within the 
framework of which the producers' price level—including the tax level of the 
producers' prices—will decrease.  Considering the tasks standing before us 
and the change in the character of economic regulation, we have a fundamental 
interest in avoiding a general, adjustment of producers' prices in 1985.  We feel 
that a regulation of enterprise buying power—necessarily a strict regulation 
due to balance reasons—could be realized only with great uncertainty (consider- 
ing that it will be difficult to carry out a reduction in the price level in 
those areas where deficits might arise because of it); nevertheless, economic 
policy cannot dispense with a strict control of developmental buying power in 
1985 (and with great probability in 1986) . 

Under such circumstances a shift of social net income from production to the 
trade sohere is obviously possible only to the extent that the support for 
consumer prices is reduced.  This latter process is unambiguously subordinate 
to the standard of living policy of the years ahead, or to that magnitude of 
price increases which can be made compatible with the total price increase 
oossibility as defined by the standard of living policy and the increase in 
the level of consumer prices which will follow from the increase in the pro- 
ducers' price level. 

Thus, in 1985, in the course of changing the tax system, priority -.<ri.ll be given 
to those proposals which realize changes in the tax structure corresponding 
to the guiding principles within the given producers' price level and which, 
if to a small degree, may increase the intensity of profit interest in that 
a larger part of the profit increment than at present will remain at the 
enterprise for those managing more efficiently than the average. 

The basic regulatory conditions for ensuring a national economic balance have 
been outlined on the basis of the previous achievements of planning work for 
the years 1985-1986.  According to these it will be necessary to increase to a 
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small degree the centralization of all income in 1985.  In practice this means 
that for the time being we must maintain the present very high centralization 
of social net income; indeed, the security of regulation would make desirable 
an additional increase of a few percentage points or an increase in the willing- 
ness to save.  So the chief question is how to make the changes necessary 
according to the general requirements of the guiding principles compatible 
with the regulation of buying power in 1985. 

In order to reform the tax structure and satisfy the requirements of regulating 
buying power we must especially consider the following: 

—As long as export must substantially exceed import we must increase the 
degree of centralization of the gross domestic product.  This will ensure that 
an improvement in the external economic balance will also appear in domestic 
regulation, and not create the possibility that income coming from an active 
export balance will be spent domestically (in this case it would not be possible 
to adhere to the prescriptions pertaining to domestic use of the national 
income, and over-distribution might arise in the economy). 

—In recent years, because of holding accumulation processes within the planned 
frameworks, we have strictly regulated accumulation buying power.  This regula- 
tion has involved administrative limitations, special taxation of some accumula- 
tion activities and the withdrawal of a part of the enterprise development 
funds.  All this together substantially increased the burdens of assets expansion, 
and necessarily had a significant leveling effect on the development possibili- 
ties of the enterprises (it was possible to make withdrawals only from those 
which had money).  As a result, the indiscriminate character of regulation can 
be ended only if we do away with the present channels for withdrawal and if a 
tax of a normative character becomes the tool for income withdrawal of the 
necessary magnitude.  A low and essentially uniform tax withdrawn in proportion 
to enterprise property should take the place of the various withdrawal methods 
used in the regulation of developmental buying power (construction tax, invest- 
ment fees, withdrawal of developmental funds, amortization withdrawals). 

—We would like to end the centralization of amortization as soon as possible. 
Analyses prepared in recent years prove that the rationality of assets 
management and the aspects of amortization expressed in returns would make it 
necessary for amortization to remain entirely with the managing organizations. 
It represents a unique problem that making live work more expensive, reducing 
the assets burdens, and ending the measures temporarily restricting develop- 
mental buying power muse oe realized—as we mentioned—oy increasing the total 
income tax level; otherwise the basic balance requirements of the 1985 plan 
cannot be ensured. 

—Increasing the wage contribution serves to increase the wage burdens, in 
addition to which the city and community contribution withdrawn in the present 
regulation proportional to profit will be transformed into a wage-proportional 
withdrawal.  Such a change in the tax system—in the event of an appropriate 
setting of the tax rates—can result, taken as a whole, in making the use of 
live work more expensive and making relatively cheaper an expansion of assets 
financing innovation processes. 
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Calculations made on the enterprise level have shown that the proposed trans- 
formation of the tax structure will regroup enterprise incomes substantially. 
With this adjustment the situation of enterprises capable of dynamic develop- 
ment will improve while that of those with bad efficiency will become critical— 
presuming that operations remain unchanged. 

—The realization of normativity can be made compatible with the objective 
peculiarities of the several areas or activities.  For example, this harmoniza- 
tion is served by the fact that in agriculture the gross income carries the 
profit interest or if in other areas (we are thinking here, for example, of 
services) we establish different quantitative parameters for the regulators— 
in justified cases. 

Changes in the System of Earnings Regulation 

The goals of the further development of earnings regulation are to strengthen 
the interest of the enterprises in increasing productivity accompanied by 
specific costs savings, to permit enterprises managing more profitably and able 
to assume the tax burdens of wage costs to provide higher earnings to workers 
than enterprises which are less profitable, and to have changes in earnings be 
more and more a decision of management and of enterprise judgment, developing 
less and less within authoritative, administrative prescriptions.  These general 
requirements can be realized if we eliminate from regulation, or restrict to a 
significantly narrower sphere, a determination of enterprise average wages or 
average earnings—causing many distorting effects—and put an end to taxation 
of such magnitude as to virtually prohibit increases in wages or earnings. 

The role of regulation at the national economic level influencing real consump- 
tion and of taxation at the individual level (according to individual earnings) 
will increase in earnings regulation, and the role of the mechanism limiting 
the outflow of enterprise income will decrease.  In the course of working out 
detailed proposals we are striving to see that an earnings regulation corres- 
ponding to the principles described here will function in a wider sphere by 
I January 1985.  Sue it is obvious that the actual operational sphere of 
earnings regulation will be determined by the extent to which the guidance 
system is capable of operating the national economy according to the balance 
requirements, by the extent to which it ensures that the source of earnings 
and earnings increments is realized national income or extra national income, 
without permitting earnings to be increased from inflationary price profits. 

One of ehe cardinal points of the debates which took place concerning the 
regulator system proposals was connected with the question of the extent to 
which the essential changes in the interest system should be based on ending 
price system restrictions and the extent to which they should be based on 
ending wage system restrictions.  There is a possibility of choice in whether 
we should use a wage regulation less binding on enterprise management, together 
with strict price regulation, or the other way around, substantially relaxing 
the restrictions of price regulation while using strict regulators to limit 
an increase in earnings. 
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On the basis of consultations with enterprise leaders we decided in favor of 
the version which relaxes the restrictions of the wage system.  It was the 
uniform judgment that earnings regulation restricts the enterprises more than 
price regulation.  It also speaks for strict price regulation that the 
administrative brakes in the price system can be eliminated only gradually, to 
the extent that the supply and demand relationships make possible the develop- 
ment of a balance. 

The essence of the new earnings regulation method proposed is that the enter- 
prises will pay a tax out of their profits for every forint of earnings—thus 
not only for the increments.  The tax must be calculated for individuals on the 
basis of the annual earnings of the worker—that is, not on the basis of the 
average wage calculated at the enterprise level. When determining the tax 
base at the enterprises one must combine the incomes paid out during the year 
under various headings.  The magnitude of the tax should be determined from the 
viewpoint of a suitable harmonization of incentive and a profit requirement of 
the necessary size, so we are proposing a mildly progressive taxation. 

Since in the proposed regulation a larger part from unit costs savings can be 
paid out as wages than at present, it is expected that interest in costs savings 
will increase.  In this way the enterprises will be burdened with an annual tax 
payment obligation on earnings as a whole.  The regulation will force those 
managing organizations that cannot pay this tax to make the enterprise more 
economical by modernizing production or decreasing costs.  If the manager cannot 
develop such a program he must reduce personnel.  So the proposed method will 
encourage the freeing of superfluous personnel, for it will eliminate the 
personnel dilution accompanying enterprise average wage regulation. 

Changes in Enterprise Guidance and the Organizational System 

In the course of the preparatory work we sought an answer to the question of 
whether the intertwining of ownership, economic guidance, authoritative and 
management tasks and their concentration in the ministries really followed from 
the essence of state property.  We studied those possibilities which would 
properly separate and set in order the four types of tasks and functions mention- 
ed from the viewpoint of the rationality of economic guidance.  The analyses 
proved that the economic guidance and authoritative functions could be linked 
rather closely, and it was also relatively clear that these must be taken care 
of by the guiding organs.  In the majority of the socialist countries in the 
past decade, and in our homeland as well, there have been changes in governmental 
guidance and in the link between economic guidance and enterprise leadership 
which transferred to the managing organizations a oart of the decisions of an 
ownership character and made it relatively unambiguously the task of the managers 
to make decisions together with operational management.  Along with this process 
the making of so-called basic ownership decisions remained with the economic 
guidance organs; these extended to organizational decisions connected with the 
enterprise, to the chief strategic decisions defining the activity of the enter- 
prise and to the employer rights connected with the director. 
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With the enterprise law passed in. 1977 the state enterprises were taken out 
legally from the hierarchic state administrative chain, and of the basic 
ownership decisions the business policy decisions affecting organization and 
enterprise strategy, were transferred to the enterprise sphere.  In the past 
10 years, differentiated forms of property have developed (associations, joint 
enterprises, subsidiary enterprises, etc.), along with which the state 
administrative monopoly in founding enterprises has practically disappeared. 
In a number of cases there came into being an enterprise leadership with a dual 
structure in which the supervisory rights connected with ownership functions 
were separated from the making of operational management decisions closely 
interdependent with enterprise operations. 

Research and analysis dealing with the link between economic guidance and enter- 
prise leadership discovered deficiencies and contradictions in the precent 
operational system.  They called attention to the fact that the fact of founding 
an enterprise in itself is an undertaking, so the founder of the enterprise 
should have all the range of vision, responsibility and information needed for 
a decision concerning an undertaking.  Sociological research showed that in the 
present linkage system the enterprise leaders were becoming public employees 
and officials, which held them back from entrepreneurial decisions in advance. 
The introduction of the competition system could not change this situation 
substantially, either.  In recent years we have not succeeded in finding an 
unambiguous solution regarding how the economic guidance organs should have a 
say in enterprise management, the informal contacts remained broad, and the 
obscure content of the responsibility opened a path for direct transmittal of 
national economic interests.  All this confuses the links between economic 
guidance and enterprise leadership.  In addition, the present distribution of 
functions and tasks hinders the carrying out of the real economic guidance and 
authoritative tasks, so a review of the system of contacts between ministries 
and enterprises has become justified not only from the side of the enterprise 
leadership realizing the undertaking but also from the side of economic guidance. 

The stand taken by the Central Committee and the guiding principles contain the 
development of two new types of enterprise leadership form in regard to the 
state enterprise sphere.  For the smaller state enterprises (enterprises operating 
with an elected leadership) there will be a form of enterprise leadership in 
which we will realize the advantages of cooperative-type enterprise leadership; 
for the larger enterprises they will form enterprise councils as the organ to 
make strategic decisions.  The essence of the latter proposal is that participa- 
tion in the enterprise leadership will be institutionally guaranteed for the 
collective, which is also expressed by the intention to entrust the judgment 
of the director and higher leaders primarily co that collective which feels 
the effectiveness of the operation of the enterprise directly. Nor can we 
remain silent about our expectation that since this body will become the 
primary judge of the work of the director the chances will increase that really 
talented, creative and mature people will get into leadership positions.  There 
is still a need in many places to raise the level of leadership and develop 
a highly trained leading stratum, for basically the effectiveness of the opera- 
tion of the enterprise depends on this, the creativity of the collective de- 
pends on this, and to a large extent whether people work willingly (especially 
the talented ones) or perhaps flee from the enterprise depends on this. 
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The proposal also modifies the link between enterprise leadership and economic 
guidance.  It guarantees to economic guidance—as an unambiguously declared 
right—legal supervision over the proper functioning of the self-government 
organization; in the sphere of market supervision it makes possible the 
governmental intervention made necessary by national economic interests.  Accord- 
ing to the present system, the ministries must provide professional authoritative 
supervision and the state administrative founding organs can exercise the right 
of approval in questions affecting substantial organizational transformation 
of the enterprises and in appointing the director. 

The new type of regulation of contacts between economic guidance organs and the 
enterprises is also expressed in the fact that the supervisory function in the 
present sense will end with regard to the enterprises operating with the new 
guidance, and in the course of exercising legal supervision the branch ministries 
do not receive the right to have a say in the management processes.  At the same 
time this system makes it necessary for guidance to provide strict regulation, 
which will transmit national economic interests to the managing organizations 
with suitable intensity.  The central market supervision organ will play a 
greater role in market organization, market regulation and averting market dis- 
turbances . 

Time will be needed for the effective operation of the new enterprise leadership 
forms.  The proposal presumes that interest harmonization will be realized not 
via hierarchical contacts but rather in contacts of equal ranks due to the 
interested parties' mutual reliance on one another.  To accomplish this we must 
establish relationships within the enterprise and in the enterprise leadership 
structures which will create a balance of the power to realize interests and 
make unambiguous—following from the essence of the enterprise council—the 
necessity of cooperation between the leaders and the collective.  The proposal 
also presumes that the decisionmaking spheres will be readjusted within the 
enterprise—in accordance with the requirements for the functioning of the enter- 
prise council—and that performance differences will become visible and obvious 
in the accounts providing a foundation for the internal interest system.  As a 
result of ail chis a suitable innerest will support factory democracy.  We also 
want to indicate with all this that primarily at the time they get started the 
new enterprise leadership forms will provide the possibility of transforming 
in a favorable direction the relationship of economic guidance and enterprise 
leadership and the interest system within the enterprise. 

This year, the governmental organs will make those decisions which will regulate 
the runccioning of ehe new type enterprise ieaaersnip and according co which the 
necessary changes will be carried out in stare administration and in the division 
of labor among the several organs.  According to the thinking, detailed regula- 
tions will be published in the fall of this year and the interested branch and 
functional guiding organs, in conjunction with the Chamber of Commerce, will work 
out preliminary proposals regarding the introduction of the new enterprise 
leadership forms and a schedule for this. 
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Together with the development of the new enterprise leadership forms, there 
will be a modernization of the enterprise organization.  In the processing 
industry, primarily, there is a need for economical conditions for cooperation 
and for the creation of enterprise linkage and organizational forms corres- 
ponding to optimal plant size.  Judging this is basically the task of the 
managing organizations, so the governmental guiding organs are counting on 
creative behavior which will define the main direction for a transformation 
of the organizational system on the basis of enterprise interests.  The 
governmental organs are continually reviewing the present forms of the innova- 
tion and trading chain and in justified cases will make recommendations for 
changes.  The basic goal of this organizational transformation is that organi- 
zational size and the necessary capital concentration should come into harmony 
in a relatively brief time—at least in the areas producing consumer goods. 
Expanding the forms for capital flow and the simultaneous organizational 
transformation will make it possible for the development of optimal organiza- 
tional forms and the concentration of capital tied up in production to be 
separated from one another (or linked to one another) rationally, so that the 
enterprise organizational system and multiplicity of cooperation forms might 
develop on the basis of interest in the process of management. All this is 
needed for the organizational restrictions not to hinder economical activities. 

Within the framework of this article it has been possible for us to touch on a 
few components of the further development of economic guidance, and we have 
tried to select the most timely elements.  The stand taken by the Central 
Committee also called attention to the fact that after well-founded preparation 
the conceptionally uniform mechanism development proposals can be introduced 
gradually, because we must take into consideration the ability of the economy 
and society to receive them and the magnitude of differentiation which will 
follow. 

Some of those who fear for the reform process frequently refer to the dangers 
and dilemmas of gradual realization.  In their sceptical observations they 
emphasize that the character of the changes may be lost in gradualness, and 
in -his case ehe changes will QO more harm than good to the economic mechanism. 
From this judgment comes the opinion according to which the proposals should be 
introduced urgently, virtually at one blow, so that these changes will bring 
results as soon as possible.  The danger in this basically positive approach 
is that impatience could lead—because of the uncertainty of certain conditions— 
to serious balance disturbances and undesirable consequences.  For example, 
the strata of society affected could not tolerate without rather serious 
disturbances (according co our present judgment) a sudden and significant 
reordering of incomes.  ön the other hand, the "risk" of gradual realization 
is that the processes might slow down, which would reduce the conflicts coming 
to the surface at a given time but would also delay the unfolding of positive 
effects.  The real danger then is that a reflexive retreat might get started 
to avert the conflicts—there have been several examples of this already—which, 
judged after the fact, has always harmed the reform process. 
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Together with all this it is obvious that certain compromises have to be 
made with regard to the proposals aimed at a further development of economic 
guidance and the changes to be put into effect in 1985.  The political effort 
to have clashes of interest resolved at the level of those involved insofar 
as possible will decrease the risk of a retreat.  This is why the guidance 
changes contain proposals which attempt to resolve conflicts of interest at 
the place where they arise. 

It has frequently been asked recently when the proposals will bear fruit in a 
way that can be felt.  In this connection we would like to call attention to 
the fact that economic guidance is counting on the guidance proposals to 
have a positive effect on economic growth and on the resources which can be 
spent, but it is obvious that the positive effects cannot be felt in general, 
because of the differentiation among enterprises and earnings.  We would also 
like to emphasize that the proposals as a whole also count on changes in 
social, sociological and moral factors, the effects of which obviously will 
not appear from one day to the next.  It is enough for us only to note that 
an improvement in work discipline cannot be attained by regulations alone; 
this will also require the occurrence of the social effects mentioned.  Thus, 
the effects of the continuation of the mechanism reform that can be classified 
as positive by the great masses of society will manifest themselves with the 
summing up and projection onto one another of the social and economic results. 
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of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and Marton Tardos scientific 
department head, Institute of Economics of the Hungarian Academy 
of Sciences: "The Necessity of Consolidation and the Possibilities 
of Development"] 

[Text] Today we can already clearly see that toward the end of 
1970 the Hungarian national economy had reached the outer limit 
of a 2-decade long development period; moreover, in a certain 
sense it had even "run over" that limit, for during the last_4 to 
5 years it had been growing along a course which had no continu- 
ation Into the future. We have succeeded — after a period of several 
years of hesitation--in adjusting our economic policy to the given 
realities, and in keeping unbalanced growth under control. It was 
our economic policy, of course, which changed first and to a great- 
er extent, followed by a slower and partial change in practice and 
by a simultaneous gradual adjustment to our various socialist and 
non-socialist foreign markets which is still not satisfactory. The 
1981 crisis in international credit relations has meant yet another 
olow to our alreaoy nara pressed national economy. Actually, whixe 
the economy has reached a kind of ore-crisis state, our political 
situation has remained stable and calm, and our economic management 
has proven to be fit to act. 

Bringing Indebtedness to a Halt 

Since 1979 the general goal of   our economic policy has oeen to 
accomplisn iinree tasks: first, the consolidation of our foreign 
economic situation; secondly, depending on  the first, the pre- 
servation of our oolitical stability and confidence; and thirdly, 
decending on the first two, the charting of a new course of growth. 
While all three tasks are equally important to accomplish in terms 
of priority, the first two have been undoubtedly more pressing than 
the third one, especially if we look at the situation 3 or 4 years 
ago. The difficulty level of each of these three tasks is signifi- 
cant in itself, and they have been made even more difficult by the 
determining role of the time factor. Still the greatest cause of 
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difficulty has been the fact that these three tasks are inter- 
dependent, and that as such they hinder one another in the pro- 
cess of realization which is due to the existing situation and 
the methods that are allowed to be used. Our temporarily imposed 
involuntary import restrictions and investment cutbacks have 
hampered the charting of a new course of development, and, by 
stressing the importance of efficiency, the latter has inevitably 
tested the political stability of our microeconomic sphere, and 
it has also not been uncommon for interests in maintaining polit- 
ical stability to put a damper on these two economic processes. 
However, we must emphasize: even though the task is both sensitive 
and difficult it can be accomplished. 

We already have 5 years behind us since January 1979, so we are 
able, on the basis of frequently recurring economic processes, to 
analyze the favorable facts and our accomplishments, and to com- 
pare them against certain unresolved old or problem-causing new 
phenomena. 

The areas where favorable facts can be noted include those im- 
portant questions which have been given top priority, and in some 
cases we ahve also found properly targeted central initiatives 
that are expected to directly promote the future development of 
our economy. Here is a summarized list of our economic successes: 
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During the critical year of 1982-1983 we succeeded in preserving 
the international solvency of our country, in spite of the fact 
that our foreign trade conditions had deteriorated and that our 
debt-repayment obligations had increased by more than 25 percent. 

The balance of our stare buaget has improved every year, and by 
1983-1984 the ratio of revenues and expenditures has become virtu- 
ally even. Desoite the fact that, the above notwithstanding, the 
budget is still plagued by serious organizational and management 
problems, and that this improvement has not meant that all of these 
problems would be solved, the result is a fact. 

Our efforts aimed at preserving the standard of living and at pos- 
sibly improving our living conditions can be said to have been 
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cally successful. Although questions have been--and indeed 
be--raised regarding the success of our efforts to preserve 
standard of living which we attained on a social scale in the 
's, the living-standard safeguarding character of our econo- 
policy has been unquestionable, despite some recurring, un- 
lar measures. There has been no discernable deterioration in 
living conditions, in fact, looking at our population as a 
e the housing situation and several services have actually 
inued to improve. In view of the serious economic difficulties 
have been threatening our standard of living this appears to 
considerable accomplishment. 

Our economy's ability to perform has also shown some good signs 
Significant results have been achieved in the area of energy 
savings, in reducing specific material" use and in making econo- 
mical use of waste materials. 
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In  addition to our efforts at home, foreign economic diplomacy 
has also been Given an increasingly important role in the develoo- 
ment of our foreign economic situation: our short- ana long term 
interests have been equally well served by our admission into the 
UN and by our active participation in international customs and 
tariff agreements; we have also been taking initiatives in the 
CEMA and^have been working hard to bring about sustantive im- 
provements in our relations with the Western European economic 
communities (so far without much success). 

Let us also look at the unfavorable phenomena. These have been 
the symptoms partly of the partial character of the changes, and 
oartly of prolonged deficiencies. They do not counteract our ac- 
complishments, they only cast a shadow over them and vice versa, 
our accomplishments do not neutralize our problems, for the latter 
require solutions independently, solutions which in fact will help 
preserve these accomplishments. Let us examine the tension-causing 
factors of recent years, the problems which constitute the source 
of potential dangers. 
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The general improvement of our economic efficiency has only been 
a minor factor in the development of our foreign economic balance; 
it has been more significantly affected by import, investment and 
credit restrictions, and as a consequence of these, by the asser- 
tion of various business-retarding effects in our economic regu- 
latory system as a whole. Given its present state and without 
significant further development, our economic management system 
is unsuited to promote and encourage economic development, for 
from the point of view of the enterprises too frequent, hard-to- 
understand and often fastidious central interventions can become 
a hindering factor. 

Instead of improving, our market relations have been showing signs 
of stagnation. Of the commodity markets, only in the food market 
have we found a satisfactory balance; the market of industrial 
commodities and capital equipment has been often in a state of 
disequilibrium. We still have not had any real competition develop- 
ing in our economy, most of our prices are still not competitive 
by any standard, hence enterprise profits still have not reached 
the level of actual economic efficiency. The greatest problem 
stmming from this is that the enterprises are pressured only by 
central restrictions while from the market side there is not 
enough compelling force to bring about improved efficiency. 

While the expansion of various small business forms has had an 
unequivocally  favorable effect, the fact that the more or less 
free-market type sphere of small businesses has become officially 
accepted while our big enterprises have had to continue to operate 
in a simulated and overregulated market has been a source of ten- 
sions. In these two different markets organizations and individu- 
als have, especially in terms of the relationship between per- 
formances and earnings, had to perform under overly diverse con- 
ditions. Hence they have been less able to challenge the small 
businesses to a comoetition. 

Undoubtedly, the restrictive policy which has been gradually de- 
veloping since 1979 has significantly increased our unused capa- 
cities. Since 1979 it has taken three times as much in initial 
capacities to create a 1 percent increase in production than it 
had during the previous period. The picture is even less favor- 
able in the construction industry. The most important reason 
behma this situation lies in a regulatory Deficiency. This regu- 
latory defect stems from tne fact that the interests of industry 
with respect to manpower management continue to be inconsistent. 
While some of our industrial enterprises — especially those in 
highly concentrated settlements--have been struggling with man- 
power shortages, due to certain peculiarities in our wage regu- 
lations as well as some other reasons, in recent years they have 
also benefited from the diffusion of some of their manpower for it 
has enabled them to increase the wages of those who have stayed 
without having to make any special effort, and they have not been 
forced to try to offset the declining demand for their products 
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by searching for new products and markets. On the other hand: they 
have continued to have a vested interest in maintaining a work 
force level which cannot be efficiently employed. 
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The criticism concerning economic issues nas oeen getting stronge] 
in three social groups. There nave been inaications of growing 
dissatisfaction among our enterprise managers and technical intel- 
ligentsia with the restrictions and the bureaucracy they have had 
to face. Among our youth the dissatisfaction is with the diffi- 
culties which they have to contend with in starting a new career 
and a family, and occasionally also with the slowness of the re- 
form process. And among some of our cultural intelligentsia the 
cause'of greatest concern has been the non- or just barely im- 
proving situation of those strata that have been living under 
unfavorable social conditions. 
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Development Alternatives 

Getting back to the general tasks of the current years, it can be 
said that the consolidation of our foreign economic conditions has 
come a long way, although it still has not been completed; the 
political stabilization and trust have remained, but the desired 
change that was expected to bring about an improvement in our eco- 
nomic production capacity has not materialized, hence the "economy" 
can easily become unstable. We are yet to complete the task of 
charting a new course of growth. 

The question arises: what alternative possibilities do we have 
in selecting the economic policy of the coming period? This ques- 
tion is being examined by various party and government committees 
which have been working on measures that will affect our entire 
economy. This notwithstanding, we feel that it would be worthwhile 
to characterize our decision-making problems, and to express an 
opinion about our alternatives. In our situation we either choose 
to keep economic changes to a minimum which entails few short- 
term but more long-term social risks, or we can take upon our- 
selves to accelerate the economic changes necessary in the longer 
run which may mean taking greater risks in exchange for greater 
long-term security. 
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Our other alternative, the acceleration of economic changes would 
mean the following: by speeding up the flow of manpower and social 
capital, and by subjecting our system of economic management to 
a comprehensive program o'f further development we would have to 
reduce and eventually eliminate the restrictive character of 
central regulators. By making faster changes in our export struc- 
ture we would have to expand the foreign markets of our industrial 
and agricultural products; in most of our commodity markets we 
would have to eliminate shortages, in part, by way of domestic 
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production, and in part, by increasing our imports; domestic 
production would have to be slowly and gradually increased by 
closely adjusting it to the net national product; our external 
sources (credits and operating capital) would, at first, have to 
be kept at their present levels (while decreasing its ratio com- 
pared with our exports) and would later have to be rationally 
increased. By doing all this we would make it possible for real 
consolidation to take place not only in our foreign economic 
positions but also in our domestic economic conditions. 

Should We Concentrate on Getting Efficient Development Under Way, 
or on Preserving Our Already Established Management and Institu- 
tional Stability? 
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For only by helping the creative capacities of individuals and 
organizations fully assert themselves can we prevent economic 
arowth from ccming'to a halt and avoid falling further behind. 

*Rezso Nyers and Marton Tardos, "What 
Strategy Should We Choose?" GAZDASAG, 

Kind of Economic Development 
1979, No 1. 
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The question is why these creative capacities have not asserted 
themselves better so far, and how this force can be mobilized in 
the future? There appears to be no other answer to this question 
except that so far our established economic conditions have not 
incited us to make greater efforts and to provide a more conducive 
atmosphere for improving the efficiency of work. This cannot be 
changed with only kind words and agitation. Consequently, if we 
cannot count on a favorable change taking place in our external 
conditions our only hope lies in changing our conditions of man- 
agement . 

Nevertheless, developing a new strategy is not easy. Solving this 
already challenging task has been made even more difficult by 
conditions which tend to hinder our freedom of movement. We must 
increase the freedom of our state and cooperative enterprises in 
managing themselves, and must stabilize oursmall businesses while 
continuing to curtail domestic consumption. This already challeng- 
ing task has been made even more difficult by the following: 

It is unquestionable that the basis of our social achievements is 
the relationship which has evolved between our population and the 
leadership of our country. One of the reasons why society has ac- 
cepted our government's policy is because it has brought improving 
public welfare, job security and a commodity selection which has 
been more or less in harmony with demand. It directly follows then 
that we must safeguard this historically favorable basis by adjust- 
ing to our possibilities. 
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The above circumstances clearly show that choosing from among 
various economic policy alternatives is not an easy task. The 
country cannot be led onto a course of efficient development by 
jeopardizing social tranquility. Social stability is one of the 
cornerstones of every favorable change. At the same time we can- 
not conservatively insist on preserving those historically de- 
veloped factors which constitute the basis of the status quo if 
they become an obstacle in the way of faster growth and greater 
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efficiency. Of the two competing social goals it is the first one 
which must--and can--be given priority while preserving the other 
with some changes in its specific conditions 
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Under such conditions, finding an effective solution to the prob- 
lems facing our economic policy already borders on being a feat of 
art. Our difficulties, however, cannot be used as an excuse. 
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A Development Policy Adjustable to Changing Demands and Aimed at 
Satisfying Them More Fully or Concentration on a Few Developments? 

The acute lack of investment resources has undoubtedly made It 
more difficult to solve our management problems. We must remember, 
however, that even when we were spending 30 percent of our national 
income (41 percent of the GDP) on accumulation we used to feel that 
we were lacking development resources. Today it is already clear 
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that by increasing the utilization of our accumulation resources 
we have not reduced but aggravated our problems. 

Consequently, we feel that under the present conditions of tight 
resource utilization, when only 13 to 15 percent of our national 
income, 24 percent of the GDP, is being spent on accumulation, 
a qualitative improvement in the selection and implementation of 
investments may open the road to economic growth. 

The serious lack of investment resources has led many to the con- 
clusion that resources must be used in a concentrated fashion and 
that fragmentary development must not be permitted. This so very 
inviting therapy, however, may divert our thinking in very dan- 
gerous directions. Undoubtedly, it would be very appealing to be 
able to come up with an occasional spectacular development suc- 
cess, and there are several economic areas where this is possible. 
This time we will only mention two of these. The rising price of 
energy sources has broadened the possibility of domestic mining 
developments, and has made it virtually imperative for us to 
replace much of our imported energy sources. The rapid development 
of electronics and our own backwardness appear to be almost com- 
pelling arguments that we must do something significant to some- 
what narrow the technological gap. 

We must concentrate on a few selected developments, but only to 
the point where they do not syphon resources away from other ne- 
cessary developments. 

As long as our export potentials are weak it is not justified to 
speak out against import substitution. It is also true that the 
electronic revolution has considerably magnified the specific 
danger of falling behind, hence it would be nice if we could 
forestall any further decline by making some kind of a major, 
concentrated effort. 

The actual situation, however, does not--for two reasons--present 
a favorable opportunity for undertaking such major actions. On 
the one hand, because a concentration of great forces taken from 
our highly strainea resources woulo cause enormous damage. Smaller 
additional efforts--as we will see later--are better suited to 
our present possibilities. On the other hand--and this pertains 
more to developments in electronics--  neicner our CEMA, nor our 
capitalist markets offer aaequate possibilities for selecting and 
implementing significant export-potential building actions re- 
quiring international cooperation. In our CEMA trade we can only 
expect slow development, and the capitalist markets do not offer 
any possibilities for sudden sales increases, even during periods 
of prosperity. 

Presently, many of our resources are frozen because there is no 
demand for the production of certain goods that had been planned 
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at the time the investment decisions were made. These resources, 
however, are valuable, and we need only to find a way to use them 
in a kind of production development for which there is demand. In 
order to be able to mobilize our resources in this manner we must 
open up new channels of capital redistribution. This must also be 
enhanced by monetary changes that will encourage enterprises to 
use their frozen capital assets efficiently or force them to sell, 
in other words, to yield their unutilized resources to other en- 
terprises or small businesses. 
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Radically Curtail Informal and Ad Hoc Interventions by Central 
Management and Provide an Institutional Basis for Market Regu- 
lation or Merely Continue to Develop Certain Elements of Regu- 
lation? 
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market, but mainly of informal type interventions based on the 
powerful positions of the central apparatus, and of the kind which 
is often referred to as "manual guidance." 

This solution has enabled us to put a quick stop to the deteriora- 
tion of our balance of payments and to our budgetary indebtedness, 
but it has not been enough to provide a basis for efficient de- 
velopment and to create a close connection between balance and 
growth. Hence, by modifying our state regulations and preferences 
we must establish conditions for our state and cooperative enter- 
prises that will enable them to satisfy solvent demands at a high 
level of quality and to mobilize the creative forces of our cit- 
izens to a much greater extent than it is presently done. 

We believe that we need a three-pronged change: 

a. Economic regulations that will significantly reduce our enter- 
prises' wage-management and import restrictions, and that will 
increase their freedom in determining prices and in manpower man- 
agement ; 

b. we need to radically reduce informal and ad hoc interventions 
by our state administration into matters of enterprise management; 
we must rethink the role of social organs in our economic policy; 

c. we must solve the question of enterprise independence from the 
institutional and supervisory standpoint. 
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At the same time this also means that income taxes which fall 
most heavily on the efficient ones must 
we must increase the roie of energy tax 
e n c y . 

be curtailed, and 
:s which promote e' T1C1- 

If we carry out the above changes, and as a result can signifi- 
cantly increase the role of money in our economy then we will be 
able to use our established, albeit still not optimal producer 
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In addition, we must provide our enterprises with legal remedies 
to protect them against possible illegal orders. In such cases 
enterprises should be allowed to sue for damages in a court of 
law, in accordance with the regulations of the civil code. In 
addition, it would be expedient to expand the practice of compen- 
sation and the settling of damage-related disputes to all special 
orders . 
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One question that has been causing considerable headache is how 
supervisory-proprietory rights should be exercised over our enter- 
prises. The conflict between state ownership and the market in- 
dependence of enterprises is not irresolvable. The establishment 
of enterprise councils in our bigger enterprises, and the election 
of management in the smaller ones have been important steps toward 
solving the problem. We believe, however, that the direction of 
the changes require further clarification on one point. We believe 
that the separation of proprietory tasks from state administrative 
duties can only lead to clear-cut results if those authorized to 
exercise the right of disposal can assert proprietory views. What 
we mean by this is that they should supervise enterprise manage- 
ment by weighing the increase in the real value of enterprise 
capital and should ignore the multitude of, from the point of view 
of the enterprises, confusing state administrative considerations 
which are the duty of economic regulations and legal controls to 
assert. 

Performance-Oriented Income Differentiation or the Stiffening of 
Our Existing Income Structure? 

In 1979 our economic-policy making leadership defined as its poli- 
tical goal the preservation of our standard of living, including 
full and efficient employment. The specific content and inter- 
pretation of this program, however, has remained obscure.   It was 
assumed back then that after the cut in real wages was implemented 
in the middle of 1979 there would be no more. It was thought that 
the decline in real incomes which occured in the second half of 
1979 was not in conflict with the slogan of preserving our stan- 
dard of living, as Ion as our 1979 average income did not drop 
below our 1978 average income. Finally, it was believed that 
maintaining our standard of living was not in conflict with mak- 
ing definite cuts in the real value of earned incomes, including 
real wages. 

In the meantime, due to the deterioration of conditions and the 
inadequate development of our productive capacities, the 1979 
consumption restriction has been followed by another restriction 
in 1983-1984 which basically has also been the result of central 
price measures. Finally, it has also become clear, however, that 
society has endured the reorganization that has brought stagnating 
ooDular consumotion and a 5 to 7 percent decline in real wages 
between 1973 and 198 3, as well as the slight deterioration of 
commodity supplies, and there is every reason to believe that it 
will endure even further cuts in real wages in 1984. 

It has also become clear, however, that our society is aware of 
the actual processes that are behind our living-standard main- 
tenance policy. One of the especially important changes that has 
had to be understood is that the slow decline in the real value 
of earned incomes naturally only applies to the average which 
means that a considerable number of people are worse off than the 
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average. At the same time it should also be noted that the growth 
in the volume of social benefits which has been due to higher- 
than-average pensions paid to new pensioners is not viewed by the 
population as an .improvement or a factor which can offset the de- 

cline in real earned incomes. 
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whether restrictive income poli- open question, however, 
efforts aimed at increasing efficient production can be 
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multilevel living standard policy with well-coordinated institu 

nal changes. 

The wage management of our enterprises should be made increasingly 
free of restrictions, while the strict regulation of total wages 
should continue by taking into account and in harmony with our 
general economic situation. An increase in the income and cost 
sensitivity of independent enterprises will make it a must: 
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a. to reduce unemployment within the gates which is something that 
has continued to haunt us to this day, and 

b. to manage wages economically which is not the same as strict 
income management-. 

The systematic and strict regulation of national economic demands 
makes it possible not only to ease restrictions on wage management, 
but also to moderate the inflexibility of price regulation. Having 
a freer system of price formation is important for improving our 
enterprises' ability to adapt. In the' case of many products, how- 
ever, its utilization has indesputably often given way to so far 
administratively limited price increase tendencies. It would be 
an exaggeration to think that restrictive income regulations by 
themselves can keep spontaneous price increases within our exist- 
ing limits. Hence, if we want to increase the freedom of our 
enterprises in price formation, and at the same time also hope 
to limit inflationary tendencies, then the present practice of 
insisting that most consumer price increases be done by way of 
central measures is not a fortunate one. The policy, therefore, 
which aims to limit popular incomes mostly by reducing central 
state subsidies to consumption and by raising  central consumer 
prices does not appear to be expedient. The amount of consumer 
price subsidies should not be cut suddenly and significantly, 
not only because this would not help to remedy our central problem, 
namely, the management situation of our enterprises, but also because 
some of these central price measures involve food price increases 
that would hurt mainly the poor strata which need protection, and 
because they would unnecessarily turn social tensions caused by 
management problems into direct conflicts between the government 
and the masses. 

Instead of making significant cuts in state consumer subsidies 
the expedient thing to do would be to fix their level, allowing 
the affected consumer prices to rise if production costs exceed 
the aggregate value of the price and the fixed-sum subsidy. 

The above changes in our employment policy, income regulation and 
price policy present new demands for our corporate organs. They, 
including the trade unions will have to do more than just adjust 
their views on what our living standard policy should be to those 
of the government. Under our new conditions we need not onIy to 
ensure that these negotiations lead to an agreement on minimum 
wages and pensions, and on raising them regularly in accordance 
with consumer price increases, but also to a gualitative improve- 
ment in the safeguarding of incerests at the work place. Our 
factory trade unions must be willing to take a more specific and 
forceful role than they have so far in representing their members 
in disputes between enterprise management and different strata of 
workers, and especially in cases pertaining to wages, wage dif- 
ferentiation and layoffs. 
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How   Should   the   Need   to   Ensure   the   Socio-Political   Security   of 
Our   Citizens   Be   Interpreted? 

One of the important lessons of our almost 4-decade long social 
development is that the task of increasing our production and im- 
proving our position in the world must not be set against efforts 
aimed at meeting popular needs, developing infrastructural ser- 
vices, the housing situations and provisions to the elderly, and 
improving mother- and child-welfare. Hence, the popular slogan of 
the 1950's which warned that "we should not eat the chicken that 
lays golden eggs" does not provide any guidance concerning the 
above. 

The sudden drop in real wages and the deterioration of commodity 
supplies at the end of the 1950's had led to some well-known social 
disturbances. The poor quality of infrastructural services,_the 
huge discrepancy between social demand for housing and housing 
availability and the many unsolved problems concerning provisions 
to the elderly and mother- and infant welfare have been a source of 
significant tensions and a hinderence to progress. The fact, how- 
ever, that conflicts among our various social goals is impermis- 
sible, and in fact perturbing, does not mean that it is expedient 
to plan simultaneously and with equal effort to achieve every 
stated and in itself justified goal. It is especially justified, 
and at the same time also extremely difficult to determine pre- 
ferences among our goals when the tendency of growth among our 
resources available for distribution is broken. Fewer resources 
are much more difficult to distribute in an acceptable manner. 

We want to mention two such goals: job security and price stabil- 
ity. One of the accomplishments of socialist economic management 
is that it has been able to ensure everyone's right to work, that 
is to say full employment in virtually all areas. This must con- 
tinue to remain nur goal during the difficult years of economic 
consolidation, and we are convinced that it is possible t o ^ a v o i d 
general unemployment that would permanently displace certain 
individuals from production. 

There is one element in our present employment practice, however, 
which in aeneral and especially now is hard to justify: namely, 
too much iob security. After all, the demand for oroducts and 
services is constantly cnanqinq, ana in order to adjust to this 
our system of work processes, plants and enterprises must be_unoer 
constant revision. Our previously developed and presently still 
valid system entails a positive as well as a negative consequence: 
on the one hand, it does not require, only in highly exceptional 
cases, enterprise initiated dismissals. The lack of dismissals 
has meant not only that poorly working people have been able, 
often at the expense of their colleagues, to take advantage of 
the inertia of the management system, but also a reassurance 
that those who have not committed a major sin would be able to 
keep their jobs until they reach retirement age. 
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Given the requirements of having to adjust to a changing world-- 
especially if we also take our unfavorable situation into account-- 
this can no longer be guaranteed. We must continue to make every 
effort to ensure that our manpower requirements do not exceed the 
demand, but we cannot attach such great value to the security of 
our workers that we become forced to wait with scaling down a 
factory or even an enterprise, until we find a proper position for 
every employee. Of course, it is not the way it is today, nor can 
it be guaranteed in the future. 

Nevertheless, the obligations connected with this so far have 
prevented our enterprise managers and the government from taking 
many well-justified measures. The first steps aimed at establish- 
ing the institutional conditions of manpower mobility have already 
been taken with the introduction of subsidized retraining programs, 
although this form--which helps only those who have been affected 
by manpower reallocations organized from above, and, therefore, 
has not become an integral part of our management practice--does 
not solve our basic problem which is how to provide support for 
the temporarily unemployed, yet this question also cannot be 
avoided. This notwithstanding, we have already embarked on a bumpy 
--and for many people problem-causing--road which we must continue 
to follow if we wish to create modern producer and trade organiza- 
tions able to adjust to our demand conditions that will enliven 
our economy. 

Another important problem which affects our society is inflation. 
For a long time price stability was considered to be one of the 
successes of socialist management. This mechanically interpreted 
price stability, however, has forced us to pay a great price. For 
it has played a significant role in the development of shortage 
management. Since 1968, the Hungarian national economy has taken 
significant and successful steps toward reducing the amount of 
shortages while, unfortunately, also having to imolement increas- 
ingly greater price increases. Domestic price increases cannot 
be isolated from inflation as it often used to be done before, 
still it must be looked upon as a unique case of inflation. 

For here the amount of the price increase, and to a greater extent 
the change in the price structure (i.e., the interrelationships 
among individual orices) are the results of conscious price move- 
ments determined oy the oian, and of so called central orice 
measures. Furthermore: another characteristic of this process is 
that our party and government coordinate all price changes in 
advance with our corporate organs (SZOT [National Council of the 
Trade Unions], TOT [National Council of Producer Cooperatives]). 
This "advantage" at the same time is also a "disadvantage," for 
these price measures cannot be equated with price movements which 
directly react to market demands and to changes in supply and 
demand. If we want our enterprises to be able to react to the 
financial pressure put on them in a truly independent manner by 
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changing the make-up of their supplies, we must make every effort 
to ensure that market price movements are given a greater latti- 
tude of movement than what they have today without increasing the 
rate of inflation. This way our government organs will also not 
be forced--as they have been so far--to relax their financial 
restrictions on the enterprises, and consequently, to abandon 
their proclaimed financial policy. 

These requirements presuppose significant progress on the part of 
our government in systematically curtailing national economic 
demand. In addition, we also need new measures for coordinating 
our social interests. This will require a change both in the way 
our government and our corporate organs operate. We need to work 
out how we can neutralize the unfavorable price changes which 
affect society so that they cannot prevent the many important 
goals of our social policy from becoming realized. 

Necessary Economic Changes and Our Ideology 

The practical application of the economic mechanism that has been 
in operation since 1968, and the changes that are presently due 
in the institutional system of our economy and in our regulations 
have raised a great many inadequately clarified ideological ques- 
tions. We will mention only two of these, and even them only 
tangentially: the assessment of the role of the market, and the 
relationship between policy and management. 

Earlier we discussed the effects of informal economic interven- 
tions on our economic units and determined that although these 
have helped to surmount many of our acute problems, they have 
also restricted the market-oriented behavior of our enterprises, 
and thus have also contributed to the fact that shortages have 
continued to be an accompanying factor of our economic management, 
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In support of these views it is also customary to bring up that the 
idea behind the regulating role of the market is nothing more than 
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a rehashing of Adam Smith's long-invalid and obsolete "invisible 
hand" theory. In the modern world, even under capitalist condi- 
tions, the regulating role of the "visible hand" cannot be dis- 
pensed with, or can only be eliminated in the auxiliary areas of 
economic management. 

Due to the great many interrelationships and the complexity of 
the various phenomena that pertain to the question raised here 
it is not easy to give an unequivocal opinion. We believe, however, 
that even within the limited space allowsd in this article, we 
cannot avoid taking a stand. 

We believe that it is necessary, although not enough, to go beyond 
these two possible extreme points of view. On the one hand, it is 
not enough to claim that not every economic question can be handled 
exclusively by way of self-regulating mechanisms, and on the other, 
it is also not enough to stress that there is not an enlightened 
central authority or hierarchical organization that could reconcile 
every question of our economy without conflicts, free adjustment, 
in other words, without a market. The former statement is true, but 
it is no proof against the use of the market mechanism, while the 
latter is still not a complete statement from the point of view of 
solving the problem. From the standpoint of how well the economy 
can be planned the establishment of socialist property relations 
is a vital precondition, but it cannot by itself lead to the kind 
of economic and social conditions that ahd been envisioned by 
theorists of socialism. The constant development and changing of 
social needs, our international relations and many other factors 
have not only made the details of management from a single center 
confusing, but have also prevented management based on a division 
of tasks from becoming effectively realized within a centralized 
hierarchy. 

From the point of view of actual practice, the conclusion to be 
drawn from this assessment of the facts is that just as there is 
no market, there is also no perfect plan. Self-management and 
centralized, conscious economic control only have combinations 
that are either better or worse. Before, starting from this thesis, 
we proceeded to take the next step toward practice it would be ex- 
pedient to take a short detour. 

what we must; resoona co is whether it is really juscifiea co view 
the market in the modern industrial societies as an obsolete cat- 
egory that has been pushed to the periphery. Two things are ob- 
vious: on the one hand, in the practice of capitalist societies 
there is significant state economic intervention and a sizable 
state sector, irrespective of the ideological and political re- 
quirements they are facing; on the other hand, it is also clear 
that in the non-periDheral part of the economy, that is, outside 
of the variable-size public service sector there are autonomous 
economic units operating everywhere which irrespective of the size 
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of  the organization can rapidly react to changes in demand, and 
by taking them into account they can constantly adjust their pro- 
duction and system of production relations, and organize their 
channels of financing in accordance with their own interests. The 
colorful and changing business relations between our big and small 
enterprises and our financial, institutions must be considered mar- 
ket relations, even if this market does not live up to the re- 
quirements of perfect competition. 

The reason, therefore, why the economies of the leading industrial 
countries may be called market economies is because there the most 
important objective in the forefront of the sellers' activities 
is satisfying buyer demand. The monopolistic and oligopolistic 
effects which tend to lessen the effect of the competition, how- 
ever, have three unfavorable consequences which must not be for- 
gotten. On the one hand, the sellers try to influence buyer demand 
by way of advertisements and other means. This effect may be un- 
favorable if it is identifiably a manipulation which reflects pro- 
ducer interets. On the other hand, monopolistic producers often 
do not make full use of their capacities because although with 
less production there is less demand, the profits that can be made 
are also greater. Finally, monopolistic profits are accompanied 
by smaller profits earned by small producers who are involved in 
more intense competition which, socially speaking, is also unfa- 
vorable. The imperfection of the competition, however, is no reason 
not to recognize the positive effects of a competition hampered 
by monopolistic effects, and we should not resort to this in our 
own society. This is especially justifiable to point out in view 
of the fact that we have many methods at our disposal to establish 
the necessary conditions of competition, and to reduce those cir- 
cumstances which hinder competition. 

Going on to the relationships  between policy and management, it 
must be clearly understood that finding a solution to our economic 
policy problem will entail chree important consequences: first, 
under our changing circumstances the practice of management re- 
quires that the political basis of socialism be broadened; secondly, 
greater efforts will be required to eliminate the tensions which 
exist at the work place, at the plants and enterprises; and third- 
ly, carrying out this task successfully will require the support 
of wide segments of our society. 

"hese consequences will not ieaa to serious proDiems unaer the 
conditions of long-term economic growth and significant structural 
changes, but only if, by relying on the experiences of the oast 
quarter of a century, we succeed in revitalizing the relationship 
between our oarty and the masses while taking into account the 
requirements of our present situation. What do we need for this 
revitalization to become a reality? What we need, first of all, 
is for members of our society to be able to express their interests 
in everyday life and in management more clearly, and secondly, to 
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ensure that with the development of our system of political insti- 
tutions the more effective assertion of stratum and group interests 
will lead to a social concensus on every important issue. 

The development of the economy, therefore, require that we perfect 
our political democracy. The national assembly, our functioning 
corporate organs--including, first of all, the trade unions--must 
prepare to perform new tasks. Also in need of significant changes 
is the way the business federations of many important, and so far 
unprotected social strata or partial groups are organized. 

Our policy and our economic interrelationships, therefore, are 
clear: economic progress is one of the conditions of preserving 
a tranquil social situation. And this goal--even if it appears 
to be inconsistent with the above--can only be achieved by ensuring 
the development of socialist democracy and hence by promoting the 
assertion of interests. 
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HUNGARY 

OFFICIAL QUIZZED ON ECONOMIC GUIDANCE, TECHNICAL PROGRESS 

Budapest NEPSZABADSAG in Hungarian 11 Jul 84 p 10 

[Interview with Miklos Pulai, deputy chairman of the National Planning 
Office, by Judit Kozma, conducted at the 23d Annual Conference of Economists; 

no date specified] 

[Text]  The 23d Annual Conference of Economists, which dealt with the inter- 
relation of economic efficiency and the further development of economic 
management, devoted great attention to enterprise technical development. 
Since technical progress is one of the permanent conditions of the develop- 
ment of our economy and the improvement of our competitive position, the 
question of the extent to which the further development of economic guidance 
can stimulate or force the acceleration of technical development and an 
improvement in the innovativeness of the economy is a key one.  We talked 
about this with Miklos Pulai, deputy chairman of the National Planning 
Office, who gave a lecture on this subject at the conference. 

Limited Sources 

[Question]  One of the frequently mentioned problems of our times is the 
lag of Hungarian industry in its technological level as compared co the 
industrially more developed countries, and the danger of this is that if 
we do not speed up technical development, we cannot protect our present 
positions in the world. 

[Answer]  Clearly, practical experience shows that we have lagged behind 
in technical development in various areas that presently are important to 
world economic progress.  There are many who see the reason for this in 
the fact that in recent years the resources that could be used for invest- 
ment have declined.  The decline is a fact, but it is also a fact that by 
international comparison the 25 percent of the GDP used for investment 
goals is not an unfavorable ratio.  Demand, of course, could be much greater 
than this—including apparently rightful demand—but to meet this demand 
only more rapid economic growth based on equilibrium could create the 
additional sources.  Thus, from all this we can conclude that our biggest 
problem is not too little investment but the inappropriate effectiveness 
and allocation of investments.  Therefore, we must look for the solution 
in the possibility of speeding up technical development mainly along this 
line, all the more so because in the coming years we shall not be able to 
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increase considerably the sources available for investment. We still have 
very important tasks in the improvement of the equilibrium, and therefore 
we are considering permitting in the next few years domestic consumption 
to increase only to a small extent as compared to the increase in added 
value. We can count on a greater extent of economic growth than at present 
only if there is a substantial improvement in the efficiency and profitability 
of management. The further development of management seeks to create more 
favorable conditions for bringing this about. But in the 1980's our task 
will primarily be to find those possibilities which will help us participate 
in the major world economic trends, the more rational allocation of invest- 
ments through their more concentrated and selective use. 

The further development of economic management represents a significant 
movement in the conditions of technical development.  Most important in 
this respect is not its effect on R&D activity but the effect it exercises 
on the entire chain of innovation.  For in addition to research and develop- 
ment, production and marketing also belong in the concept of technical 
development, and for successful technical development the starting point 
is the improvement of markets and competitive position.  Market require- 
ments must compel the manufacture of competitive, modern products.  Market 
success or failure should be decisive in deciding which enterprise and 
cooperative should advance and which should be retrodeveloped and perhaps 
eliminated. 

[Question]  Undoubtedly market influences strengthen selection and stimulate 
the development of enterprises that promise to be successful.  But the 
market mediates present requirements whereas technical development is also 
a stretegic task.  Thus not a single country renounces state technical 
development policies. 

[Answer]  State guidance does not renounce the guiding and influencing of 
technical development.  Within the framework of the economic plan, the 
central technical development policy must define chose main directions by 
which the technical level and efficiency of the entire industry may be 
improved.  These include, for example, electronics, biotechnology, auto- 
mation, robot technology and the reationalization of material and energy 
consumption.  In addition, the state has, and will have, tasks which it 
will solve by means of its own institutions and which it will finance 
from its own means.  Here belong, above all, the development of the infra- 
structure, including a part of the production infrastructure.  But I myself 
regard as most important—and with this emphasis I also call forth an 
apparent contradiction—the creation and operation of an economic mechanism 
which will stimulate and compel the enterprises to technical development in 
order that they may be able to keep, and even improve, their competitive 
positions on both domestic and foreign markets. 

The Market Role 

[Question]  What are the most important changes related to the creation of 
this economic environment? 
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[Answer]  Instead of the present—often compulsory type of regulation that 
has a leveling effect and strongly reduces the opportunities of successful 
workers to make headway while making it possible for the inefficient to 
survive for a long time without a realistic program of development, the 
changes are intended to help in a more differentiated development.  Above 
all, the profit and profitability of the efficient enterprises should be 
the greatest.  One of the most important elements of this is the development 
of the price system toward a competitive price system, and the modernization 
of economic calculation.  As compared to the present price system, which is 
burdened with excessively strong administrative limitations, we would have 
a price system based on competition and built on market control which would, 
on the one hand, stimulate more effective increased achievements and, on 
the other hand, prevent the passing on of unjustified costs to the consumer. 
If according to the guidelines we allow the domestic producer price to be 
set between the export price and the import price increased by duties, it 
will be possible for those enterprises that can deliver, according to 
modern international standards, goods of acceptable quality under acceptable 
delivery conditions to achieve greater profits with their incomes.  This 
is important because if we want to establish a supply market, we must make 
the producers interested in increasing profitable production. 

The reduction of subsidies also influences greater differentiation, and the 
changes are also an important element in strengthening the normative nature 
of incentive.  By means of exports that are built on a unified, active 
exchange-rate policy and that receive tax-rebate supports, those enterprises, 
for example, which export with more profitable foreign exchange earnings will 
do the best.  The enterprises' interest in achieving greater income will 
be stronger.  One of the most important elements of this is an increase in 
the normative nature of taxation and the change in its structure.  In our 
enterprise taxation we put more stress on who uses how much and what kind 
of resources and less stress on the amount of income achieved.  In this 
way the role of taxes as proportional to profits decreases and its role 
in resources increases.  Even if nor in the first step, we desire co reduce 
the general profit tax.  The city and village (community) development 
contribution will not be in profit ratio but in wage ratio.  The centrali- 
zation of amortization will be discontinued while, according to thinking, 
the fixed assets of the enterprises will be subject to a property tax. 

Efficient enterprises which can hold their own on the world market also 
help in the regulation of earnings.  The new earnings regulation makes 
enterprise wage management dependent exclusively on the tax-bearing 
capability of enterprise profit.  That is, the higher the profit the better 
it will be able to bear the increasing normative burdens of the wages, the 
progressive taxes, and will gain an advantageous position.  The slackening 
of average-wage regulation in wide areas and, on the other hand, the 
increasing cost of live labor helps speed up the release of superfluous 
manpower at the enterprises.  Besides all this, we are eliminating at the 
enterprises the funds which are formed according to many different points 
of view and which can be used only at certain costs.  In their place we 
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want to establish a profit-reserve order, which will result in a more purpose- 
ful use of reserve sources.  In addition to a freer use of their own sources, 
it will improve the situation of the profitable enterprises, including 
the possibilities for technical development, and various new forms of 
capital circulation.  The profitable enterprises in this way have a good 
chance to acquire additional sources.  In this sense the nature of bank 
credit is also changing, and the efficient enterprises also have the pos- 
sibility of acquiring money from other enterprises for development—for 
example, by way of bonds. 

Is There Compulsion? 

[Question]  Therefore, the further development of economic management 
strengthens incentive in more efficient management and in the manufacture 
of more competitive products.  But incentive is only a possibility.  How 
can a compulsion to technical development be realized? 

[Answer]  It is an important basic principle that market results should 
decide the survival and development of enterprises, that state intervention 
should be infrequent and be limited to a justifiable scope.  Thus, the enter- 
prises must reckon with the fact that if they cannot meet requirements and 
have no realistic development program, they may be eliminated.  With regard 
to this, we are modernizing liquidation procedures.  The starting point is 
if an enterprise cannot show its creditors—the bank or partner enterprises—a 
realistic development program which they are willing to accept, and if it 
cannot acquire money for carrying out the program, then within the framework 
of the liquidation procedures they will sell the enterprise's fixed assets 
and working capital, and in this way the unprofitable activity can be 
terminated. 

Of course, it is possible for the state with the interests of the national 
economy in mind to help certain enterprises with capital allotments tied to 
certain conditions, or by other means.  The goal, however, is that even in 
the state enterprise sphere it should become natural—as is already the 
case with cooperatives and small council enterprises—to liquidate an 
unprofitable activity.  In these cases the buildings and the machines remain, 
the inventories are sold, the workers are given work, and thus a new grouping 
of producer forces may be created either within the framework of a new 
undertaking or an already operating enterprise.  In this way the national 
economic interest will not suffer damage in fact, it is being realized even 
more strongly since we are liquidating a permanently unprofitable source. 

The introduction of new enterprise management forms strengthens the com- 
pulsion, for direct responsibility before the collective is an incentive 
to enterprise managers. 

[Question] It seems that the interest of the collective is strongly tied 
to the possibilities for wage increases, whereas technical development is 
a long-term task.  How can this contradiction be resolved? 
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HUNGARY 

BUILDING PERMIT PROCESS REGARDED AS TOO SLOW 

Budapest MAGYAR HIRLAP in Hungarian 19 Jul 84 p 5 

[Article by Istvan Graner:  "Construction Permits Slow in Coming"] 

[Text]  Everyone thinks his own problem is the most 
painful and the most irksome.  So the lessons 
to be learned from some cases do not necessarily 
call for publicity.  It is, however, worthwhile to 
pay attention to what several thousand people think: 
there is a defect in the machinery.  We now concern 
ourselves with one such topic, namely, construction 
permits. 

"I don't know which is better.  To plan and authorize in 24 hours and then 
build within 48 hours, or vice versa," the assistant department head of 
the Capital City Council tried to clarify his standpoint.  "In my opinion 
it is preferable to continue with genuine administration preceding the 
construction; this is, namely, the condition on which construction advances 
quickly and uninterruptedly.  And I think that, in the final analysis, 
this is also in the interest of the builders." 

Deadline Maintained 

It would not be possible to argue with this opinion, were it not for the 
fact that the dimensions are expanding.  The hours become days, weeks, then 
months.  And no one thinks that what is at issue here is the time following 
the first strike of the hoe.  It is much more a question of the time 
preceding it, even if the majority of  supervisors rJho scrutinize the 
issuance of construction permits claim that everyone receives a decision 
within 30 days.  The citizens have different experiences?  There are those 
who speak about years?  How can dhis be, I asked Sandor Kanyo, chief of 
the capital city's City Planning and Architectural Department. 

"I can safely claim that the statistics are true, but we shouldn't call 
into question the truth of what the complaining builders say.  What is 
merely at issue is that the councils' technical departments carry out a 
narrow section of the entire construction process, namely, the procedure 
for granting permission.  They keep records of it, and our department 
verifies their authenticity.  And we have observed this:  the prescribed 
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deadline is maintained, even at the price of difficulties.  Citizens, 
however, do not distinguish between the individual phases of construction; 
they place everything, from the birth of the idea to the receipt of the 
permit, on the office's account.  But I claim that if someone presents 
a plan furnished with all supplements and answering to specifications, the 
30 days prescribed by law are complied with nearly everywhere. 

In fact, if someone want to build according to the so-called recommended 
plan, this time is reduced to 15 days." 

Two years ago the capital city measure appeared, according to which applica- 
tions for residential construction must be disposed of within 20 days, and 
undoubtedly there are regions where this urgent deadline is met.  But how? 
In this way:  the clock starts to tick only from the moment when the very 
last document necessary for the permit rests in the client's file.  And it 
is very hard to satisfy this requirement, even if the capital city by 
decree puts a stop to the complications.  It has been specified, namely, 
that at the time of submission of application—hence on the very first 
occasion—the building clerks must disclose what is missing from the appli- 
cation package, they must indicate this on the file, and they must have the 
builder sign it.  This would be a guarantee against the clerk's ever being 
able to substitute it, and from that moment on it is up to the client how 
quickly he obtains the additional papers.  It has to be emphasized here 
that it would be easier for both the council and the client if all the 
papers were together at the first meeting.  For this, however, there is 
a need for many more informational guides, which—and this is part of the 
truth, too—the capital city and the National Savings Bank are having 
printed in large numbers, and they still do not get into the hands of the 
builders.  And this is where people begin to cool their heels in waiting 
rooms, because in building matters it is possible to get information almost 

only in person. 

Not Out of Spite 

"I don't claim that an infallible and well-intentioned clerk works every- 
where," continues the department chief.  "I myself have come across a 
colleague who, taking advantage of a citizen's lack of information, again 
and again requested a missing supplementary document.  But it has also 
happened that someone tried to reobtain official affidavits which had already 

been submitted." 

But it still is not possible to find justification for this, if we know and 
understand the problem of those competent to deal with it:  there are not 
enough people, especially experts.  There is even a region where the head 
of the technical department does not have an engineering degree.  That is 
when the assignments multiply not only in quantity but also in quality. 

"I would even venture to say that spitefulness does not always lie behind 
the insolence," holds Sandor Kanyo.  "We can also find cases where the clerk 
tries to stall for time because of lack of professional knowledge." 
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Dr Sandor Kiss, assistant department head at the Ministry of Construction 
and Urban Development, agrees with all this: 

"The issuance of construction permits is regulated by a departmental 
order, the specifications of which we do not regard as complicated and 
bureaucratic.  The basic rule of law in 1977, in comparison with the 
earlier ones, introduced considerable simplification.  Thus, for example, 
there are buildings—such as agricultural edifices and annexes located in 
residential and vacation areas—for which a building permit is not 
necessary.  At this time a number of people asked why the building autho- 
rities had to probe the legitimacy of the building site, why it was not 
sufficient to make a technical survey and express an opinion on the 
building permit.  The suggestion was promptly rejected; after all, if a 
building permit was issued without it, then it could happen that someone 
would erect a house on another person's plot of land." 

Redundant Verifications 

"Undoubtedly we are not far from the truth when we say that every builder 
finds verification of the right of ownership to be most natural, and without 
a word of complaint he obtains the land registry review necessary for it. 
Few people, however, refrain from asking why it is necessary to fill out 
a statement that they have been residents of Budapest for five consecutive 
years when the land registry review has already verified that once.  Many 
people likewise complain about why a real estate acquisition affidavit 
from the council is necessary for a building permit when it must be 
attached to the land registry review, and obtaining it—even in the case 
of illegitimacy—is child's play. 

"I generally agree with these remarks.  For the time being, however, I 
can only say this:  we now intend to reexamine the rule of law for granting 
permits, we would like to add some restrictions in the area of buildings 
constructed without a permit, and we are also planning to simplify.  I do 
not consider it inconceivable that there will be no need for these veri- 
fications in the future." 

According to these, the situation is not all that hopeless, since the 
experts see that something should be done—not in the interest of a 
simpler but rather a quicker and more businesslike transaction of affairs. 
There is also a need for this because nowadays 80-85 percent of the 
residences built in the country are erected privately.  In the future, 
however, this figure is expected to increase, not decrease.  This means 
that the work of the councils will be harder, not easier.  For this very 
reason, perhaps, it is not too late to seek the path of improvement, or 
that a few central professional offices for the administration of building 
affairs are organized in the capital city.  And maybe there a permit can 
be processed "in 24 hours." 
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HUNGARY 

ESTABLISHMENT, SITUATION OF MIXED ENTERPRISES DETAILED 

Overregulation Hinders Progress 

Budapest OTLET in Hungarian No 29, 19 Jul 84 pp 3, 10-15 

[Editorial by Gabor Rejto] 

[Text] You remember Feri, one of the heroes of the immortal one minute pieces 
by Istvan Orkeny, who set out on the road for Siofok on his Simca drawn by his 
12 three-legged dogs. He needed the dogs because he was afraid of technology; 
and they had to have three legs because he was afraid of dogs, too.  "What if 
they pulled the reins out of my hands. ...  It's better not even to think 
about it, Ilonka!" argued Feri.  And to make doubly sure he put on the hand 
brake in Pest already.  "Everyone is staring at us," said Ilonka, the traveling 
companion, with barely concealed anxiety.  "They are jealous," answered Feri. 
"Their eyes are practically falling out," complained the lady further. 
"Because they see that even our most beautiful dreams can be realized," 
answered Feri, and probably gave the whip to the dogs. 

Please do not look for close parallels between our collection of articles 
dealing with the import of working capital and the above one-minute piece. 
There are no dogs at all in our cover stories.  There may be a brake.  At least 
that is suggested by the fact that we are proceeding a good bit more slowly 
than we need to on the road leading toward mixed enterprises.  It is true that 
we are traveling on a road not well built up, we must reckon with traffic 
coming the other way, but still it is striking that the distance has hardly 
decreased, although we started out 10 years ago.  The decree dealing with 
establishment of mixed enterprises appeared in 1972, and at present there are 
hardly two dozen of them. 

And yet developed technology, capital and marketing possibilities were coupled 
to the decree—at least in the headings.  Thus far our most beautiful dreams 
have not been realized.  Our regulations, like a jungle, hold back the meeting 
and shaking hands of the two parties, and not a few of them encourage fraud, 
not adoption.  The proceduras for getting authorization can drag on for years, 
and ridiculous restrictions and prescriptions hinder the capitalist in 
elementary things.  He must request an auto use permit, naturally he also gets 
the customary per diem (31 forints) if he goes to the country, and he can send 
only half of his pay home in foreign exchange, which also means, according to 
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the Hungarian rules, that he cannot even pay his monthly house rent out of the 
other half—if they ask for it in foreign exchange. Not even to mention 
measures which go even deeper into the pocket, for example, the duty charged on 
machines constituting his own property and not brought in for sale. And there 
is also a prescription that the so-called duty-free zones must be surrounded by 
a fence 3 meters high.  It makes no difference now what a duty-free zone isj 
such a condition might be made in the case of a secret military installation, 
but not in connection with installations intended to entice capital.  It is as 
if our Feri had tied on backwards—instead of using a hand brake. 

But I have good news, too.  Capital has a tough nature, and if things go well 
otherwise it is willing to struggle for the money. Up to a limit.  It appears 
that the domestic track conditions are beginning to change (most of the mixed 
enterprises were formed in the last 2 years), and if we succeed in putting up 
good traffic signs in the long run, even if we cannot travel at a certain 
speed, maybe we will reach Siofok before they put up the "full up" sign. 

Budapest, 17 July 1984 

Economic Institute Official Elaborates 

Budapest OTLET in Hungarian No 29, 19 Jul 84 pp 10-15 

[Interview with Andras Inotai, department head in the World Economy Research 
Institute, by Gabor Rejto] 

[Text] At one time mixed enterprises were regarded as an unnecessary evil. 
Today more and more people judge them to be a necessary good.  One thing is 
certain; with the spread of the economic view the ideological obstacles to the 
influx of foreign working capital are being cleared away.  But our experience 
thus far calls attention to the fact that our attractiveness has not improved 
by leaps and bounds.  What advantages does the import of working capital 
promise, and what steps must we take so that these advantages should become 
realities in time? Andras Inotai, department head in the World Economy 
Research Institute, answers our questions. 

[Question] Today there are 23 registered mixed enterprises in Hungary. 
Fifteen of them were formed in the last 2 years.  How can the upswing be 
explained? 

[Answer] There was such a wave of interest in the second half of the 1960's, 
too, but only at the level of scientific research,  :Vt that time these studies 
had primarily an ideological-political coloration, and emphasized the role of 
the import of working capital as an exploitation of the importing country, 
deforming the economic structure, a role resulting in economic and political 
dependence.  Today, that is, in the 1980's, the situation has changed.  The 
question of the import of working capital—which here and now means essentially 
the mixed enterprises—is being judged more from the side of the economic 
facts. This different approach serves as an explanation of the upswing. 
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[Question] Which cannot be independent of the changed economic situation of 

the country, either. . . . 

[Answer] It is not only the situation of the country which has changed; world 
economic conditions have also been restructured fundamentally.  In the 1960's 
manpower was a shortage item in the capitalist world, a bottleneck. Raw 
materials left their stamp in the 1970' sj in our present decade it is a 
shortage of capital. There is too little money in the world economy, and so it 
is increasingly expensive.  Increasing the import or export of working capital 
seemed one possible answer to this challenge.  So in actuality the so-called 
upswing domestically is a world trend, with the difference that it has been 
going on in the world for about 10 years. 

[Question] Following late is virtually a national tradition for us. . . . 

[Answer] This lag is not significant in itself. Today, the mastering of 
modern technical information is virtually inseparable from working capital. 
The overwhelming majority of all the innovations of the capitalist world derive 
from multinational enterprises covering continents, which is the most 
accomplished form of creating working capital.  The technological gap now 
yawning between the developed capitalist countries and Hungary can be narrowed 
to a crucial degree only in this way, with the import of working capital.  But 
the other side, marketing, is at least as important. The developed marketing 
channels of a capitalist partner enterprise could represent very real aid in 
the course of the hard struggle being waged for markets. 

[Question] It appears on the basis of this that in a short time the mixed 
enterprises—of course, in a quite greater number—could put the Hungarian 
economy on its feet. 

[Answer] Not at all.  Our economy cannot yet put entirely behind itself the 
period of the struggle for stability.  From this viewpoint, of course, an 
increase in the number of mixed enterprises might improve our situation 
temporarily.  But this is not enough for longer-term survival.  Working capital 
cannot caka the place of a consistent economic policy, of a considered 
technical development policy.  Indeed!  Experience shows that actually it flows 
into those countries where such an economic environment is developing.  Hungary 
today is in a state of relative consolidation, and this may be a one-time 
opportunity for fulfillment of the requirements just mentioned. 

[Question] What is it, ultimately, for which capital is willing to enter into 
a partnership? 

[Answer] The basic goal of capital is the broadest world market sales, 
naturally with a suitable profit.  The size of the Hungarian economy could be 
attractive from the viewpoint of certain products, but the really big 
opportunity for capital is a market a good bit larger—not least of all the 
CEMA market. The basic paradox of the domestic mixed enterprises is that both 
parties want to acquire markets.  The capitalists here and we in the capitalist 
countries.  One solution to this conflict might be joint action on third 
markets, which could mean the developing countries and CEMA.  The latter is 
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virtually entirely untried and unregulated. But it might be worthwhile to seek 
solutions which do not follow from the present CEMA mechanism, but which might 
lastingly increase the bargaining power and advantages of the Hungarian 
economy. 

[Question] Does this exhaust our attractiveness? 

[Answer] Capital is interested in having business go well. Market 
restrictions do not take away its spirit if it gets an advantage in other 
areas, compared to its own domestic environment or compared to its investments 
in the developing environment. It may be surprising, but in principle we can 
show such advantages. We have a skilled labor force and, in certain areas, a 
developed technology. As for the labor force, it is not the level of the 
special training which is attractive in itself but rather the wage difference 
between their own pay and that here—most strikingly in the case of the 
technical intelligentsia.  So it is worth thinking about such a use of the 
intellectual capacities of the Hungarian technical intelligentsia, which is 
overtrained for its actual tasks.  It appears that this would have advantages 
from several points of view. Of course, there are wage differences at lower 
levels of training also, but for the most part these are counterbalanced by the 
lower productivity. 

[Question] In what areas would the participation of working capital in the 
Hungarian economy be desirable? 

[Answer] Increasing the flow of working capital is closely connected with an 
acceleration in the process of structural changes which can be measured by 
international standards. From the viewpoint of the Hungarian economy it is 
primarily building up processing industry contacts which merits attention, if 
only because in an ever broader zone our export is meeting with products which 
have been produced in developing or weakly developed countries with the 
participation—usually direct—of foreign capital. Naturally, this does not 
mean that the inclusion of foreign capital would not be desirable in the area, 
let us say, of services or on the domestic market for consumer goods, for in a 
period when the standard of living is stagnating or declining, the improvement 
of supplies to the populace is not a factor to be neglected.  But, in sum, we 
must face that at present capital is not coming to Hungary with open arms.  It 
would be an illusion to think, for example, that we could solve the 
underutilization of domestic capacity by bringing in foreign capital.  The 
underutilization of capacity is the consequence of an international structural 
change; the iron and steel industry, petrochemistry and other basic branches 
are struggling with serious problems in a large part of the world.  And the 
Hungarian enterprises which are operating uneconomically can hardly hope that 
international capital will choose them.  It can be observed around the world 
that capital is less inclined to create new enterprises today; rather, they buy 
up existing ones, but it is those which work well, which bring technical 
advantages and marketing chains into the marriage. 

[Question] If we regard the bringing in of working capital as a tool, what 
path can we follow to reach this tool? 
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[Answer] A fundamental condition for the development of working capital 
contacts is a further strengthening of enterprise independence and appropriate 
aid for entrepreneurial activity, in a word, the execution of a consistent 
Hungarian economic strategy.  The development of central guiding principles for 
a capital import policy fit into this.  From a historical perspective as well 
it would involve serious consequences if—yet again—after 10 years we were to 
recognize the missed opportunities of strategic economic change. 

FRG Businessman Describes Efforts 

Budapest OTLET in Hungarian No 29, 19 Jul 84 p 12 

[Interview with Daniel Nadj, business director of the Zalaform Limited 
Liability Company, by Katalin Gorgei] 

[Text] "A good deal is one which is good for everyone," it used to be said in 
commercial circles.  But if a deal is made, and we are still unsatisfied, we 
can only blame ourselves after the fact.  Or should we? 

We got together twice, but we could not speak for more than 5 minutes at a 
time. He was constantly called to the phone—from the provinces, from Munich. 
He bargained, arranged things, raged, begged (he never gave orders!); his 
tastefully appointed office was an international business center.  For decades 
Daniel Nadj has dealt with the ready-made clothing trade. He is of Hungarian 
origin from Yugoslavia and a West German citizen. He is currently business 
director of the Zalaform company, with an FRG-Hungarian capital interest. 

[Nadj] The Ministry of Financial Affairs authorized our import of a zip 
fastener manufacturing machine line for about 1 million forints, which was 
recorded by customs a year ago, and since then we have been manufacturing on 
it. At that time I showed the accounts, for 1,200,000 forints, and they 
accepted it.  And now, a year later, the MAGEV [Technical Material and 
Machinery Trade Enterprise] has evaluated the machine at half.  Considering 
that this sum counts as part of my capital share, this decreases the value of 
it.  And the machine xras used already and its price does not represent 
20 percent of a new one.  Naturally we will appeal to the Experts' Institute. 

[Question] Do you get such surprises often? 

[Answer] Alas!  Every 10 or 20 days. 

LQuestion] Are you sorry you began a new undertaking in Hungary? 

[Answer] I have been working with Hungarian enterprises for 17 or 18 years.  I 
am the owner of the Neue Mode Pannonia firm and organize piece work for 
ready-made clothing industry products, 90 percent of which are shipped through 
the Hungarocoop Foreign Trade Enterprise to the FRG, Switzerland and Austria. 
In recent years I have arranged direct barter between Hungary and a few Western 
European countries.  Since money is short around the world this form of 
business is increasing; last year we did 10 million dollars worth of trade—in 
both directions.  But I also know that I cannot act as an intermediary forever; 
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today this is needed, tomorrow it will not be. But I would like my business in 
Hungary to take root. I feel myself to be a Hungarian, my wife lives here too. 
So I won't give up. 

In December 1982 the"Neue Mode Pannonia firm in Munich and the Csertamenti 
agricultural cooperative in Csomoder signed an association contract as a result 
of which a joint enterprise was established in Hungary under the name of the 
Zalaform Limited Liability Company. The license for the association applies to 
the manufacture and export of ready-made clothing industry products and the 
production of plastic injection molded zip fasteners, which count as a shortage 
item in Hungary. They save on imports with the latter. The basic capital of 
the company is 10 million forints, of which the cooperative's share is 
5 million and that of the West German firm is 4,900,000. The capital 
subscription of the Hungarian party consists of renting to the company for 
20 years a former barn, a newer building and machines. 

[Question] And what happens if in the meantime the company ceases to exist or 
the producer cooperative pulls out of the deal? 

[Answer] I get back my capital.  If the cooperative leaves the company they 
pay the rental fee for 20 years.  But what will this sum be worth after 
20 years? It is a rather strange contract deal. 

[Question] Really.  But it is also strange that you should say so. Why did 
you form a partnership with the Csertamenti producer cooperative? 

[Answer] In the first place because they were offered. They promised 
everything.  So the cooperative became not only a founder of the company out 
also one of its subcontractors.  Hungarian clothing industry overhead costs run 
between 300 and 400 percent and theirs are under that, they said.  I just bring 
in the zip fastener machines, they would get all the raw materials and take 
care of everything. 

[Question] It appears from your tone of voice that all this remained only a 
promise- , . . 

[Answer] Unfortunately.  My machines have been here for a long time, but some 
of the materials needed for manufacture still arrive irregularl]''.  We had to 
manufacture a number of the tools here—on the basis of samples—but by the 
time they were made they were unuseable, despite the fact that—in my 
opinion—a mediocre artisan could have made them very well. . . . 

The hourly overhead fee in the Hungarian clothing industry is 60-90 forintsj 
the cooperative asked 95 forints from the company.  But at these prices we 
cannot export.  We planned to do 35 million in business this year, but it 
appears that we will not reach it.  If we just keep fighting with Csertamenti 
cooperative we will dissolve the subcontracting contract and manufacture with 
others. They would remain founding members of the company and get their 
shares.  But to return to the "strange deal," the original agreement said that 
the cooperative would bring buildings into the company. My machines were here 
already when I learned that Hungarian real estate cannot be the property of a 
foreign firm, a limited liability company. 
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[Question] You are not a beginner. Why did you not inform yourself earlier? 

[Answer] I talked with lawyers, with experts from foreign trade enterprises, 
the Financial Institute Center and the Chamber of Commerce. Despite this, a 
lot of things came out only when we were under way. The biggest problem is 
that they are treating us first as a foreign enterprise and second as a 
Hungarian enterprise, regardless of whether Hungarian interests desire this. 
If we want to hire someone we need a permit from the Financial Institute 
Center. If we make price calculations then again we are a Hungarian firm, and 
can count only on the 18.5 percent retail and wholesale price margin.  I can 
tell you that if the binding price margin remains unchanged very few 
enterprises with a foreign capital interest will be created in Hungary. There 
are a good many ambiguous provisions in the Hungarian economic regulations. 
For example, in a justified case one can disregard the binding price margin. 
The only problem is what I regard as justified and what the regional control 
directorate regards as justified. Uncertainty does not encourage anyone to 

invest in a business. 

And then there is the regulation pertaining to unfair profits.  If a person 
reads this he will be no wiser, or if he is he will give up in advance on 

starting anything. 

[Question] But we have a regulation regulating the operations of a limited 

liability company. 

[Answer] Sure, Law No V, 1930, a modified version of which is still valid.  It 
sets rules which are too general, and so it is too little. The frequent 
changes in regulations here create such confusion in peoples' brains that often 

they cannot help even with the best intentions. 

[Question] Still I get the feeling that you did not study adequately what you 
were getting into.  Who does the work in the company? 

[answer] There are five of us.  In addition to me there is a business 
^i-r-ector, a technical chief and two officers wno also make the aeals.  Is chis 
a lot or too few? I began work in the FEG 20 years ago with many people. 
According to the Yugoslav practice I contracted someone for every idea,  i need 
not say ^hat I had to throw in the towel.  Then I began over alone, then hired 
one person, then two, and so forth.  Now, in the FRG, 1 have four colleagues, 
doing business of 20 million marks per year, in addition to direct barter. 

[Question] Are you considered a 'hard man"? 

[Answer] If you give me orders then I am a hard man; if you talk to me nicely 
then you could butter your bread with me.  I do not know what to think, every 
dav l'get letters from the ministries and various organs:  "I order that. , - , 
I direct that. ..." I believe in teamwork. 
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[Insert] Gyula Acs, president of Csertamenti agricultural cooperative, was my 
guide to the buildings remodeled for the purpose of manufacturing ready-made 
clothing and zippers.  "Tell me frankly, can you see that this building was 
ever a barn?" In truth, no. In the smart little plant—there should be such 
conditions everywhere—were rows of machines and work tables. Piles of ribbon 
and other raw materials were heaped up in the warehouse.  "What you see here is 
5 million forints. We were forced to buy it. Even if things have bumped along 
so far, at least we will not have raw material problems for a while. The 
producer cooperative loaned this sum to the company, because the association 
does not have this big a circulating fund yet. Now the company is trying to 
get a bank loan so it can 'buy' the clothing plant.  This would solve our 
disagreement in connection with the overhead fee." 

"Why was it so difficult to organize manufacture?" 

"It is not easy to organize raw material supply even at a large enterprise. 
But I can certainly say that we did find a suitable man for the tools to be 
made on the basis of the German sample." 

"Do you feel that the comments of Mr Nadj are just?" 

"It is a fact that we are forced to adjust to the price level which has 
developed in the branch in the price of our products sold domestically, and the 
bindingly prescribed price margin does not ensure too great a profit.  But it 
is also true that Mr Nadj, following his own logic, frequently finds it 
difficult to understand the domestic regulations." 

"What do you expect from the company?" 

"In time, greater income compared to the average profit of the cooperative." 

Legal Ambiguities, Contradictions 

Budapest OTLET in Hungarian No 29, 19 Jul 84 p 13 

[Interview with Dr Emilia Sebok, of the Agricultural Research Institute, by 
K. G.j 

[Text] If the founders of mixed enterprises have a silent pra]/er it is 
certainly to learn all the conditions for founding and operating them, put 
simply and precisely and if possible in one place.  It appears that Dr Emilia 
Sebok, of the Agricultural Research Institute, heard their desires.  She has 
edited a handbook which discusses the economic conditions for bringing in 
foreign capital, putting the basic regulations in order and explaining their 
application. 

[Question] Why did the Agricultural Research Institute, and why did you, 
undertake this timely task? 
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[Answer] We undertook the writing of a guide for founding mixed enterprises on 
the basis of a commission from the Animal Husbandry Research, Development and 
Production Association in Kaposvar.  I and several colleagues had prepared an 
earlier study, but it was thought better if one person prepared a handbook 
demanding such strict systemization.  The basis for the request was that^ 
several member farms of the Kaposvar association were planning to form mixed 
enterprises in the interest of supplementary export.  If others also are 
interested in the guide they can order it from us. 

[Question] Let us presume that after a circumspect analysis of its 
economicalness the founders find that a mixed enterprise would serve their 
mutual interests well. How would they begin the formalities of founding an 
enterprise? 

[Answer] The precise liturgy provided by the regulations prescribes the 
general procedures for founding one, but this provides systematic orientation 
only for the authorization.  In the case of mixed enterprises, in addition to 
the general provisions applying to the two types of firms used here thus 
far—the limited liability company and the joint stock company—there are 
unique laws, almost relics of legal history, which, together with newer 
decrees, regulate the founding, operation and possible liquidation of mixed 
enterprises. These two basic laws are the 1875 Commercial Law and the 1930 law 
pertaining to limited liability companies.  Since by profession I am an 
economist and not a lawyer I may be spared the charge of prejudice when I say 
that these two laws are outstanding products of the legislation of their age 
which can serve not only as an example for contemporary drafters of 
regulations, because of their clear, precise provisions, but if they were to be 
modernized in the future they would contain the most important prescriptions. 
In their time these laws took into consideration the best achievements of 
European legislation and the needs of entrepreneurial practice, and were 
drafted after several years of professional debate. Modernized versions of the 
laws which served as examples for the Hungarian legislation of the time are 
still in force in Western Europe, where the limited liability form is quite 
widespread. 

[Question]  So what is the real problem, if it is not that these laws are 
old—50 or 100 years old—and certain of their points necessarily obsolete? 

[Answer] In the first place, it is difficult to get at the two basic laws, but 
the real difficulty is represented by the legal labyrinth in which the founders 
get entangled.  According to my information, the number of legal sources which 
must be taken cognizance of is 5 laws or law decrees and a total of 45 decrees, 
decree amendments, resolutions, etc. With such a volume of prescriptions it is 
virtually certain that one will find provisions which contradict one another or 
are difficult to interpret.  When applying more recent regulations it is a 
frequent problem that they were drafted to regulate the general Hungarian 
enterprise relationships, whereas shares of foreign capital or employment of 
foreign workers create unique circumstances.  It may appear to be a question of 
detail, but the source of long disputes is wage payment to foreign workers or 
how the collective contract can be signed. 
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[Question] It is said—if again in questions of detail—that there are legal 
gaps in the regulation of these undertakings. 

[Answer] The biggest legal gap, in my opinion, is that the legal status of 
these undertakings is unclear. The Civil Code does not list then among the 
managing organizations, so they are not managing organizations. For this 
reason, for example, a mixed enterprise cannot sign a transportation contract. 
At the same time, in other questions—if the regulations do not make a definite 
exception—the rules providing a guide for managing organizations performing 
the same activity according to branch must be applied to the operations of the 
association.  So in this sense they must be regarded as managing organizations. 

In general, flexible measures by the authorities—and there are such 
measures!—solve the problems deriving from smaller legal gaps. For example, 
the limited liability company law prescribes that before the association is 
registered it must turn in all of its ready cash deposits and capital shares. 
This can run into technical difficulties, because prior to registration the 
mixed enterprise is not a legal person, and only an organization which is a 
legal person can get an import permit.  In such a case, if it has a resolution 
from the Ministry of Financial Affairs approving its founding, it can request 
an import permit free of foreign exchange from the Ministry of Foreign Trade to 
bring in the machines, equipment and other goods which can be counted as 
capital shares if this makes up the capital deposit of the foreign partner. 

[Question] Domestic mixed enterprises have proliferated in recent years.  It 
appears that they are paying their tuition.  But how can it be avoided that 
they pay more than necessary? 

[Answer] It is extraordinarily important that the enterprises determine 
precisely for what economic activity they want to form a mixed enterprise. 
They must clarify in what, to what extent and, if it can be foreseen, for how 
long the common interest of the partners will obtain.  I know this appears very 
obvious, but unfortunately previous experience shows that the Hungarian 
enterprises get into these undertakings with exaggerated hopes, and later they 
are taken aback on seeing results smaller then expected.  Perhaps one reason 
for this is that in past decades the Hungarian enterprises could get no 
experience in founding enterprises, such a talent or routine could not develop 
in the leaders.  They may regard the mixed enterprise as an association which" 
is not a legal person or, in some cases, as an auxiliary operation.  But a 
mixed enterprise is an independent legal person, with its own capital and its 
own leadership.  Thus the material risk of the founders is a good bit greater 
here chan, for example, in a foreign crade association.  Here also the founders 
have tne right and possibility of having a say, of supervision, but they cannot 
give orders to the new enterprise in the way they can to their own factory or 
auxiliary operation. 
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Mixed Enterprises in Ireland 

Budapest OTLET in Hungarian No 29, 19 Jul 84 p 14 

[Article fay E. F.] 

[Text] In the spring of 1981 they dedicated with very high hopes in the city 
of Cork in Ireland the newest western mixed enterprise of the Tungsram joint 
stock company.  But 3 years later, a meeting of stockholders held on 
2 February 1984 was forced to decide for liquidation of the factory. 

Actually not one but three legally independent mixed enterprises were 
established in Cork in 1981.  In addition to the Tungsram Manufacturer 
production enterprise, there was Tungsram Exports, selling the products of the 
factory, and Tungsram Distributors, dealing in the products of United 
Incandescent manufactured in Hungary. The shares of the first two mixed 
companies were divided up as follows: 60.8 percent to the Tungsram Joint Stock 
Company, 15.2 percent to the Foreign Trade Bank Joint Stock Company, 10 percent 
to the English agent of Tungsram and 14 percent to three Irish private persons. 
Tungsram Distributors was owned 66 percent by United Incandescent and 
34 percent by the Irish. 

Tungsram Manufacturers and Tungsram Exports operated at a loss from the first 
moment, and as time passed this sum did not decrease, but kept swelling.  The 
factory was late getting started and due to the large sum of loans the interest 
burden was a good bit larger than usual at the start. Training the Irish 
workers went with much more difficulty and took longer than expected, and it 
caused a special problem that after the first 8 months the supervising 
Hungarian technical expert came to Ireland, more precisely to the factory hall, 
only on occasion, although he was needed virtually every day.  The preliminary 
market surveys also proved defective, for it was possible to sell the 
incandescent bulbs for only 11 pennies instead of the planned 14, and that only 
after a time because—it sounds quite bizarre but it is true—the first 
products of the factory did not meet British standards.  This Is vary strange 
indeed because the factory was built expressly to win the ESC market, thus the 
3ritish market, among others. 

In the summer of 1983 the Irish pulled out of the deal and in February 1984 
there was a meeting of the remaining stockholders and it was decided to 
liquidate Tungsram Manufacturers and Tungsram Exports.  (Tungsram Distributors 
"survived" the crisis because to the very end it produced substantially better 
results than its fellows.)  A meeting of the creditors was convened the same 
day.  The biggest losers were the Tungsram Joint Stock Company and the Irish 
Development Authority; the latter had given no less than 1 million Irish pounds 
to the mixed enterprise, which would not have had to be paid back if it had 
shown a profic. 

The extraordinary meeting of stockholders appointed a liquidator whose task it 
is to sell the factory building and machines. The liquidator is supervised by 
a four-member committee appointed by the creditors. The creditors do not have 
much hope of seeing their money again in a short time, or even a part of it. 
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Ireland is trying to entice foreign capital by offering finished factory 
buildings to interested foreigners. There are many empty buildings around the 
country so it can be easily imagined that the Cork factory will not find a 
purchaser for years. As for the machines, the Tungsram Joint Stock Company 
will be forced to buy them back, naturally for hard currency. 

Mixed Enterprises Registered in Hungary At The End of 1983 

Foreign Owner    Hungarian Owner  Purpose Name of 
Enterprise 

Sicontact Ltd. 

Radelcor Ltd. 

Volcom Ltd. 

Year      
Established 

1972     Siemens AG, FRG 

Central European 
International 
Bank Co. 

1973 

1973 

Sphero-Evig Ltd.   1981 

1980 

Corning Corp. 

Volvo 

Ling Co. KG, 
Standard 
Motoren AG 

Six banks 

Elektromodul, 
Remix Inter- 
cooperation Co. 

Redelkis 

Service 
cooperation 

Producer, 
blood gas 
analyzer 

Csepel Auto    Producer, 
Factory, Mogurt Laplander 

manufacture, 
modified 
profile, Volvo 
representative 

Evig Inter- 
cooperation 

Hungarian 
National Bank 

Production, 
heat pump 

Banking 
activitv 

Budapest Casino 
Ltd. 

1980     Österreichische 
Süielbanken 

Danubius Gambling 

BCR-Lilly Ltd. 

3-t-Z Ltd. 

1980 

1980 

Eli Lilly SA 

Zyma AG 

BCR Works 

Biogal, 
Medimpex 

Veterinary 
products 
production, 
but only a 
supplier 

Pharmaceutical 
industry 
primary 
materials, 
producer 
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Name of Year 
tablished 

Foreign Owner Hungarian uwne i        rujLjjuüe 

Enterprise     Es 

Skala-Luescher 
International Ltd. 

1982 Lueseher AG Skala Corp. Operation of 
game automats 

Qualiplastic Ltd. 1982 INTERAG 
ALM Corp. 

PEMU Reprocessing 
plastic waste 

Econoservice Ltd. 1982 Horisont AG Sigma Co. Agency 

Metritechnik Ltd. 1982 FESITO CIB Metrimpex Service 

Zalaform Ltd. 1982 Neue Mode 
Pannonia 

Csertamenti 
Agr. Coop. 

Production 

Monopharma Ltd. 1983 Medipharm AB 
Sweden 

Monori state 
farm, 
Pharmatrade 

Production of 
Lactiferm M 74 

Skala-Arab 
Commercial 
Development Ltd. 

1983 Rona Trading 
HIB 

Skala Coop. Commercial 
service 

SG 2-MKP 
Financial 
Informatics Ltd. 

1983 Societe Generale MKB Computer 
technology 
service 

Cargopack 
Hungarian Ltd. 

1983 Cargopack Volanpack Packaging 
activity, 
service 

Danube-Main 
Construction 
Industry and 
Commercial Ltd. 

1983 Deuma ASZ Budapest, 
Tachoimpex 

Construction 
industry 
activity 

CM Diebold 
Hungary Ltd. 

1983 Diebold Comporgan, 
Metrimpex 

Organization 

Tungsram-Schreder 
Lighting Technology 
Co. 

1983 Schreder Tungsram 
MAT 

Manufacture of 
lamps 

Olympos Ltd. 1983 Arvanitis SpA Kecskemet 
Spark State 
Farm, AGKER 
Ltd., 
Hungarofruct 

Fruit juice 
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Name of 
Enterprise 

Year 
Established 

Foreign Owner Hungaria Owner   Purpose 

Hungarofeder 
Feather-Processing 
Ltd. 

1983 V. Bauer Bett 
federnfabrik 

OTP-Penta Tours 
Ltd. 

1983 Penta 

Hungarotex, 
Mako Lenin 
Ag. Coop. 

OTP [National 
Savings Bank] 

Cleaning 
poultry- 
feathers, 
producing 
ready-made 
articles 

Tourism office 

The Odd Couple 

Budapest OTLET in Hungarian No 29, 19 Jul 84 p 15 

[Interview with Miklos Szebeny, main department head in the Sicontact Limited 
Liability Company, by Eva Szenes] 

[Text] The Siemens House, whose history began in 1847 with the founding of a 
telegraph factory, is today among the five largest electrical industry 
enterprises in the world.  In 1974 the mammoth firm established a mixed 
enterprise in our homeland under the name Sicontact Ltd. To what can we 
attribute the attention to Hungarian industry, and what sort of mutual 
advantages derive from the relationship? We asked Miklos Szebeny, main 
department head in Sicontact Ltd., about this and other things. 

[Answer] The Hungarian contacts of Siemens go back to the time before World 
War I.  In the years between the two world wars they continued to build 
factories and business offices, which were nationalized after the liberation. 
The history of the "new age" begins in the second half of the 1950's and 
cooperation contacts were established in the 1960's, in which the first partner 
was Medicor.  The first representation contract was signed in 1968 with ehe 
Intercooperation Joint Stock Company, which was formed then. 

[Question] And Sicontact? 

[Answer] Sicontact Ltd. began operations in 1974 with 51 percent Hungarian and 
49 percent West German capital participation.  Both parties regarded the first 
agreement as an experiment, and we agreed -hat Lf the hopes attached to it were 
not realized then we would break up tne contract after 3 years. 

[Question] Was the situation of the "pioneers" easy or difficult? 

[Answer] We had our problems.  The basic decree on mixed enterprises appeared 
in 1972, later modified by an implementing directive. Deficiencies were 
discovered, unacceptable terms for a Western firm, and so it took a total of 
2 years to create the conditions necessary for establishing the Sicontact 
Limited Liability Company. 
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[Question] Did it really represent mutual advantages to establish a mixed 
enterprise with a mammoth firm known around the world? 

[Answer] Thanks to the cooperation contacts the experts obtained more and more 
technological knowledge and could become acquainted with little intellectual 
ideas, too. At the same time, there was an existing need for the Siemens 
equipment arriving in our homeland, the supply of parts and the service 
network, to function continually and reliably. 

[Question] What could be the reason why, after 10 years, Siemens still stands 
alone with this practice in the socialist countries? 

[Answer] The Hungarian economic mechanism today ensures much freer movement to 
the enterprises. In a more bindingly directed economy a link of this character 
would lead to overly great conflicts. . . . 

[Question] And here? According to professional public opinion the 
technological level and discipline of Hungarian industry lag far behind the 
world level. 

[Answer] Public opinion frequently generalizes. Today, Siemens is cooperating 
with at least 20 Hungarian enterprises, and on the basis of my own experiences 
I can say that the coproduced products which are made here are of equal value 
with the Siemens products in every respect, whether we look at quality, price 
or the economicalness of production. 

[Question] I do not question that, but cooperation aside, the factories 
working on orders for Siemens must "face" the equipment level and delivery 
disciplines of the Hungarian background industry, not to mention the fact that 
probably the workers working in the two sorts of "relationship" are paid 
differently, too. 

[Answer] The weaknesses of background industry must certainly be taken into 
account; in general, we seek lines for which no or few shippers are required. 
Usually this is Siemens ir.seIf, which delivers punctually—for example, 
insulation foil for Remix condensers.  Certainly a factory director linked with 
Hungarian partners might talk more precisely about his possible problems.  I 
have not yet heard of a case where there were problems because of slippage in 
delivery times.  As for the wage tensions, the representatives of Siemens have 
asked about this frequently, too. Experience shows that the differing wage 
payment does not cause tension; on the contrary, it is an attractive force for 
the others. 

[Question] How have your contacts developed over the last 10 years? 

[Answer]  It is more and more difficult to find new cooperation opportunities. 
Of course, this is a problem not only for Siemens but for all large capitalist 
enterprises.  They have to think six times about whether to begin manufacture 
of a product abroad, because they will immediately find themselves faced by the 
trade unions, which demand the creation of new jobs.  Recently we have been 
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signing more and more agreements, the "end products" of which are sold on 
domestic, socialist or third markets, but Siemens does not want to buy them 
back. 

[Question] Your situation seems very dependent. . . . 

[Answer] Not at all.  It is advantageous for us if we use technology which 
replaces imports and manufacture products which used to be purchased for 
foreign exchange.  In any case the agreements are not made by impulse; the 
National Technical Development Committee and the leading committees of Siemens 
regularly agree on long-term advantageous possibilities.  It causes many 
problems that more and more of the CEMA member countries would like to 
manufacture those products which were "classical" Hungarian items in the time 
of specialization. And Siemens is in the advantageous situation of accepting 
the most favorable bid. We have precedence with regard to the old contacts, 
but only if this pays off in money. 

8984 
CSO:  2500/537 
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POLAND 

FINANCING OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ASSESSED 

Warsaw AURA in Polish No 6, Jun 84 pp 5-6 

[Article by Ewa Bogacka-Kisiel and Zbigniew Traczynski of the Academy of 

Economics in Wroclaw] 

[Text] The economics of environmental protection emerges separately from 
political economic theory.  This point is shown in the causes of this 
separation, but we also have to look further for the results.  It seems 
that one of the results of the separation between socioeconomic and 
political economy is a lack of order in the financial system in undertaking 
related matters as regards environmental protection. 

The financial sources for outlays for environmental protection are budget 
funds, enterprise funds and other funds not related to the budget.  Together 
with these funds, we have to use other financial instruments to undertake 

these tasks. 

The principles of economic reform in the first plan have superseded the 
enterprises' own funds.  In the 1982 Central Development Plan, there were 
only eight capital investment tasks for environmental protection, 
continuations of tasks begun earlier.  Therefore, most of the decisions 
concerning capital investment for environmental protection should be carried 
out by independent enterprises.  Considering all of this, we question 
whether the enterprises will decide to put some funds into environmental 
protection or whether they will implement this task.  Probably not. 
To accentuate this doubt, we note the inclination of the enterprises to 
seek immediate results rather than to wait for a longer period.  As regards 
financial outlays for environmental protection, only those enterprises with 
solvency can afford it. 

According to the National Socioeconomic Plan [NPGS] for 1984-85, the budget 
will take around 64 percent of the enterprises1 profits.  For example, 
in 1985, 900 billion zlotys will be taken from 1,400 billion zlotys.  At the 
same time, the share will increase from 43 percent in 1982 to 53 percent in 
1985 and even then their credit debt (without housing cooperatives) will 
increase by about 800 billion zlotys.  As of today, the enterprises' debt, 
resulting from bad decisions in the 1970's, stood in 1982 at approximately 
1,425 billion zlotys, a tremendous burden for the enterprises.  The share of 
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their profit to pay off credits was 81.8 percent in 1976 and 91.5 percent 
in 1981.  In this situation, the enterprises' profits are not sufficient 
to finance capital investment for production.* 

The situation will not improve much with the introduction of tax writeoffs 
for outlays earmarked for environmental protection. A tax credit of 30 percent 
will be given for environmental protection on the condition that the outlays 
have occurred over a 2-year period. This condition is unrealistic. Above all, 
the regulations state that the entire reduction cannot be more than 20 percent 
of the tax and, therefore, this tax credit can be used only for small capital 
investment undertakings. 

To this point, the budget has not paid much attention to outlays for 
environmental protection.  In addition, the 3-year plan through 1985 provides 
little more than 1 percent of the overall budget for the halting of 
environmental degradation.  This is not much money for environmental needs 
and it is only a symbolic share of the budget for environmental protection. 

We acknowledge that the financing of environmental protection directly from 
the budget is an unusual method of financing.  This is a result of known 
deficiencies in the budgetary means of financing.  The various tasks in the 
budget are competitive.  Although everyone understands the importance of it, 
environmental protection has a difficult time competing for funds with 
current production tasks and apartment construction. As a result, we fear 
that very important tasks will not be realized when funds are short. 
This also results from the fact that payments for budgetary concerns are 
anonymous as to their end purpose.  It seems that the budget should finance 
environmental protection directly, because the damage can or could be from 
the budgetary units or the so-called organizational units (plant and 
equipment).  The budget should also participate in the financing of the 
creation of a branch for environmental protection.  This is a matter for 
the future, which is not that far away considering the environmental state 
of many of Poland's regions. 

Special-purpose funds serve as a counterweight to the deficiencies of 
budgetary financing.  The legal act creating a given fund guarantees that 
the funds will be used for the purpose for which they were created. 
Moreover, these funds have Che advantage that they do not expire at the 
end of the year but rather accumulate and become a base for many years 
of financing other undertakings. 

There are in Poland four special-purpose funds for financing undertakings 
for environmental protection.  They function alongside 15 other central 
funds and 13 regional funds.  The availability of increased funding has 
become a remedy for inadequate financing of some goals from the national 
budget, but it also has limited the flexibility of the country's finances. 
There is evidence of low effectiveness of these funds.  However, under 

W. Manuglewicz:  "Sources of Financing for Capital Investment in the 
Socialized Economy in the Years 1976-81," FINANSE No 1, 1983, p 47. 
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conditions of enormous neglect in environmental protection, there is still 

too much distance between outlays for production and those for environmental 

protection.  The low effectiveness comes from inadequate outlays for 
environmental protection.  According to assumptions made in the Program 

for Environmental Protection in Poland, outlays for environmental protection 

should have been 4.3 percent in 1976-80 and 4.4 percent in 1981-85.  But in 

reality, outlays were 1.2 percent in 1976-81 and 2-2.9 percent in 1983-85. 
This is not enough for the urgent needs.  For example, the cost of building 
a water purification plant in Warsaw is 12-14 billion zlotys and construction 

will last at least 12 years.  In Poland, 50 percent of the cities and 
35 percent of the industrial plants do not have water purification plants. 

And where are the outlays for reducing air pollution, waste and auto 

pollution? 

We do not want to specify the needs, seek out the "guilty" or reiterate that 

environmental protection is costly. Nonetheless, the costly problem of 

environmental protection requires more research, which later could lead to 

more effective outlays.  Only is there enough time remaining for the political 

economy to resolve this problem? We think that environmental protection 

is paramount and that it cannot be realized by the best programs or so-called 

citizens' attitudes.  For environmental protection, we need money and after 
that good political decisions.  But it can also be the opposite:  political 
decisions that are good and money.  There have already been many political 

decisions on the environment, but too little money remains for this purpose. 
It is our view that it is very important to define the financial sources 
for environmental protection, the abundance of those sources and their 

disbursers. 

Special purpose funds should become to a large degree the financial source 
for capital investment in environmental protection.  However, these require: 

1) an increased abundance of these funds; 

2) the creation of larger possibilities to subsidize the enterprises' capital 
investments in environmental protection from special-purpose funds 
(at present, the subsidy from the environmental protection funds cannot 

be more than 30 million zlotys); 

3) the establishment of a hierarchy of capital investment tasks to be defined 
from special-purpose funds or the creation of a regional authority to 

make independent decisions in this area. 

On this occasion of considering solutions for the role of the economy in 

shaping the environment, one must touch on the issues of penalties, 
prohibitions and order.  Most often we doubt whether the penalty (which is 
a small source of profit for environmental protection funds) should be the 
subject of the environment's economy.  In fact, iogical theory patterns 
permits a negative role for penalties in environmental matters.  However, 
we have to acknowledge that penalties will be used for a long time for 
environmental protection, the more so as the payments system for the area 
of environmental protection is poor.  As of now, we do not understand why 
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the penalty system is functioning so poorly within the law.  Indeed, we could 
mention some causes, but they are difficult to quantify because of subjectivity. 
Moreover, we do not know whether the poor functioning of the penalty system is 
due to legal reasons or the economic-financial system of the enterprises. 
Many estimates on this subject could be made by intuition. 

The connection between penalties and financial results (losses and profits) 
is indisputable.  The legal regulations are such that penalties act doubly 
on profit, either directly or indirectly through the income tax. The 
influence of penalties on profits could be up to 3 times or 10 times in 
Katowice Province. Will this motivate the enterprises to undertake costly 
investments for environmental protection? 
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